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"Would you tell me,
 
< please, which way I ought to walk from here?"
 
"That depends a good deal on where you

4want to ge to," said the Cat. 
"I don't care much where-"said Alice.
"Then it doesn't matter which way you 
walk," said the Cat.
" ple so long as I get somewhro" Aliceli .h' "Thadded. as an explanation. 
' "Oh, you're sure to do that," said the Cat, 
"if you only walk long enough" 
Lewis Carroll
 
ALICE IN WONDERLAND
 
OF 100g 
IF MAN CAN DECIDE WHERE HE WANTS TO GO, SCIENCE
 
CAN TELL HIM THE BEST WAY TO GET THERE
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ABSTRACT
 
This study of space-based solar power conversion and delivery systems

addresses a variety of economic and programmatic issues relevant to their
 
development and deployment. Specifically, the study focuses on the costs,
 
uncertainties and risks associated with the current photovoltaic Satellite
 
Solar Power System (SSPS) configuration, and with issues affecting the
 
development of an economically viable SSPS development program. In particu­
lar, the desirability of low earth orbit (LEO) and geosynchronous (GEO) test
 
satellites is examined and critical technology areas are identified.
 
The main focus of the effort reported herein has been the development of
 
SSPS unit production (nth item), and operation and maintenance cost models
 
suitable for incorporation into a risk assessment (Monte Carlo) model (RAM).

The RAM was then used to evaluate the current SSPS configuration expected

costs and cost-risk associated with this configuration. By examining dif­
ferential costs and cost-risk as a function of postulated technology develop­
ments, the critical technologies, that is,those which drive costs and/or

cost-risk, are identified. It is shown that the key technology area deals
 
with productivity in space, that is,the ability to fabricate and assemble
 
large structures in space, not, as might be expected, with some hardware
 
component technology.
 
An assessment of LEO and GEO test satellites as components of the SSPS
 
development program was performed using a decision tree approach. Five
 
development program options were examined. This work serves as a benchmark
 
for the formulation of effective program plans and establishes the value of
 
test satellites of the proper scale. Itis shown that the probability of
 
successfully implementing the current configuration SSPS appears to be
 
sufficiently high so that an economically justifiable program plan for the
 
pursuit of the SSPS concept can be developed.
 
It should be cautioned that the economic analyses discussed herein are
 
preliminary and make use of program plans and data that need further review.
 
Thus, while the methodologies employed are sound and may lead to significant

results, and the insights gained from these analyses may be valuable, deci­
sions should be based on the results only after a thorough review of the cost
 
model, the data used and the assumptions made for the analyses.
 
Finally, a few utility interface issues were identified and preliminaril3

examined. These include the need for and cost of installed reserve as a
 
function of SSPS reliability/availability, the effect of power fluctuations
 
due to clouds, precipitation and Faraday rotation, and the effect of power
 
outage due to solar eclipse near the equinoxes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
 
This report provides a detailed documentation of the economic studies
 
that ECON performed under Contract No. NASB-31308 for the National Aeronau­
tics and Space Administration, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. The
 
purpose of this study is to provide an economic assessment of both satellite
 
solar power and power relay satellite concepts. Specifically, the study
 
addresses three questions, sequentially, relevant to each concept:
 
1. 	 Can it be done?
 
2. 	Should it be done?
 
3. 	How should it be done?
 
The first question addresses the technical and economic feasibility of
 
each concept. To do this, system configurations were selected and studied
 
in some detail. Critical technology areas were identified and futuristic
 
but plausible technology goals were assumed to be met in each area. The
 
systems were then costed (determifiistically) subject to the above technology
 
assumptions, and compared to the projected costs for alternative systems.

The results of this effort show that satellite solar power is technically
 
feasible and has economic potential, and that a power relay satellite is
 
technically feasible but would be of no identifiable economic benefit over
 
the foreseeable future. As a result of this outcome, no further attention
 
was given to the power relay satellite concept in this study. The technical
 
and economic feasibility studies are documented in Section 2.
 
The second question, addressed only to the satellite solar power concept,

asks for a determination of the economic justification for proceeding with
 
a satellite solar power system development program. To answer this question,
 
a classical risk/decision analysis was performed. This analysis acknowledges
 
first that it is not possible, today, to know:
 
1. 	What a satellite solar power system built with 1990's technology
 
20 years hence will cost
 
a. to produce and
 
b. to operate and maintain.
 
2. 	What the price of electric power will be from alternative energy
 
sources available in the same period.
 
Secondly, the analysis recognizes that any satellite solar power system

development program will be a segmented program where the "economic" purpose
 
of each program segment will be to buy information to make the decision
 
either to continue the program or to terminate it,thereby controlling risk.
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To perform this analysis, a system cost model suitable for a risk analysis

was developed and implemented into a risk analysis model. 
 The risk analysis
model was used to assess cost-risk associated with both the unit production

cost and the operation and maintenance costs for a number of satellite solar
 power system alternatives. 
 These data were then used as inputs to a decision

analysis performed on the development program. A number of alternative pro­grams were analyzed and several of them found to be "economic". That is,

a preliminary economic justification is presented for undertaking the initial
phase of one of these programs. It is shown that an effective level of effort

would be $25 million per year through 1979, leading to a decision to conduct
 a space-based test using a 150 kW satellite. 
It is also shown that alternative

solar cell materials, besides single crystal silicon, warrant attention. These

studies are documented in Sections 3, 4, 5 and 7.
 
Finally, the question, How should it be done? was addressed. Critical
technology areas and issues were identified and flagged as appropriate for

emphasis infuture studies. 
The major areas that were identified as both
containing a significant amount of uncertainty and being key cost and/or

cost-risk drivers are fabrication and assembly of large structures inspace,
and solar energy conversion technology. This effort isdocumented in
 
Section 6.
 
Section 8 provides some comments on programmatic risks and Section 9
identifies and analyzes some key economic issues relevant to the utility

interface area.
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2. THE ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF SPACE-BASED
 
SOLAR POWER CONVERSION AND DELIVERY SYSTEMS
 
Inperforming an economic analysis of any system which might be developed
 
over a 20- to 30-year time period, andl which has inherent in it a variety

of uncertainties, the economist should'first ask, Is it feasible? This
 
question was asked in the first phase of the ECON study. To answer it,
 
futuristic (which is to say, optimistic) but plausible technology goals were
 
assumed to be met in each critical technology area for the two systems under
 
study, a Satellite Solar Power System (SSPS), and a Power Relay Satellite
 
(PRS). Based upon these assumptions, the SSPS and PRS systems were costed
 
and then compared with terrestrial power generation and transmission systems

of equal output capability. Deterministic cost models of the space-based
 
systems were used along with conventional sensitivity analysis (including
 
a variety of assumptions about price escalations of the terrestrial systems)
 
in order to gain insight into which factors seemed to be the major cost
 
drivers. The format that was used to do comparative economic analysis of
 
the space-based systems with terrestrial systems isfound in Sections 2.1.4
 
and 2.2.4 for the SSPS and the PRS, respectively.
 
2.1 Economic Feasibility of a Space-Based Solar Power System
 
Discussion of the economic feasibility of a space-based solar power
 
system is divided into four main areas: system costs (Section 2.1.1),

development program costs (Section 2.1.2); costs of terrestrial alterna­
tives (Section 2.1.3), and a comparative economic analysis of space-based
 
versus terrestrial systems (Section 2.1.4). The results of this section
 
are based on the SSPS configuration as obtained at the end of the first
 
study phase. The configuration changes somewhat through the remainder of
 
the study.
 
2.1.1 Space-Based Solar Power System Costs
 
Table 2.1 provides an annual cost summary of an operational 5 GW SSPS.
 
This summary presents only the recurring unit and operations and maintenance
 
costs and does not include DDT&E. Also, these costs are for a representa­
tive operational unit after "learning" has been accomplished. The "serial
 
number" isnot specified. With an assumed operational life of 30 years,
 
the busbar cost of energy generated by a 5 GW SSPS would be 26.7 mills/kwh.

This includes 15.0 mills for capital recovery at a 7.5 percent discount rate,

3.1 mills for maintenance and 8.6 mills for taxes and insurance.
 
Table 2.2 contains a summary of the major 5 GW SSPS unit cost elements.
 
As seen, the satellite hardware accounts for only about 30 percent of the
 
total cost. Transportation is the major cost element (43.2 percent) and
 
the ground station accounts for 18 percent.
 
Table 2.3 contains the detailed cost summary of the elements that
 
comprise the capital investment component (satellite and receiving antenna)

of the 5 GW SSPS. As noted above, a relatively minor proportion of the
 
total cost is represented by "space hardware" (31 percent), the rest consisting
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Table 2.1 Annual Cost of an Operational 5 GW SSPS
 
Annual Cost, Power Cost,
 
Element $ millions (1974) 1974 mills/kWh
 
a Satellite 657 
 15.0
 
o Maintenance 	 136 
 3.1
 
a Taxes, Insurance 377 8.6
 
TOTAL 1156 
 26.7
 
Table 2.2 Five Gigawatt SSPS Unit Cost Summary
 
Cost, Percent
 
Element $ billions (1974)
 
* Solar Array. 	 1.798 24.0
 
Solar Blankets (1.501) (20.0)
 
a Transmitting Antenna 0.495 6.5
 
o 	 Propellants and Miscellaneous 
Supplies * 
* 	 Fabrication and Assembly
 
Equipment 0.573 7.6
 
o Transportation 	 3.278 
 43.3

Space Shuttle Fleet 	 (0.240) (3.2)

HLLV Fleet (1.074) (14.2)
Space Shuttle Flights (0.879) (11.6)

HLLV Flights (1.013) (13.4)
 
a Personnel 
 0.077 1.0 
0 Receiving Antenna 1.345 17.8
 
TOTAL 
 7.566 	 100.0
 
Cost is negligible, weight has been accounted for in
 
transportation charges.
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Table 2.3 Five Gfqawatt Operational $SPS Unit Cost
 
System components 8ass' Oesgn Specific Cost, Unit Cost,
0

xl kg J Variable 5 (1974) S billions (1974) 
Satel1ite 
 2.293
 
a	Solar Array 12.3 1.826
 
- Blankets (7.83) 27.8 k2nz 54/M2 1.50
2 

- Concentrators (1.23) 61.1 km 1.1/m .057 
- Structure 2.23 2.23 x lOb kg 81/kg .180 
- Mast 0.64 0.64 x i0o kg 81/kg .060 
- Buses, SwItches (0.27) 
a	Transmitting

Antenna 5.72 5 x 106 k'lz g9/kW .495
 
- Power Oistrib. (0.54) (I8/kW) .0g0
 
- Phase Front 
Control (0.13) (26/kW) .130 
- Wavegutde (2.31) (141kW) .070 
- OC-RF Converters (2.33) (25/kW) .130 
- Structure (0.41) (15/kW) 075 
Suonlles 2.53
 
o Cryo Propellarts (.981) 	 Keg
 
o [onPropellants (.772) 	 eg
 
* S/SResupply (.772) 	 Meg
 
Eucusoent 

.573
 
* 12 LEO Soace3
Stations (.920) .217
 
a I G0 Space Station (.076) .062
3
 
a Assemoly =uiprent
 
- Manned 'Manipula­
tors (.023) .028 
- Teleoperators ( 039) 
- EVAEqupirent (.018) .089
* Fabrication
 
tdule3 (.016) 	 .0153

* Crew idule (.012) 	 .007
 
* Orbit maintenance
 
ModuleJ (.CO ) 	 .005 
Transcoriation 3.278
 
a 	Launcn Ylenicle
 
Fleet4 
 1.314
 
- Soace Suttles 2 for 2 years 560 x IO§yr 240 
- hLs 3 for 2 years 5179a 106/yr 1.0743
# Large Cejo Tod

. Su.port Tugs 3 	 .009 .o.8

* Advance !on Stage 3 055
0

* iLL Pligncs. 	 39 x 10 /fit 1.313
 
- atellite 99 	 .39! 
- SuoolIes 13 	 .17 
-	 llu'ppent3 17 .005 
* Shuttle Clicits 512 l00/1lt .279
 
"Crew qotacion 72 I64
 
- eieooerator
 
t busrenc 3
 
- :re. Youle 004
 
3
personnel 	 1711 -an Years 545 10 ,'yr .077 
Repel.V. ,tanaa 106 ' 	 1.345
 
* Realzs:ate 	
.3g9

* Site Srecart,on 

.040
 
. Suoort Structure 

.570
 
* F-X'CSubarrays 	
.3O
 
* wer £ntarface 

.235
 
* 	 chase t-ont
Control 	 ,025 
'TAL SSPS -ass/Cost U 	 7 (3) 
I'le: cer output at :usoar. 	 I'CO-n:*z je-'e aas !ssured 
Efficiency :osses nave teen 4Guntad t- ":uivaignt :;;3;3/, 15_14or 
tror::ed over flve 35SPjn1tS. 
aI;-: -ass.
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of the equipment required for orbital fabrication and assembly, transportatiol
 
and the rectenna.
 
The costs of fabrication and assembly equipment as well as high energy
 
stages (for transport of equipment and personnel from LEO to GEO) have been
 
amortized over five SSPS units. It has been assumed that five SSPS units
 
can be fabricated and assembled over a 10-year period, and the amortization
 
formula repays the original capital with interest (7.5 percent) with equal
 
annual payments. The launch vehicle fleet, space shuttles and HLLV have
 
been costed in a similar manner but in these cases the amortization isbased
 
upon use-life of 100 flights and a 2-week turn-around. Assuming that the
 
launch vehicle fleet will be dedicated to the SSPS program, there exists a
 
"cushion" of extra flights that would incur only operations costs. The three
 
HLLVs are capable of 156 flights in a 2-year period and the two space
 
shuttles are capable of 104 flights. One hundred twelve HLLV flights and
 
76 shuttle flights are estimated to be required for each SSPS, or 56 and
 
38 per year, respectively. With 2-week turn-around the fleets are capable
 
of 78 and 52 flights annually, respectively, allowing 22 and 14 additional
 
flights, respectively. This result allows for sizable growth inthe activity
 
level of launches or reduction in the average launch vehicle load factor
 
(to 75 percent) without significant cost impact.
 
As given above, the fleet was costed assuming a 100-use life and this.
 
resulted in $1.31 billion (2.6 mills/kWh). Were the use-life 150 flights,
 
the charges would be $0.94 billion; use-life 200 flights, $0.75 billion;
 
use-life 500 flights, $0.43 billion.
 
The annual maintenance cost estimate shown in Table 2.1 includes both
 
the cost of subsystem units which fail and must be replaced as well as the
 
cost of maintenance support equipment and personnel. Tables 2.4 through
 
2.6 list the definition of the Lowest Replaceable Unit (LRU) for the solar
 
array, the microwave antenna, the rotary joint and the array control system.
 
Included are estimates of the failure rates and the corresponding
 
number of LRUs replaced over the power station's 30-year life. The recurring
 
maintenance cost for the array is estimated at $3.99 million/yr while the
 
cost to maintain the antenna is $0.99 million/yr. The control system,
 
mainly the ion engines for pointing of the array and antenna rotary joint,
 
requires the most maintenance, $39.10 million/yr.
 
The nonrecurring (excluding development costs) and the recurring costs
 
for maintenance support have been analyzed assuming the following scenario:
 
§ 	 A six-man space station is required for monitoring the
 
satellite and for use as a repair shop and garage for
 
maintenance teleoperators
 
a 	 Maintenance is performed using ground-controlled
 
teleoperators
 
o 	 Space station crews are rotated four times per year,
 
using the Shuttle and a chemical tug
 
Table 2.4 Microwave Antenna Maintenance Cost
 
Average Cost
 
LRU LRU Failures Cost Over Per Year,

Element [RU Description Mass, kg Over 30 Years 30 Years, $ M $ M
 
1. 	MW Tube 1670 - 18 x 18m Subarray 3017 4 5.73 0.19
 
2. 	Power Dist. 18 x 18m Subarray 3017 1 1.43 0.05
 
3. Command
 
Electronics 1670 Units 467 3% 20.56 0.69
 
4. Trans. Antenna
 
(Exclude tubes), 1670 - 18 x 18m Subarray 3107 1 1.43 0.05
 
5. 	Structure To Design -- -- -- -­
6. 	Contour Control 6680 Units 22 1404 0.35 0.01
 
TOTALS 0.99
 
MILLS/KWH 0.02
 
Assumptions:
 
1. 	MWTube - 4TBF = 1.14 x 10.6 hours projected (no moving parts, no seals and low temperature cathode). 
2. 	Power Dist. - Highly redundant system expected to meet 30 year life requirement, one subarray failure
 
assumed.
 
3. 	Command Electronics.- 30 year life achieved with high level of redundancy, 3 percent failure assumed.
 
4. 	Trans. Antenna - Waveguides considered structure with low failure rate. One subarray failure assumed. 
S. Structure - Assumed not to fail.
 
6. Contour Control - Failure rate - 0.8 Ff10 -6 (1 percent duty factor) for brushless OC motor operating
 
5000K.
 
Table 2.5 Rotary Joint and Array Control System
 
Average Cost
 
LRU LRU Failures Over Cost Over 30 Per Year,
 
Element [RU Description Mass, kg 30 Years Years, $ M $ H
 
Rotary Joint
 
# Slip Ring 24 Brushes, 4 Slip Rings
 
- Brush 10 72 0.24 0.01
 
- Slip Ring 63 12 0.26 0.01
 
e Drive 8 Brushless Motors/Gear
 
Train Units (4Active,
 
4 Standby)
 
- Motor/Gears 1367 24 ll.0 0.37
 
- LIM 108 -- - --

Control System
 
* Actuators 64 Electric Engines 203 640 1010 33
 
* Propellant 24,000 KG/Year -- -- -- 5.7 
TOTALS 39.09
 
MILLS/KWH 0.9
 
Assumptions:
 
1. Slip Ring - Previous space station studies indicate MTBF =10 years within reach.
 
2. Drive - Same as slip ring.
 
3. Actuators - Current estimates place ion engine failure rate at 380OF/10 6 hour. Assume order 
magnitude improvement and a 10 percent duty factor. Cost assumes S7500/KG for engine and power 
conditioning. 
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Table 2.6 Solar Array Maintenance Cost
 
Average Cost 
LRU LRU Failures Cost Over 30 Per Year, 
Element LRUODescription Mass, kg Over 30 Years Years, $ M $ M 
1. Blanket 80-1670 x 207mhModules 97,484 1 41.90 1.40 
2. Concentrator 160-1670 x 207m Modules 768 1 0.23 0.01 
3. Nonconducting
 
Structure To Design
 
4. Buses 400 m 26,000 1 8.29 0.28
 
5. Switches 59 Blocking Di DES/Blanket LRU 97,484 1 41.90 1.40
 
6. Mast 6(+), 6(-) Buses/Panel 85,000 1 27.12 0.9
 
TOTALS $3.99M
 
MILLS/KWH 0.09
 
Assumptions:
 
1. Blanket - Cell open circuit failure = 2.6 x 104/year. The probability of 5.6 percent LRU power loss over 
30 years is less than 10-99. One LRU replacement assumed over 30 years. 
2. Concentrator - Mirror failure less likely than blanket failure, one LRU replacement assumed over 30 years.
 
3. Nonconducting Structure - Assumed not to fail.
 
4. Buses - Bus/connector failure rate (OAO) = 10-9 F/year. One LRU replacement assumed over 30 years.
 
5. Switches - Blocking diode failure rate (OAO) = 10 -7 F/year. Assumes one blanket LRU replaced because of 
diode failure. 
6. Mast - Same as for buses. 
0 An HLLV/Ion stage (payload = 181,600 kg to LEO) is used 
to initially place the space station and to resupply the
 
station once each year.
 
The maintenance support costs are summarized inTable 2.7.
 
2.1.2 Development Program Costs
 
A three-phase SSPS development program was assumed for initial analysis:
 
Phase I, a 15 MW low-earth-orbit satellite with an initial operation date
 
(IOD) of 1 January 1985; Phase II, a 1 GW SSPS with an IOD of 1 January
 
1990; and Phase III, a 5 GW SSPS with an IOD of 31 December 1995. Presumably,
 
the first 5 GW unit (1995) would be "grown" from the earlier 1 GW unit.
 
The cost estimates for the above program are summarized in Tables 2.8 and
 
2.9. The costs associated with each of the program phases have been organ­
ized by expenditure period within three different development program
 
categories: Direct Development, Design, Testing and Evaluation (DDT&E);
 
related DDT&E; and Support Programs.
 
The direct DDT&E programs pertain to those program elements which would
 
not be developed were it not for the decision to develop the SSPS. These
 
total approximately $19.3 billion, and the costs are distributed over the
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Table 2.7 Maintenance Support Cost, S millions (1974)
 
Nonrecurring (Excludes Development)
 
* Space Base
 
- Hardware S490
 
- Transport 5 8
 
* Manipulator Modules
 
- 50 Units at $400
 
- Transport .S I
 
s Mission Control Facility S 20
 
$919
 
Recurring/Year
 
* Crew Rotation (4 flights)
 
- Shuttle Flights S a2.0
 
- Shuttle Amortization $ 1.8
 
- Tug Flights $ 4.0
 
- Tug Amortization $ 0.6
 
- Crew Transport Module $ 4.0
 
- Crew Transport Module Amortization S 0.7
 
a Resupply Crew and Manipulator Consum. ­
- HLLV (I/Year) $ 9.0 
- Amortization S 6.0
 
- Ion Stage $ .0 ( 
- Amortization S 4.6 Or'P 
* Mission Control
 
- Personnel (320) S 14.0/Year
 
S 87.7
 
Table 2.8 SSPS Direct and Related Development Programs, S millions (1974)
 
Expenditure Period
 
Development Item 1981-1985 1986-1990 1991-1995 Total 
DIRECT 
* Solar Array 1108 2453 3104 6665 
* Rotary Joint 383 446 149 978 
a Transmitting Antenna 616 464 260 1340 
* Receiving Antenna 75 1610 403 2088 
* 15 MW Demo Sat 427 427 
Subtotal 2609 4973 391I 11071 
* Management, S&I (@401) 1044 1989 1566 4566 
Subtotal 3653 6962 5482 15981 
a 204 Uncertainty Factor 
Subtotal Direct 
731 
438-4 
1392 
9354 
1096 
6579 
3196 
19319 
RELATED
 
s Assembly Equipment 410
 
@ Logistics Equipment 44
 
* Maintenance Equipment 44
 
* Fabrication Module 271
 
Subtotal 725 44 769
 
* Management, S&I (@ 400) 290 18 308
 
Subtotal 101-5 6Z 1077
 
* 20", Uncertainty Factor 203 12 215
 
Subtotal Related T 7-4 1292
 
TOTAL 560 48 6579 20609
 
(3394) (3557) (1931) (8882)
 
Note: ( ) indicates 1975 present value, r = 7.5 percent. 
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Table 2.9 Support Programs, S millions (1974)
 
[OD Year
 
Technology Development 1986 1992 Total
 
o LEO Transport
 
- Shuttle Derivative 380 380
 
- Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle 6540 6540
 
a 	GEO Transport 
- Largy Cryo Tug 166 166 
- Advanced Ion Stage 3847 3847 
- Propellant Depot 223 223 
- Tug for Depot 215 215 
o GEO Crew Training Module 190 	 190
 
# LEO Space Station 2225 	 2225
 
* GEO Space Station 22d 224
 
Subtotal 23 10387 14010
 
* Management, S&I (@40%) 1449 4155 5604
 
Subtotal 5072 14542 19614
 
* 20% Uncertainty 1014 2908 	 3993
 
TOTAL 6086 17450 	 23536
 
(7701)
(5130)
(2570) 

Note: C) indicates 1975 present value, r : 7.5 percent.
 
three phases of the program plan. The heaviest funding requirements occur
 
over the period 1986 through 1990. The development costs in this period

could provide for the installation of a 1 GW 	pilot plant in synchronous

orbit. The purpose of this plant would be to provide a final decision
 
point on the technical and economic feasibility of an operational plant.

The unit cost of this pilot plant would be approximately $16 billion,
 
allowing for management and uncertainty as provided inTables 2.8 and
 
2.9. A major component of the pilot plant's cost would be transportation.

This is because the HLLV and ion orbit transfer stage are not expected to
 
be developed until 1990. The plant would not be strictly a development

item since it is expected that some of the unit cost could be offset by
 
revenues from the sale of power. The decision to install a 1 GW plant
 
should be based upon its economic merit. This is assessed inSection 7
 
of this volume.
 
Of smaller magnitude are the development costs referred to as "related
 
DDT&E." These are developments that are necessary for the realization of
 
an SSPS but which might be required by other space programs as well. It is
 
not unreasonable to anticipate that other programs will require the develop­
ment of assembly, logistics and maintenance equipment. These developments

require relatively small funding amounting to approximately $1.1 billion
 
through the first operational SSPS unit. Intotal, the direct and related
 
costs are equal to $20.5 billion.
 
1I
 
The DDT&E designated "support programs" are required for the launch
 
assembly and orbital transfer of the SSPS. Unlike the other technology

developments, these are likely to be required--in part or entirety--by

other space programs. Ifthe only "customer" for these systems were the
 
SSPS, then the SSPS should bear the full burden of repaying their develop­
ment, but one would not expect this to be the case.
 
It is likely that other space programs will require these systems but

that the SSPS will have specific requirements of a technical or programmatic

nature. In this case, the SSPS-should bear the economic burden caused by its
 
specific requirements.
 
2.1.3 Alternative Power System Costs
 
Studies of the economic feasibility of the SSPS concept must be made
 in comparison with terrestrial power generation systems'currently in use
 
or likely to be inuse before the year 2000.
 
For the purposes of this study, terrestrial power generation systems

have been designated as either "existing" or "future" systems. Although

the present form of existing systems may not be installed in the time frame
 
when SSPS could become operational, these systems provide the most reliable
 
data base for the purposes of an economic comparison.
 
Exi.sting systems include oil-fired and coal-fired fossil fuel plants

and light water reactor nuclear (LWR) plants. The technical characteristics
 
of these systems are well-known. The major uncertainties associated with
 
these systems are: the availability and price of fuels for the oil-fired
 
and nuclear systems, the environmental hazards associated with all terrestrial
 
systems, and the economic (investment) problems resulting from the social

and environmental challenges currently being placed before nuclear systems.
 
The pollution problems and costs associated with the current methods of
 
using coal to directly fire a steam generator have led to the development

of several entirely different future approaches and processes for using

coal either directly (as in the case of fluidized bed combustion) or after
 
the significant amount of processing required for coal gasification or
 
liquefaction. For this study, enumeration of the costs and system

efficiencies associated with future coal processing plants was conducted for:
 
two coal liquefaction techniques (Consol Synthetic Fuel and Solvent Refined

Coal), 6 high-BTU coal gasification techniques (Lurgi, Hygas-Electrothermal,

Hygas-Steam-Oxygen, Bigas, Synthane, CO2 Acceptor) and 3 Iow-BTU techniques
(BOM Atmospheric, BOM Pressurized,Lurgi). Two future advanced nuclear
 
fission reactor systems considered to be representative of the developing

nuclear technology were studied (i.e., the Liquid Metal Fast Breader
 
Reactor (LMFBR) and the High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor (HTGR).
 
The operating characteristics and capital cost estimates summarized
 
in Table 2.10 have been derived from the literature on each of the generation

systems used here for comparison. They are "representative" numbers for
 
each type of system, acknowledging that significant cost variations occur
 
from one site to another.
 
Table 2.10 Cost Estimates for Terrestrial Power Generation Plants
 (1974); Discount Rate - 7.5t
 
F luhdized-

Direct DIrect 
 Bed LowiIU iligh-0tU Liquefied- ti9t Temperature Liquid letalCoal- oil- Coal-
 Coal-Gas Coal-Gas Coal 
 Water Gas-Cooled Fast Breeder
Plant Type fired 
 fired Fired Firnd Fired Fhed 2itactor Reactor Reactor 
Mature Plant Availability
lactor 
 .75 .75 .75 .0 .0 .75 
 .B .75 .7S
 
(1)
Lead Tlrm 
Preconstruction 
 2.5 2.5 2.5 

-
- 5 
Construction 
 4 3.5 3 4() 4(5) 4(5) 6 4
 
(z )

Beat Role
 
Envlronmentally Unregulated 0.960 
 0.962 
 10.200 
Environmentally Regulated 9,558 
 9.053 9.614 11.590 15.550 13,790 10,300 0.740 0,650
 
S aOl(Pres) (Synthane) (average)Solid Wse 3 
Environmentally Unregulated

(lbs./kWh) 0.091 
 - - - - - 1.94
 
Environmental ly Regulated
 
(lbs./kWh) 0.279 - .105 .120 .15? .116 1.94 
 1.09
 
Capital Cost
 
($/kW(1974))

EovIrostentally Unregulated 274 240 -
. - 342 ­
Enviro.lnentally Regulated 330 253 25B 
 235 340 445 363(6 300 471
 
4 |  
Cost of Capital (average)
 
(1974 mills/kWh) 4.0 3.6 3.6 
 3.2 4.6 6.6 5.3 5.5 7.4
 
0 and M Cost(4)

(1974 mills/kWh) 2.1 1.3 2.4 2.3 3.6 1.2 
 1.3 1.9
Fuel Cost(4) 6.3 14.5 6.1 7.6 10.4 9.0 2.9 5.0 
Taxes and Insurance
 
(1974 mllls/kWh) 2.5 1.9 
 2.3 1.7 2.4 
 3.5 2.6 2.9 3.6
 
OUSUAR Cost
 (1974 mills/kWh) 15.7 20.7 13.1 14.9 
 19.7 22.7 IZ.0 
 14.1 12.9
 
(')capital Expenditures assmed to occur In unilorm Increments d ing construction phase (See Economic iethodology).
 
(2)Cost or operating pollution conta1 
 equlment reflected In heat rate, not 0 ahul H cost. 
Cost of solid waste disposal not Included In total BIiSBAR cost.
 
4For environmentazly regulated plants only (See Appendix A. Section A.7)
 
(5)Data not available; conservative assuanptlon ie (or purpuses of econonlic analysis. 
(6)be method of analysis used by utility copansies (6%InIlation, 10% discount rates) yields an equivalent cost oft951/k4 for this plant 1 1905 dollars (See Appemix A). 
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The components of the total "cost at the busbar" include the costs of:
 
capital; operation and maintenance; fuel; and taxes, insurance and depre­
ciation (an annual charge of 5 percent of the capital investment). The
 
fuel and O&M costs are taken from the literature; the method for determining
 
the cost of capital as a user charge is described in Appendix A (to wit,
 
determining the equivalent annuity over the 30-yearplant lifetime at a
 
7.5 percent discount rate to repay the capital expenditures made in
 
equal increments during the construction phase). All cost estimates are
 
expressed in 1974 dollars.
 
2.1.4 Comparative Economic Analysis
 
At existing relative prices, the SSPS would not be cost effective
 
compared with terrestrial systems but, at expected future relative prices,
 
itmay well be cost effective. Figure 2.1 illustrates the comparative
 
economic analysis for an SSPS operational in 1995.
 
The x-axis (abscissa) contains average values for the cost of electric
 
generation over the 30-year period (1995-2025) inmills/kWh. The y-axis
 
contains the "economically justifiable" 5 GW SSPS unit cost, evaluated at
 
a 7.5 percent discount rate. The method by which this has been estimated,
 
and the rationale for the choice of discount rate, is described in Appendix A.
 
The analysis compares the 5 GW SSPS with terrestrial fossil fuel systems.
 
(i.e., oil and coal-fired generation plants).
 
The line, R, in Figure 2.1 relates the generation cost inmills/kWh
 
of terrestrial coal and oil-fired systems over the period 1995-2025, as in­
dicated on the x-axis. A range of cost estimates resulting from the study
 
performed by University of California, Berkeley for JPL is also provided.
 
The coal and oil system values are based on three projections of the
 
future:
 
* 	 Relative fuel prices remain constant (CO, 00)
 
* 	 The relative prices of coal increase by 2.6 percent
 
per year, and the relative price of oil increases
 
by 0.67 percent (CA' OA)
 
* 	 The relative prices of coal and oil increase by
 
5.0 percent per year (CB , OB).
 
As indicated by the suggested probability distributions, the first pro­
jections have a very low expectation. Regarding coal, the cost of production
 
"Relative prices" refer to the price relationship of all goods and
 
services to each other. The usual practice is to consider one good
 
as the baseline and calculate all prices relative to it. Obviously,
 
generalized inflation would not affect relative prices.
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oil prices and unit SSPS cost
 
are suggested tut not estimated
 
probability distribution functions
 
pdf). They hear no relation on
 
this figure to the capital costs
 
of these systems. See text for
 
10.0 	 explanation of Co, CA' etc.
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o pdf SSPS Unit Cost R
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Figure 2.1 	 Comparative Economic Analysis of a 5GW SSPS
 
Operating Over the Period 1955-2025
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will rise as it becomes necessary to mine deeper veins and provide the expected
 
environmental and human safeguards. Regarding oil, increased scarcity will
 
no doubt raise relative prices. In fact, new oil-fired capability may not be
 
installed after 1995.
 
The second projection has been adapted from the work of E.A. Hudson ,
 
and D.W. Jorgenson and is highly regarded in the economic energy literature.
 
The estimates were derived from their analysis of a scenario inwhich the
 
government does not intervene with respect to energy prices.
 
The third projection has been derived from the Hudson-Jorgenson scenario,
 
in which the United States government levies a "BTU" tax of $0.05/million
 
BTU (to encourage fuel conservation), gxer the period 1975-1980 and $1.35/
 
million BTU over the period 1980-1985. The goal of this action is United
 
States energy independence by 1985.
 
Based upon projection of the Hudson-Jorgenson estimates of relative price
 
changes to the year 2025, the typical coal-fired plant would generate electric
 
power at an average price of 25.1 mills/kWh over the period 1995-2025. If a
 
vigorous policy of energy independence were to be pursued, the average genera­
tion price would be about 33 mills/kWh.
 
The same analysis for oil indicates that the projections of the Hudson-

Jorgenson estimates of "no policy change" would not affect the relative stand­
ing of oil-fired systems. With an "energy independence" policy, the price of
 
electric power from oil-fired plants might be driven off the scale.
 
Based upon these results, there is some expectation--the probability
 
of which is discussed in Section 5--that the SSPS will be cost effective with
 
respect to fossil fuel systems by 1995. Furthermore, since fossil fuel
 
systems depend upon nonrenewable sources of energy, the economic viability
 
of SSPS should be enhanced relative to these beyond 1995.
 
While every attempt has been made to cost the systems on a consistent
 
basis, one major element of cost has not been addressed: the systems'
 
relative social and environmental impacts. Within this study we have begun
 
to develop a framework for evaluating these impacts. This will, however,
 
require much further study before our level of understanding is adequate
 
for the purpose of decision making.
 
A second issue that could impact total systems cost is the relative
 
acceptable distance between population and industrial centers for SSPS
 
rectennas and conventional electric power generators. This is an important
 
determinant of the cost of energy transmission, and hence, the delivered
 
Hudson, E. A. and D. W. Jorgenson, "U.S. Energy Policy and Economic
 
Growth, 1975-2000," The Bell Journal of Economics and Management
 
Science, Vol. 5, No. 2, Autumn 1974.
 
It is to be stressed that the 5 percent value is not that of Hudson-

Jorgenson. It is our projection of the constant dollar impact estimated
 
in their analysis.
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cost of electric power to the user. Based on current trends in plant
 
siting, itdoes not seem likely that major energy-intensive industries-­
such as metals processing--would locate near 5 to 10 GW nuclear sites.
 
The rectenna site, on the other hand, would appear to be amenable to such
 
activity. These issues, however, await future study.
 
Finally, itshould be noted that the U.S. Energy Research and Development
 
Administration (ERDA) is currently funding research inelectric generation

technologies, such as ocean thermal and solar power towers that are expected
 
to produce energy in the range of 30-50 mills/kWh, as well as fusion power,
 
the potential cost of which ismore difficult to estimate.
 
The conclusions of the feasibility study are: given appropriate tech­
nological advances and continued increases in the real cost of generating
 
electrical power by terrestrial systems, satellite solar power systems

might become economically viable by the mid to late 1990s; however, an SSPS
 
is not cost effective compared to fossil fuel alternatives at the present time
 
even given the futuristic technological advances assumed.
 
Had the results of the feasibility study indicated that the SSPS would
 
not be economically viable in the 1995 and beyond time period, even given'that
 
futuristic technology goals would be achieved, then itwould be appropriate
 
to discontinue further studies related to this particular configuration of
 
space power system. Until such time that an economically viable space
 
power system concept can be found, the pursuit of a space power system concept

would have to be based upon justification other than its ability to compete,
 
on a cost-effectiveness basis, with alternative methods of electrical power
 
generation. Since the indication in this study is that the space power
 
system concept examined could become cost effective in the 1990-2000 time
 
period, it is appropriate to continue the economic analysis of this system,
 
not with the focus on what optimistically could happen but, rather, with the
 
focus on what might likely happen. Thus, the second phase of economic study
 
involves a risk analysis of the space power system concept.
 
2.2 Economic Feasibility of a Power Relay Satellite
 
Discussion of the economic feasibility of a Power Relay Satellite is
 
divided into four main areas: PRS system costs (Section 2.2.1); develop­
ment program costs (Section 2.2.2); terrestrial power transmission system
 
costs (Section 2.2.3); and a comparative economic analysis of space-based
 
versus terrestrial systems (Section 2.2.4).
 
2.2.1 Power Relay Satellite System Cost
 
The Power Relay Satellite (PRS) Microwave Power Transmission concept
 
uses a reflector in synchronous orbit to provide power transfer from a
 
transmitting antenna at one ground location to a ground receiving and recti­
fying antenna at a distant location. The transmitting antenna is a phased
 
array radiating through slotted waveguides and the receiving antenna is a
 
rectenna similar to that used for SSPS.
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The economic and technical issues for transportation, assembly and
 
maintenance are the same for the PRS as for the SSPS. The same array of
 
transportation options should be considered in the assessment of PRS
 
economics, though-the use of a Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle (HLLV) may not be
 
found to be cost effective. Simple derivatives of a Shuttle may be found
 
to be adequate.
 
The cost trends for the PRS are illustrated in Figure 2.2 for a 5 GW
 
case plotted as functions of peak power density at the transmitting antenna.
 
There isa tradeoff between the transmitting antenna cost and the reflector
 
cost. The totals for a range of ground power outputs inFigure 2.3 show
 
that capital cost decreases with increasing total power output and, depending
 
upon the power output, decrease with peak ground power density.
 
The environmental/biological levels shown in Figure 2.3 make itclear
 
that the economics of the PRS drive the acceptance of greater environmental
 
risk ingoing to higher power densities than the SSPS.
 
Figures 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 illustrate that the basic cost trends noted
 
above are relatively insensitive to assumptions on equipment manufacturing
 
cost, orbital transportation and assembly costs, and system efficiency. The
 
transportation and assembly cost isa relatively minor factor in this ex­
ample.
 
A PRS design point was selected at a peak power density of 50 mW/cm
2
 
for 5 GW and 10 GW systems because this is at the "knee" of the total cost
 
curve. Lower power densities imSly great risk of cost escalation due to
 
the steepness of the cost curve inthat area; and higher power densities
 
increase the biological/environmental risk without a commensurate reduction
 
incost.
 
Table 2.11 summarizes the maintenance costs for the PRS. The major
 
maintenance cost drivers for PRS are similar to the SSPS, namely, the
 
contour control actuators and the electric propulsion units used for
 
attitude control and stationkeeping.
 
Maintenance support costs for PRS are similar to those required for'
 
SSPS, namely, costs associated with resupply and recycling crews of $86M/yr.
 
The cost of equipments replaced each year is small, approximately $4M/year.
 
Subsection 4.4 discusses in detail the assumptions used to establish main­
tenance support costs.
 
2.2.2 Development Program Costs
 
Figure 2.7 is-a PRS development plan used as a strawman schedule for
 
economic analysis. A geosynchronous demonstration satellite is scheduled
 
for 1985. The transportation/assembly modes assumed available in this time
 
frame are:
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Figure 2.2 PRS Cost Elements Versus Peak Power Density at Transmitter
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Figure 2.3 PRS Cost for Various Power Outputs
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Table 2.11 PRS Maintenance Cost
 
Mass Cost Over 
LRU FailuresLRU Avg.
30 Yrs Per Yr.
 
Element LRU Description kg Over 30 Yrs SM $M
 
1 Structure To Design -- -- -­
2 Reflectors 18 x 18m Subarray 1 
3 Contour Control 
Actuators 6680 Units 22 1404 0.35 0.01
 
4 Contour System
 
Actuators 64 Electric
 
Engines 203 640 1010 3.3 
Propellant 885 Kg/Yr .-- .-- 1 0.21 
Total 3.52 
Phase 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93
f i t f il__ __ I__I __ I- I I I I 
I - Geo Demo 'Design/Development
 
... . .. -.
. -, SR&T & Flight Test
 
Assembly
 
IOD
 
II - Operating .......... Design/Development 
Plant 
SR&T & Flight Test 
'Assembly

VIOD 
1985 System 1990 System
 
Mass .581 x 106 kg 0.505 x 106 kg
 
DDT&E $1696M $264M
 
Unit Cost $2491M $567M
 
Maintenance $ 90M/Year
 
Total Program through first operation unit = S5.1B
 
Figure 2.7 PRS Orbital System Program Schedule and Cost
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* 	 Shuttle
 
* 	 Full Capability Tug
 
* 	 LEO Space Station
 
* 	 GEO Space Station
 
Based on these major system elements the cost for transportation and
 
assembly is approximately $4190/kg. The 1990 system, which is an improved
 
version of the demonstration satellite, was analyzed, assuming the following
 
transportation and assembly system elements:
 
* 	 Deploy Only Launch Vehicle derivative of Shuttle
 
* 	 Large Cryo Tugs which are derivatives of the Shuttle
 
External Tanks
 
* 	 LEO Space Station
 
* 	 GEO Space Station.
 
Based on these major elements, the transportation and assembly costs
 
are $1080/kg.
 
2.2.3 Terrestrial Power Transmission System Costs
 
In order to compare the PRS transmission concept with terrestrial
 
alternatives, use has been made of available data on representative

terrestrial systems in order to design transmission systems that would provide
 
a capability equal to that of the PRS. While these systems provide such a
 
capability, it is unlikely that they would in fact be built under any fore­
seeable circumstances.
 
The categories of terrestrial alternatives studied include transmission
 
via conventional circuits and super conducting transmission lines (all of
 
which are considered to be "existing" systems even though some currently
 
exist only in experimental application), and hydrogen transmission and
 
microwave transmission via waveguides (which are classified as "future"
 
systems).
 
In order to design the most economic terrestrial power delivery systems
 
that would provide a capability equal to that of the PRS, it was necessary
 
to make the following basic design assumptions:
 
* 	 Power input--AC electric power would be at the appro­
priate voltage level.
 
* 	 Power output--AC electric power would be at the appro­
priate voltage level.
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All transmission systems would have the capacity required
 
to most economically deliver 5,000 or 10,000 MW. Additional
 
capacity would be added at the source to provide the
 
capability 9f economically carrying that power which would
 
be lost along the route.
 
* 	 Designs would be those which were most economical in 1974.
 
* 	 The cost of the energy lost because of transmission would
 
be based on a 1974 cost of $0.02/kwh = $175 x 103/MW-year.
 
* 	 All transmission systems would be inuse 100 percent of the
 
time.
 
* 	 Overland circuits would range from 2,000 to 5,000 miles
 
long. This is independent of the great circle distance
 
between the transmitting and receiving points.
 
0 	 Only transmission capability would be considered. No credit
 
would be given for the potential benefit of energy storage,
 
since the PRS does not provide any energy storage option.
 
* 	 Systems having a transmission efficiency of less that 50
 
percent would not be considered.
 
The costs of the transmission systems have been calculated in a con­
sistent mills/kWh user charge format (as a function of transmission distance)
 
for comparison with the PRS.
 
Conventional Transmission Systems
 
There is no single cost per circuit or single effective resistance/
 
circuit-km for any particular system. The resistance/circuit-km can be
 
reduced (within limits), but only with a corresponding increase in capital
 
costs. Designing the optimum system requires knowing the detailed relation­
ship-between the capital costs and resistance and a specific transmission
 
route. Since these data are not generally available, itwas necessary to
 
use a representative capital cost and representative effective resistance
 
per circuit-km for each system considered.
 
The capital costs and effective resistances/circuit-km that were
 
used in this part of the study have been garnered from a variety of
 
sources published invarious years. The costs have all been adjusted to
 
1974 dollars using the Handy-Whitman Index and the resulting values then
 
compared to each other, to make sure they were reasonable and consistent.
 
These values represent the best estimate of the costs that can be made,
 
given the limitations of this study.
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The total transmission costs for all the terrestrial systems are not
 
sensitive to the cost of the land required for the right-of-way (ROW). The
 
ROW costs have been included as part of the capital costs of the various con­
ventional transmission systems and assumed to average $1000/acre--low for
 
flat land near cities and high for mountainous or desert terrain. This is
 
equivalent to about $11,200/circuit-km for the 765-kV ac overhead line,
 
just 3.6 percent of the total costs of the circuit.
 
The cost of delivering energy is the sum of the fixed costs and the oper­
ating costs of the system used. The systems had to be designed to minimize
 
this sum. However, the operating costs and the fixed costs are related.
 
The higher the loading of each transmission circuit, the fewer the circuits
 
required to deliver the same amount of power and the lower the capital costs
 
and, thereby, the fixed costs. On the other hand, the higher the loading of
 
the circuit (except the Superconducting Power Transmission Line), the higher

the percentage of power that islost, and this loss must be paid for
 
(20 mills/kWh).
 
Each transmission system was then designed to.achieve minimum total cost,

while not exceeding a 50 percent transmission loss. Itwas necessary to do
 
this type of economic analysis for each of the candidate transmission systems.

However, as a result of the high capital costs for underground systems, the
 
minimums -for the naturally cooled underground systems always occur when the
 
circuit is loaded above the thermal limit. For that reason, extra underground

circuits are added only when it is necessary to carry more power than the
 
existing circuit can physically accommodate. A minimum does exist for the
 
forced-cooled conventional underground systems.
 
The costs for the nine different conventional systems have been summar­
ized in Figure 2.8. This figure serves as the basis for comparison to the
 
PRS (Section 2.2.4).
 
Hydrogen Transmission
 
The cost of transmission by pipeline compares unfavorably with the ± 500
 
kV dc overhead line. Inaddition, one of the basic design parameters was that
 
no system would be considered if the transmission losses were greater than 100
 
percent of the delivered energy. Hydrogen transmission clearly does not
 
qualify for overland transmission; however, cost estimates for LH2 transport

by tanker have been included inFigure 2.8 for the purpose of comparison of
 
international energy transfer costs.
 
2.2.4 Comparative Economic Analysis
 
The PRS system in its current configuration has been compared with
 
terrestrial electric transmission systems that currently exist or that might

exist in the 1990-2020 time frame. Transmission costs for PRS systems with
 
output powers ranging from 5 to 10 GW have been compared with terrestrial
 
systems delivering comparable outputs. This comparison is summarized in
 
Figure 2.8.
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The PRS would provide less costly energy transmission than current or
 
projected underground cables, and would be less costly for distances greater
 
than 5,600 km than the current 765 kV ac overhead lines. It offers higher
 
costs than currently existing ± 400 kV dc overhead lines or several other
 
systems already in limited application (such as the dc superconducting cable)
 
or those expected to be utilized (such as the ± 800 kV dc overhead line).

The relatively higher costs of the PRS are the result of both high capital
 
costs and unavoidably high transmission losses. Specifically, at an output
 
level of 10 GW the cost of the PRS transmission losses, calculated at a
 
representative generation cost of 20 mills/kWh, are almost 50 percent greater
 
than the capital costs.
 
Sensitivity analyses were conducted to determine the effects of decreases
 
in antenna efficiency, phase control, and beam control efficiency in the PRS
 
system. Ten percent decreases in each of these individually were found to
 
increase transmission costs on the order of 2 mills/kWh.
 
The PRS concept is limited to overall system efficiencies of 50 to 60
 
percent, even with individual system elements,developed to the highest
 
practicable limits. If there existed the political requirement for large
 
intercontinental energy transfers, the PRS seems to be economically superior
 
to bulk energy transport via liquid hydrogen.
 
Based upon the results obtained in this section, the PRS was not studied
 
in the second or third study phases.
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3. COST, 'UNCERTAINTY AND RISK ANALYSIS OF SPACE SYSTEMS
 
An investment or engineering decision involves the commitment
 
of resources with the hope of future benefits. In order to determine
 
how best to commit resources, decision makers are forced to predict,

forecast, or guess the future. The -uncertainty about the exact course
 
of future events creates risk in the form of unforeseen fluctuations in
 
the resulting resource costs and cost-flow patterns. Since the future
 
is not (and generally cannot be) known with certainty, the evaluation,
 
comparison and decision making process must explicitly take into ac­
count the effect of uncertainty and risk.
 
The above notion is brought to light most vividly by a simple

coin-toss game described by Daniel Bernoulli that has become known as
 
the St. Petersburg paradox [1]. First, a player must pay to enter the
 
game. Then, a fair coin is tossed until it falls heads on the nth
 
n
toss at which time the player recei-ves a prize of $2 . The question is,
 
how much the player should be willing to pay to enter the game. Since
 
the probability of a head first occurring on the nth toss is ( )n, the
 
expected value* of the game is infinite.
 
zS 2n (.)n
E.V. 	 =
 
n=l
 
Thus, a decision maker who does not consider risks should be happy to
 
pay any sum of money to enter the game. Yet, although the possible

winnings are very high, the probability of winning a significant amount
 
is remote. For example, the player can win only $32 if a head first
 
occurs on the fifth toss but his chance of lasting to the fifth toss
 
without a head isonly 1/32. Infact, to take the illustration one step

further, it can be noted that the player should expect that the expected

value of the game, infinity, will never be achieved. Thus, not only

should one never count on an expected value occurring but, in addition,

there exist special cases for which the expected value can never occur.
 
Clearly, informed decisions and proper selection of alternatives
 
or courses of action should be based upon more than the consideration of
 
The expected value (E.V.) or mean value of a function, f(x), of a
 
random variable, x, isthe sum of all values f(x) may take, each
 
value weighted by its probability of occurrence, p(x), or mathe­
matically:
 
E.V. 	 : f(xi) P(xi)
 
range
 
of xi
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the most likely or expected situations--they should consider the
 
relative levels of risk. Inorder to accomplish this, risk must be
 
quantified in the same sense that most likely or expected values are
 
quantified. In other words, decision makers must take into account what
 
can go right and what can go wrong and the chance of going right or
 
wrong and this should be done quantitatively. A method is presented in
 
the following pages which demonstrates how engineering and cost uncer­
tainties and reliability can be taken into account in order to quanti­
tatively assess costs and cost risks associated with space power systems.
 
Figure 3.1 places risk analysis in perspective with typical
 
engineering analyses. Most engineering analyses are point estimates. A
 
point estimate is obtained by inputting the "best guess" or estimate of
 
the various system parameters into a model to obtain "single number"
 
estimates of system cost or performance. Point estimating procedures
 
seek an answer to the question, What do you think? It is often recog­
nized that point estimates can be wrong. Thus, a next step is generally
 
to conduct a sensitivity analysis. A sensitivity analysis considers
 
variations around the "best guess" parameters of the point estimate and
 
thus addresses the question, What ifyou are wrong? Risk analysis, on
 
the other hand, adds a new dimension by addressing the question, What do
 
you know? To do this, it provides a framework for adding ranges and
 
probability distributions of system parameters for input to system
 
models and provides, as output, ranges and probability distributions of
 
system cost and performance rather than single number estimates of these
 
values.
 
The answer to the question, What do you know?, incorporates
 
the answer to the question, What do you think? As shown in Figure 3.2,
 
the answer to the question, What do you think?, is typically the most
 
likely value for a parameter to take on. That is, it is the value of
 
the parameter for which the probability density function* obtains a max­
imum. In addition, however, it includes information such as the minimum
 
and maximum values which the parameter can assume (that is,the range of
 
the parameter outside of which there is zero probability of occurrence
 
of the parameter) and confidence bounds which serves to establish the
 
form of the probability density function.
 
As an adjunct to the above discussion, it can be.observed that,
 
in general, for continuous distribution functions such as the one shown
 
in Figure 3.2, there is a zero probability that exactly the most likely
 
value will occur. In other words, there isprobability one that the ans­
wer to the question, What do you think?, iswrong.
 
The probability density function, p(x), gives the probability per
 
unit of x that a random variable, x, lies between the value xo and
 
Xo+Ax for very small Ax. That is,the probability that x takes on
 
a value between xo and x+Axo is
 
P(Xo)Ax
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Figure 3.2 Quantifying the State-of-Knowledge Relative to a 
Parameter, x 
One is thus led to question the validity of point cost esti­
mates. Indeed, without performing a risk analysis, cost estimates are 
generally wrong and almost invariably low. The reason for this is 
easily explained within the context of risk analysis. System cost 
estimates are generally performed by dividing the system into subsystems,
costing the subsystems individually and summing these costs to obtain 
the total system cost. However, it must be recognized that a cost es­
timate is a forecast of the future and thus can be expressed only as a 
probability distribution. Hence, single point estimates are, in fact, 
samples from such distributions. A characteristic of most aerospace 
subsystem cost probability distributions is that they are skewed such 
that the mean or expected value of the distribution is higher than the 
most likely value. But it is the most likely value that is generally 
obtained by soliciting point estimates. Now, when one adds the sub­
system costs together to obtain the total system cost, whether it is 
explicitly recognized or not, one is adding probability distributions;
and the mean value theorem asserts that, if one adds together a number 
of probability distributions, the resulting distribution tends to approaci 
a normal (Gaussian) distribution for which the expected value and the 
most likely value are the same, and these are equal to the sum of the 
expected values of the component distributions, not the sum of the most 
likely values. Thus, in the summation process, the increment of cost 
between the most likely value and the expected value for each subsystem 
is left out and the resulting sum is low by the sum of these increments. 
o~dGW~kNCVM 
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Figure 3.3 illustrates this phenomenon. A, B and C are component sub­
systems of the total system. Solicitations of point cost estimates
 
result in the most likely values, LA, LB and Lc. The sum of the cost
 
differences between the most likely values and the expected values,
 
EA, EB and Ec, namely AA+AB+Ac, is neglected inpoint cost estimates.
 
Thus, the estimate of ESyS or LSy S, the expected or most likely

values of total system cost, is low by this amount. This explains why
 
most cost estimates are low. Of course, ingeneral, one does not obtain
 
expected values anyway and thecost of any particular system may deviate
 
from the expected value by some amount that can be estimated only by

performing a risk analysis.
 
3.1 Uncertainty, Risk and Decision Making
 
Decision makers are often confronted with a wide range of al­
ternatives from which they must select one or a few alternatives to pur­
sue. The selection of the "best" alternative must invariably consider
 
the risks inherent in each-candidate alternative. For example, consider
 
the investment of private savings. Clearly, a vast number of alternative.
 
exist ranging all the way from placing the savings ina government insure(

bank account to placing the total sum on Crazy Horse to win in the fifth
 
at Belmont. In between these extremes (and maybe beyond them) are all
 
the opportunities present in the stock market. Obviously, the private

investor who puts his entire savings into the investment that offers the
 
possibility of the highest return is rare.* Most investors readily

admit foregoing significant potential returns to obtain added security
(reduced risk) inan investment. The same philosophy must also apply

for the federal government in the selection of alternative courses of
 
action to meet the energy needs of the nation in the year2000 and
 
beyond.
 
At this point, however, one finds oneself on the horns of a
 
dilemma. On the one hand, the technologies that offer the opportunities

for the greatest potential payoff are precisely those technologies for
 
which there isthe greatest risk; whereas, those technologies for which
 
the risks are acceptable provide limited opportunities for energy inde­
pendence and energy assurance. How then is itpossible to economically
justify the pursuit of advanced, high risk technologies with potentially

high payoff? The answer lies in the development of technology implemen­
tation programs with controlled risks. Risk-controlled programs are
 
programs in which the decision maker is never forced to make a decision
 
that has a negative expected value in order to pursue a technology de­
velopment, and they are programs inwhich the "down side" risk associated
 
with technology development decisions ismaintained at or below an accept­
able limit.
 
For good reason. Few such investors exist who have nonnegative
 
savings.
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Figure 3.3 Illustration that Point Cost Estimates Are Generally Low 
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A simple game serves to illustrate this principle. A player
 
must pay $100 to enter the game. Then a thumbtack is flipped 20 times.
 
If it lands point up 15 or more times, the player wins and his prize

is $250 ($150 net). Otherwise the player loses. The key to the value
 
of the game is,of course, the probability of the thumbtack landing

point up on any particular toss, R. Unlike a fair coin, however, one
 
can only guess about the value of R. But rather than to guess only
 
a single number for R, the player iswise to describe his state-of­
knowledge about R, PR(R). For example, see Figure 3.4 which is one
 
individual's guess at PR(R). Independent of the state-of-knowledge
 
about R, it is possible to assess the chance of winning the game,

Pw(R), as a function of R.* This isshown in Figure 3.5. Then, it
 
is straightforward to compute the players expectation of winning the
 
game,
 
EXPECTATION OF WINNING = E PR(R) x Pw(R) = .297
 
R
 
and from this computing the expected value of the game.
 
EXPECTED VALUE = PRIZE x CHANCE OF WINNING = $74.25
 
Note inthe example shown that the game has an expected value of $74.25
 
which isless than the $100 entry fee. Thus, the net expected value of
 
the game isnegative.
 
It is interesting here to point out the meaning of the ex­
pected value. Clearly, the game pays either $0 or $250. Thus, the ex­
pected value will never be obtained. The proper interpretation, however,
 
is that, ifthe player played a large number of independent games such as
 
this, his winnings would be approximately equal to the sum of the expec­
ted values of the individual games. Hence, ifthe player can play a
 
large number of games, each with a positive net expected value, he
 
can expect, with a high degree of confidence, to obtain a net positive

payoff. If,however, some of the games have negative net expected

values, the player can expect his total payoff to be reduced. A
 
corollary to this for the federal government is that only those tech­
nology application programs with a positive expected value should be
 
undertaken.
 
The thumbtack flip game presented above can be illustrated
 
in terms of a decision tree as shown in Figure 3.6. The decision is
 
The probability of 15 or more "ups" out of 20 flips is the sum of
 
the probabilities of 15 out of 20, 16 out of 20, 17 out of 20, 18
 
out of 20, 19 out of 20 and 20 out of 20. The values for each of
 
these probabilities are derived from the binomial distribution.
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to enter the game or not. If the answer isno, the player remains at
 
his status quo. If the answer isyes, the player encounters a net
 
expected loss of $25.75. Thus, itmight well be expected that a pru­
dent player would choose not to enter the game.
 
Can the game be changed in any way that would lead to a posi­
tive net expected payoff? Note that the key to the fact that the game

has a net negative payoff is the state-of-knowledge on R, Figure 3.4.
 
Suppose that state-of-knowledge could be improved for a small cost.
 
For example, suppose the player could "rent" the thumbtack for $10, flip

it a large number of times and, thus, determine the value of R pre­
cisely. Now the decision tree takes on the form shown in Figure 3.7.
 
If the player decides to enter the game, he first commits only $10 to
 
test the thumbtack. Then, and only then, ifthe thumbtack passes the
 
test, that is,if R is equal to or greater than 0.8 inthe decision
 
rule shown, the player enters the game. Because the player is able to
 
determine R at a low cost, he is able to control his risk and thus
 
establish a positive net expected payoff for the game.
 
The game of technology application and the role of economic
 
studies inthis game is very similar to the thumbtack flip game. It is
 
very much a game of information inwhich the objective is to establish
 
a technology application program plan that controls risk and provides
 
a positive net expected payoff. This isaccomplished by a sequence of
 
studies, analyses and tests that provide infotmation necessary to move
 
forward through the program. And like the thumbtack flip game, the ul­
timate mechanism for controlling risk isthe option to exit (or not enter
 
the game, In a technology implementation program, it is the option to
 
recognize that the'program has failed and to terminate it. If a program

plan that has a positive'net expected payoff cannot be deveiopedit

isa clear indication tha tht&itbii iit cf~~ietlykevloed

to undertake an implementation program and the dnly thing that can be
 justified is a low level program of basic resarch. Risk analysis pro­
vides the mechanism for evaluating the probabilities necessary to
 
establish and evaluate alternative program plans.
 
3,2 General Procedure
 
A risk analysis to evaluate the state-of-knowledge relative to

space-based solar power systems (SSPS) needs to address the unit produc­
tion and the operation and maintenance cost risks for SSPS units subse­
quent to the first unit.* The procedure for doing this isto first de­
velop a deterministic cost model and then to incorporate this cost model
 
ina Monte Carlo simulation computer program as shown in Figure 3.8.
 
The data, consisting of system component costs, efficiencies, masses,
 
Ingeneral, the first unit will not be a production satellite, and
 
hence, its costs will not be reflective of the long-term economics
 
of SSPS.
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reliabilities, etc., are input as probability distributions--states­
of-knowledge. These variables are then sampled by the use of a sequence
 
of random numbers. The sampled inputs are entered as deterministic
 
numbers into the cost model and the results stored ina table. The pro­
cess isthen repeated several times (perhaps 250 to 1000 times) and the
 
stored results thus generated are used to produce statistics and proba­bility distributions that describe the risk associated with a specific

alternative. Inrare cases, with sufficiently simple problems, it is
 
possible to perform a risk analysis without resorting to computer simu­
lation techniques. The case of SSPS isfar from this simple.
 
3.2.1 Cost Modeling
 
To perform a cost-risk analysis one must first produce a
 
cost model. The cost model should provide for the interdependencies of
 
various cost components. For example, ifthe mass of some system com­
ponent increases, the number of launches required increases, the number
 
of men to assemble the system increases, etc. Also, it isimportant that
 
the model be constructed so as to minimize modelling error, that is,to
 
minimize errors inthe representation of system costs. To some extent,
 
it is possible to create such models; however, the process is largely an
 
art and it is difficult, ifnot impossible, to describe a procedure for
 
the development of such models.
 
The cost models developed for the risk analysis of SSPS are
 
described in Section 4 and Appendices B and C of this volume.'
 
3.2.2 Uncertainties
 
Uncertainties inthe value of system parameters, such as costs,
 
masses, efficiencies, etc., are the result of an imperfect state-of­
knowledge relative to all components and aspects of the system. The
 
magnitude of the uncertainties isrelated to the time in the system de­
velopment cycle that the estimates are made and the state-of-development

of the component technologies at that time. Uncertainties may, admit­
tedly, be difficult to quantify. However, itmight be inferred that the
 
more difficult it is to quantify uncertainties, the greater the uncer­
tainties are. The basic problem, thus, is to quantify uncertainty, that
 
is,to define the state-of-knowledge.
 
The quantification of uncertainty requires that informed
 
estimates be made of ranges of uncertainty of key variables and their
 
probability distributions within the range. The uncertainty assessments
 
can be made by individuals with the assistance of an experienced analyst

or, for example, they can be made by an experienced group of individuals
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using Delphi type techniques [2,3]. Such estimates are very subjective

in nature and quantitatively express the attitudes regarding the uncer­
tainties. The estimates reflect past experience with similar efforts,

problems which have been encountered in the past, insights into problem
 
areas which might develop, etc.
 
Uncertainties can be quantified. In fact, most large corpora­
tions use risk analysis techniques which employ uncertainty assessments
 
as a standard procedure in the evaluation and comparison of new business
 
alternatives [4-10]. A methodology for establishing the shape of uncer­
tainty profiles is described inAppendix E.
 
3.2.3 Effect of Reliability
 
The effect of reliability invarious operations and components

is to introduce risk into a system even if all costs, masses, efficiences,
 
etc., are known precisely. The fact that there is a chance for failures
 
to occur implies that there isa chance that costs will be incurred to
 
remedy the failure. Since failures cannot generally be predicted

(precisely), there exists an inherent variability in the cost of con­
structing or maintaining any system inwhich failures can occur.
 
The maintenance of an SSPS requires dealing with failures. To
 
the extent that such failures can influence operation and maintenance
 
costs, there is variability in these costs that must be accounted for in
 
the risk analysis. While failures of various sorts, for example, launch
 
vehicle failures, can occur in the production phase of an SSPS unit these
 
have been neglected in the risk model described herein. The cost and
 
risks associated with component failures in the operation and maintenance
 
of an SSPS unit are included in the operation and maintenance cost-risk
 
model. The procedure for their computation isdescribed inSection 4.3.
 
The Delphi technique, initially researched at RAND, is a technique of
 
systematically obtaining opinions from a panel of experts on a partic­
ular issue. The Delphi technique eliminates the committee approach

for making estimates. It replaces direct confrontation and debate
 
with a carefully planned program of sequential individual interroga­
tions, usually conducted by questionnaires. The series of question­
naires is interspersed with feedback derived from the respondents.

Respondents are also asked to give reasons, anonymously, for their
 
expressed opinions, and these reasons are subjected to a critique by

fellow respondents. The technique puts emphasis on informed judgment.

It attempts to improve upon the panel or committee approach by sub­jecting the views of individual experts to each other's criticism in
 
.ways that avoid face-to-face confrontation and preserve anonymity of

opinion and of arguments advanced in defense of those opinions.
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Comparison of Alternatives
 
The ultimate purpose of any economic analysis of the sort
 
described herein isto support a decision making process, that is,to
provide guidance in the comparison and selection of alternatives. This
 
includes choices between alternatives within a particular program, for
 
example, between various SSPS configurations; or between alternative
 
programs, for example, between SSPS and terrestrial alternatives. It is
 
worth reiterating here, as proven above, that choices between alternatives
 
cannot, ingeneral, be made on the basis of most likely or expected

values above. Rather, consideration must be given to both the expected

outcome and the associated risk.
 
The risk profile of many alternatives approaches a normal or
 
Gaussian distribution* to a sufficient extent that is suffices to describe
 
these alternatives in terms of their expected value and risk (standard

deviation). Now, consider the range of alternatives contained within the
 
set of systems labeled SSPS, expressed interms of their expected value
 
and risk (Figure 3.9). Certainly there exist many ways of implementing
 
A normal distribution can be fully described by two parameters, the
 
mean or expected value and the standard deviation of the distribution.
 
Other distributions require description by other parameters and full
 description of a distribution may require specification of several
 
parameters.
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a technology to produce an SSPS. Each way results in a unique expected
 
value and risk as shown by the points plotted in Figure 3.9. It should
 
be the objective of the program manager to determine the "best" technology
 
implementations. These are those implementations which simultaneously
 
maximize the expected value and minimize the risk. Given any technology
 
base to work from, there is a limit to the extent to which these mutu­
ally competitive goals can be simultaneouslymet. This limit is known
 
as the technology frontier and it represents the focus of best achiev­
able combinations of expected value and risk commensurate with the speci­
fied technology base. The selection of the "best" alternative from the
 
technology frontier requires a statement of the decision maker's risk
 
preferences. Itcannot be made by economic principles alone.
 
Thus, in terms of the selection of alternatives within a pro­
gram, the purpose of a risk analysis is to define the technology frontier.
 
The selection of alternatives between competing programs isaccomplished
 
by comparing the technology frontiers (Figure 3.10). As shown, Tech­
nology B might be SSPS, Technology C, terrestrial nuclear and Technology
 
A, terrestrial fossil fuel--the curves are arbitrarily drawn here for
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3.4 
illustrative purposes only. As shown, Technologies B and C always dom­inate A. Thus, A would never logically be chosen on economic grounds.

On the other hand, the selection between Technologies B and C depends on
 
the risk preferences of the decision maker. A highly risk-averse de­
cision maker would forego the potential to obtain a high value inorder
 
to obtain reduced risk by choosing to implement Technology B in the
 
region of expected value that produces low risk. A less risk-averse
 decision maker might choose Technology C, seeking the opportunity to
 
capture a higher value.
 
Inthe end analysis, it isthe decision maker(s) who de­
cides what technologies to use and how to implement them based upon

his personal set of preferences. The economist or analyst cannot

make such decisions for him. However, the economist, analyst and engi­
neer, working together, can provide the decision maker with information
 
that fully describes the potential consequences of each alternative
 
choice so that a well-considered selection can be made. The purpose

of risk analysis isto provide the methodological framework for obtaining

this information.
 
The Relationship Between Engineering and Economics
 
Itshould be recognized that, while systems engineering is a

vital element of a technical and economic assessment of a space power

system concept, the systems that are engineered for such assessments are
 
not the systems that might be built 20 years from now. Indeed, based upon

the present state-of-knowledge, it isneither possible nor desirable to
 
focus present engineering efforts on the detail design of a "flightworthy"

system. Rather, the engineering efforts are properly addressed to the
 
development of a more detailed technical understanding of the general

concept of space power systems and to providing a basis for both the tech­
nical and economic assessment of such a concept. Two basic approaches

could be taken to the engineering effort. The first would seek to
 
examine all the potential system configurations and types with the
 
objective of identifying their characteristics. The second approach

would focus on one or a few potential configurations and examine them
 
indepth. Itmight be said that, given a limited budget to perform a
 
study, the first approach succeeds in determining essentially nothing

about everything while the second approach provides a good understanding

of (probably) the wrong thing. Ultimately, some combination,of both
 
approaches must be taken. However, this study took the second approach.

The reason isthat one purpose of this study isto provide an economic
 
assessment of the space power system concept and, inorder to do this,

it isnecessary to study each assessed concept insome detail. As a
 
result, this study does not cover the range of ideas and configurations

that may have been dealt with, but itdoes provide economic analysis

results that would have been impossible to provide if the first approach

had been taken.
 
It is important here to make one other point as well. The
 
purpose of this economic analysis is to provide information to a decision
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making process. Relevant to a space power system, however, it is not 
necessary, nor is it desirable, to decide upon the developing of a par­
ticular system configuration at this time. Rather, it is only necessary 
to decide upon the funding of a supporting research and technology (SR&T) 
program that will improve upon the present state-of-knowledge invarious 
critical technology areas so that, inthe future, a decision can be made 
either to proceed with the development of a particular space power system 
configuration or, if at that time the concept proves not to be economically
(or otherwise) viable, to terminate the program. Thus, if the system 
configuration studied indepth justifies proceeding with an SR&T program, 
it has appropriately served its purpose and thereis no need, for the 
purpose of economic justification, to seek better configurations. The 
only remaining issue is one of identifying the critical technology items 
that should be addressed in the SR&T program. But, to a substantial 
extent, these are independent of the system configuration and, thus, 
useful insights are gained as the result of an in-depth study on one 
configuration as conducted herein. -
Now, if it is accepted that the purpose of the engineering work
 
performed in this study is in support of a technical and economic evalua­
tion.of space power, then the objective,of that work should be to provide
 
optimal designs against economic criteria. This does not mean that the
 
system should be designed to minimize cost. Rather, both cost and cost­
risk should be taken into account. This principle is illustrated by the
 
following example. Suppose, for the photovoltaic configuration SSPS
 
studied, it isdesired to find the optimal concentration ratio and, for
 
this example, assume that the only area of cost uncertainty is the cost
 
per unit area of the solar array blanket. Then, as shown in Figure 3.11,
 
the (expected value of) cost would be minimized by ,proper choice of-the
 
concentration ratio, CR*. However, going to higher concentration ratios
 
continues to decrease cost-risk since increasing concentration ratio
 
reduces the solar array blanket area. Thus, looking at a plot of cost­
risk versus cost for varying concentration ratios indicates clearly that
 
itwould be undesirable to design the system to minimum cost since, by
 
moving to slightly higher concentration ratios, it is possible to sig­
nificantly reduce the cost-risk with only an infinitesimal increase in
 
cost. The space power system risk analysis model developed as a result
 
of this study isan existing tool for use inthe analysis of engineering
 
tradeoffs of this sort.
 
At this point in time, the best configuration is that one which
 
provides the strongest justification for a development program.
 
Cost 
C 
Concentration Ratio, CR 
Cost-
Risk 
cC * (These Concentration 
Ratios are Undesirable--They 
Increase Both Cost and Risk) 
Concentration 
>R* 
Cost-
Risk Cost 
CR 
Concentration R~tio, CR 
Figure 3.11: A Typical Cost Versus Risk Tradeoff 
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4. COST MODELING OF SPACE-BASED SOLAR POWER SYSTEMS
 
The SSPS program is divided into three major cost categories: develop­
ment, unit production, and operation and maintenance, as shown inFigure 4.1.
The development includes all activities that occur through initial operation

of the first full-scale unit, and the unit production cost model includes all
 
recurring costs for producing the "nth" (typically second) SSPS unit--satel­lite and ground equipment. The reason for this division of costs is the
 
variety of methods by which the first.unit could be built, for example, by
growth from a 500 MW pilot satellite, whereby the costs of the first unit

would not relate in any direct way to the costs of, say, the second unit.
 
Although all cost components of an SSPS program are dealt with, the

emphasis in this study has been on the development of recurring cost models
(both unit production and operation and maintenance) for an SSPS. unit to
 
serve as 
the basis for a risk analysis model. Descriptions of, firstthe
development costs (Section 4.1), and then of the unit production cost and the
 
operation and maintenance cost models follow (Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respec­
tively).
 
4.1 Development Program Costs
 
The estimates of development program costs were developed by Grumman
 
Aerospace Corp. and the Raytheon Company. 
The costs are connected with
 
specific programs whose rationales were establ'ished by Grumman. Development

costs are not modeled functionally as are the recurring (unit production,

O&M) costs, and they are described only briefly here, being dealt with in
 
more detail in Volume II.
 
SSPS Program
 
Cost Model
 
Unit
Development Production Operation &
 
Cost Model Cost Model Maintenance
 
(Nth Item RC) Cost Model
 
Figure 4.1 SSPS Program Cost Model
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A number of different development programs have been formulated and
 
analyzed as a part of this study. These are discussed in detail in
 
Section 7 of this volume and Volume IIof this report. During the first
 
study phase, a development program including a 15 MW LEO and a 1,000 MW
 
;EO test satellite was costed. Inthe second study phase, two additional
 
orograms were examined, one with no major test satellites and one making
 
se of a 500 MW GEO test satellite. In the third study phase, two new
 
ievelopment programs were formulated and analyzed. Both of these programs
 
nade use of a 150 kW and a 2 MW test satellite but with different test
 
)bjectives. The discussion below pertains mainly to the development pro­
grams formulated for the third study phase. The actual cost numbers for
 
all of the development programs are given in Section 7 of this volume.
 
4.1.1 Supporting Research and Technology Program Costs
 
The three major areas of the supporting technology program include solar
 
energy conversion technology, microwave transmission system technology,
 
and large structure fabrication. Physical characteristics of the solar array
 
blanket, such as solar cell conversion efficiency, specific mass, and thermal
 
and radiation resistance, will be addressed as well as techniques for economic
 
large-scale production. Microwave transmission technology development will
 
be directed at the efficiencies of dc to rf conversion and phase front control
 
as well as to the fabrication and assembly of waveguides and antenna and
 
power transfer structures. Further, studies of the effect of microwave
 
transmission on the ionosphere will be conducted using the Areceibo antenna.
 
Finally, different structural materials will be examined consistent with the
 
thermal environment, applied loads, and the requirements for on-orbit manu­
facturing and assembly. Also examined will be the equipment required for
 
such soace-based operations.
 
4.1.2 150 kW Test Satellite Program Costs
 
This test satellite is primarily intended to test solar array technology,
 
involving the deployment of a large array by Shuttle sortie. Different deploy­
ment techniques may be tested. This test satellite may be used to test portion!
 
of the microwave transmission systems if it is transported to geosynchronous
 
orbit.
 
The costs include design, procurement and assembly, and operation of
 
the test satellite.
 
4.1.3 Geosynchronous Orbit Test Satellite Program Cost
 
Although this geosynchronous orbit test satellite is smaller (2 MW
 
power output level) than those examined in previous study phases, it is
 
large enough to allow testing of the performance of major system elements as
 
well as microwave transmissiom from geosynchronous altitude.
 
The costs include design, procurement and assembly, and operation of
 
the geosynchronous test satellite.
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4.1.4 DDT&E Costs
 
The costs connected with the design, development, testing and evaluation
 
underlying the construction of the first full-scale prototype haye been sepa­
rated from the actual costs of procuring the first unit. This separation
 
allows for an intermediate determination of the state-of-knowledge and likely
 
economic viability of the system, before committing to the procurement of the
 
first unit.
 
4.1.5 First Unit Production Costs
 
The costs of procuring and assembling the first unit are dealt with
 
.independently from the costs of producing subsequent units, as the first
 
unit may be constructed ina manner entirely different (for instance, by ex­
panding a test satellite, or by using space stations instead of the orojected

factory-in-space from that used for subsequent "production run" satellites).

Furthermore, there exists the possibility that production could be terminated
 
after the first full-scale unit.
 
4.2 Unit Production Cost Model
 
The unit production cost model is based on sizing relationships provided
 
by Grumman Aerospace Corporation [11] and the Raytheon Company [12]. Subse­
quent refinements, in particular the introduction of a factory-in-space con­
cept, have been incorporated as well. A complete mathematical exposition of
 
these relationships is found inAppendix B. The model in its present state
 
of development identifies and represents the major cost elements for the cur­
rent SSPS configuration and assembly scenario. The results of the model must
 
still be considered to be preliminary; because, whereas the cost elements
 
have all been addressed, many issues of scheduling and operations have not.
 
For example, the model currently does not eiplicitly account for amortization
 
of certain equipment by annuities, as sufficient information is not yet avail­
able concerning the timing of procurements or rates of utilization for this
 
(transportation and assembly) equipment, nor does any model account explicitly
 
for the timing of procurement of satellite and ground station components.

Availability of such information in the future will allow continued refine­
ment of the model. However, it is to be noted that these are refinements to
 
the basic cost model and should not be interpreted as elements, the lack of
 
which destroys the basic integrity of the model.
 
The central feature of an SSPS performance evaluation isa chain of
 
power conversion and transmission efficiencies. This efficiency chain forms
 
the backbone of the unit production cost model as seen in Figure 4.2, which
 
shows the correspondence of system components to elements inthe SSPS effi­
ciency chain.
 
Most of the sizing (hence, cost estimation) of system components is
 
done on the'basis of power throughput. Since the power output is constrained
 
as a design parameter in this study, a change in any element in the efficiency

chain affects the power throughput (hence, size and cost) of all of the system
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The unit production cost model has fiye Leye!-3 components, as shown in
 
Figure 4.3: ground station, LEO (low earth orbit) launch, construction base,
 
LEO-GEO (geosynchronous earth orbit) transportation, and satellite procure­
ment. Each of these cost components is dealt with in detail below; an over­
view of the model's structure is provided in Figure 4.4. The model has been
 
kept as general as possible, that is,insofar as possible, design and per­
formance parameters have been treated as variables. Certain assumptions,

however, are implicit in the model. Wherever such limitations occur in the
 
model, they have been called out inthe discussion that follows. In future
 
developments of the model, greater generality will be developed, allowing

examination of the effects of a wider range of design tradeoffs.
 
4.2.1 Ground Station Cost Model
 
This cost model consists of the cost of land and site preparation for
 
both the receiving antenna structure and a safety zone around the receiving

antenna, rf-dc converters, phase control equipment and utility interface.
 
The size of the rectenna was set in the Raytheon MPTS study [13], based upon

20 mW/cm 2 being an acceptable maximum power density level and 2.45 GHz being

the optimum frequency for transmission and is then scaled by the elevation
 
angle of the beam. The model does not allow tradeoffs* among receiving an­
tenna area, cost, and power density; costs are determined on the basis of
 
power level.
 
More detailed consideration of rectenna design and cost characteristics
 
should be included in future developments of the model.
 
4.2.2 LEO Launch Cost Model
 
This model includes the cost of procuring and operating fleets of heavy

lift launch vehicles (HLLVs) and Space Shuttles to launch to LEO the materials
 
and personnel necessary for the construction placement and final check-out of
 
an SSPS satellite. The HLLVs are used to launch equipment and supplies and
 
the Shuttles are used to rotate on-orbit personnel. The upper and lower
 
stages of the HLLV are dealt with separately in the model, as they have dif­
ferent expected design lives. The model allows consideration of payload
 
masses, load factor, unit costs, launch operations costs per flight and ve­
hicle design life. The costs for both vehicles are determined on a "per

launch" basis by dividing the unit cost over the expected life of the vehicle
 
and adding the launch operations and refurbishment costs per flight. The num­
ber of HLLV flights is calculated b dividing the total mass of the satellite
 
and required assembly equipment by the payload of the HLLV and its load fac­
tor. Similarly, the number of shuttle flights isdetermined by the number of
 
personnel needed on orbit, the number of personnel carried per shuttle flight

and the rate of personnel rotation.
 
One limitation of the model in its present form is that itdoes not con­
sider such operations factors as vehicle refurbishment (turnaround) time.
 
These tradeoffs were analyzed by appropriate cost and design inputs 
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Such scheduling factors will have to be considered as the model is refined
 
because the rate of launch may be expected to be nonuniform for the con­
struction of a single SSPS satellite, although the overall launch facility
 
activity leyel could be expected to become more uniform (allowing more effi­
cient use of resources) as more SSPS satellites are constructed simultaneously
 
given proper planning to accomplish this. In addition to more detailed con­
sideration of launch operations, explicit consideration of launch vehicle
 
reliability should be included in future model development.
 
4.2.3 Factory-in-Space Cost Model
 
This model represents the costs of a factory-in-space, the preliminary

design of which was developed by Grumman Aerospace in the final phase of this
 
study. A single base is intended to construct the entire fleet of satellites.
 
In order to examine the cost differences of construction in LEO and GEO,
 
the costs and masses of characteristics of the base which were principally
 
affected by orbital location (orbit-keeping and attitude control propellant

requirements, external power system (EPS) requirements, and radiation shield­
ing) were included as separate variables in addition to the basic mass and
 
cost of the base. Analysis of two different factory sizes (reflecting two
 
different rates of construction), as well as the two orbital assembly sizes,
 
was conducted by appropriate design and cost inputs.
 
The costs of the factory-in-space are attributed uniformly to each
 
satellite built; that is, they are calculated on a "per satellite built" basis
 
where the total number of satellites built is a variable.
 
The major limitation of the factory-in-space cost model is the lack of
 
detail possible because of the preliminary state of development of the design
 
itself. Whereas it is possible to examine the relative cost-effectiveness of
 
construction in LEO versus GEO for two-specific base configurations, it is
 
not possible to examine the configurations themselves to determine the most
 
important cost- and risk-driving elements to help guide further studies.
 
4.2.4 LEO-GEO Transportation Cost Model
 
Two different LEO-GEO transportation scenarios are possible with this
 
model. One reflects the costs of transporting a fully assembled satellite
 
from LEO using an advanced ion stage. This scenario is used when analyzing
 
LEO construction and includes the costs of the ion stage and its propellants,
 
along with propellant storage tanks.
 
The other scenario reflects the costs of transporting the materials
 
necessary for construction of the satellites to GEO using chemical cargo orbit
 
transfer vehicles (COTV) and for using chemical personnel orbit transfer
 
vehicles (POTV) for personnel (to and from the construction base). This
 
scenario is used when analyzing GEO construction and includes the costs of
 
the COTVs and POTVs (taking into account the design lives of each), the
 
propellant necessary for the required number of trips (depending upon total
 
satellite mass, crew size and crew rotation rate), and propellant storage
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At this point, no consideration has been given to vehicle reliability,

which could have a significant impact on both total trnsportation and com­
ponent procurement costs. Furthermore, the model accounts for one GEO space

station per SSS satellite, whereas the space station might be used for
 
final checkout of a number of satellites; as more information becomes avail­
able concerning SSPS construction rate and operation and maintenance require­
ments, a proper accounting of this station cn be made. Also to be included,
 
as information becomes available through further studies, is a relationship

between ion stage size and cost, the cost of a cryo return stage for the ion
 
stage, if it is reusable, and the cost of the degradation of the satellite
 
solar arrays used to power the ion stage during the trip to GEO.
 
4.2.5 Satellite Procurement Cost Model
 
The satellite procurement model utilizes relationships which size the
 
solar array blankets and concentrators based on solar cell efficiency, con­
centrator efficiency and the solar flux. The structure is sized by the area
 
of the blanket, the antenna interface and antenna components sized by their
 
respective power levels. All costs derive from cost relationships: cost/unit
 
area for the array blankets and concentrators, cost/unit mass for structure,

and cost/unit power for the microwave transmission portions of the satellite.
 
The relative cost merits of three different solar cell materials were examined
 
using appropriate cost and design inputs.
 
The details for sizing and costing this satellite configuration are
 
fairly well developed. The major limitations at this point include an in­
ability to internally size the satellite for different concentation ratios
 (this can be done by input variables, however) and an inability to trade off
 
transmitting antenna size, cost and power density against ground station
 
size and cost.
 
4.3 Operation and Maintenance Cost Model
 
The second element of SSPS unit recurring costs which was modeled in
 
this study phase was the cost of operation and maintenance (O&M). The model
 
contains four Level 3 components, as shown in Figure 4.5: launch facility

O&M, ground station O&M, space station and support O&M and satellite O&M;
 
these are developed separately below.
 
4.3.1 Launch Facility O&M Cost Model
 
This component of the O&M model represents the cost of one heavy lift
 
launch vehicle (HLLV) flight to low earth orbit, and the accompanying advanced
 
ion stage (AIS) transfer to geosynchronous orbit of the material necessary

to supply the on-orbit maintenance personnel, as well as the cost of launch
 
facility mission control personnel.
 
4.3.2 Ground Station O&M Cost Model
 
The component of ground station O&M cost includes the cost of both
 
equipment replacement (at an assumed percentage rate per year) and ground

station operation and maintenance petsonnel.
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4.3.3 Space Station and Support O&M Cost Mode]
 
The cost of crew rotation is derived from the vehicle costs and the as­
sumed rate of annual rotation. The costs of the GEO sp~ce station and the
 
maintenance support equipment used by on-orbit personnbl includes the amor­
tized cost of procuring and transporting the station and equipment and,
 
finally, the cost of the mission control to support the space station and
 
on-orbit O&M equipment is derived from an assumed cost per unit output power.
 
4.3.4 Satellite O&M Cost Model
 
The major cost associated with maintenance of an SSPS satellite is that
 
of replacing components that fail. To serve as a guideline for the failure
 
rates that might be expected from SSPS satellite components, the failure
 
rates of recent equipment, such as that on the Orbiting Astronomical Observa­
tory (OAO), have been used. Whereas itmight be expected that reliability
 
rates would be considerably improved through learning connected with SSPS
 
construction, it is also true that SSPS components will have to be mass­
produced (unlike the hand-built components of the OAO, for example), possibly

resulting in lower reliability. Goven that these two opposite effects will
 
be occurring in a way that cannot now be predicted, the failure rates for re­
cent or current equipment have been used as reasonable guidelines for this
 
phase of analysis.
 
The smallest components which might be replaced in each subsystem in
 
the event of failure have been identified, as well as the costs of procure­
ment, transportation and installation on a cost-per-unit-mass basis.
 
Although the structures have been included as satellite components, it
 
is expected that they will be designed so that their probability of failure
 
during a 30-year lifetime is zero.
 
The failure rates of smallest replaceable components are sampled in a
 
Monte Carlo simulation to calculate a probability distribution for annual
 
O&M costs. The rate of replacements of units of a given satellite component

is a random variable that depends on the mean time between failures for that
 
component. That is to say, the nature of failures is such as to produce un­
certainty in the annual O&M cost despite potentially perfect knowledge of
 
all costs. In the Monte Carlo simulation, the rate of replacement is obtained
 
as a probability distribution over integer numbers of replaced units. The
 
computer algorithm for computing the distribution of component replacements

is shown in Figure 4.6. Each component is interrogated to determine if it
 
fails during the period of consideration. If it does, it is replaced and
 
the replacement part is interrogated to determine if it fails in the remain­
ing time. The process is continued until the time period considered ends.
 
Then, replaced units and replacement costs are accounted for.
 
Input 
Failure Rate 
Time = N Years 
--
Does Yes Incur 
C To 
Repair 
Incur 
Time To 
Repair 
Hv Ned 
• Total Costut~ToRepair Otu 
Figure 4.6 Computer Algorithm for Computing Cost 
of Replacing Failed Components 
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5. ANALYSIS OF UNCERTAINTY AND RISK INSPACE-BASED SOLAR POWER
 
SYSTEMS PRODUCTION, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
 
5.1 Current State-of-Knowledge
 
The cost and risk analysis discussed in this section is based upon the
 
current configuration SSPS, illustrated in Figure 5.1, which is sized to
 
generate 5375 MW* of rectified power at the output bus of the receiving an­
tenna at the beginning of life of the system. This power level was chosen
 
to provide economies of scale while keeping the peak microwave power density

in the center of the rectenna to about 20 mW/cm2 , a level that is expected

to meet anticipated environmental standards. The 20 mW/cm2 value approaches

the anticipated threshold level for.affecting changes in the ionosphere. It
 is noted, however, that the effects of these anticipated changes are unknown.
 
The satellite's mass inorbit isdeterministically estimated to be 27.2
 
million kg, using the most likely values described below. An operating fre­
quency of 2.45 GHz was selected based on considerations of power transmission
 
efficiency, low susceptability to brownouts in rain, and minimal potential

problems with radio frequency interference. The transmitting antenna is an
 
active planar phased array which uses amplitrons for dc-to-rf power conver­
sion. The photovoltaic power source nominally generates 9267 MW of power

using an advanced 50-micron thick silicon blanket that has an initial nominal
 
efficiency of 9.2 percent at a solar concentration ratio of two. The overall
 
efficiency from solar blanket busbar to ground station busbar is nominally

estimated to be 58 percent.
 
The nominal design concept has two large solar cell arrays, each approx­imately 8.4 km x 5 km, interconnected by a carry-through structure of dielec­
tric material. A 1.026 km diameter microwave antenna is located on the
 
centerline between the two arrays and is supported by the central power
 
The 5000 MW power level commonly used inearlier phases of this study

refers to the power output at the beginning of the sixth year of
 
operation, although the satellite was designed to handle the higher

beginning-of-life power level. (Degradation in the power level 
occurs
 
throughout the life of the satellite because of degradation in system

efficiency, primarily solar cell efficiency due to radiation damage.)

The five-year point for power output represents a weighted average

of power output over the lifetime of the satellite for the purpose of
 
revenue projection. Because the rate of solar cell degradation ,and

the discount rate are treated explicitly as variables in revenue pro­jections, the actual beginning-of-life power output level will hence­
forth be used to describe the SSPS power level. Note that this
 
adjustment of designated power level does not itself affect the sizing
 
or costing of an SSPS.
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transmission bus (mast) structure that extends the full length of the power

station. The antenna is attached to the mast structure by a joint system

which rotates 360 degrees in azimuth (east-west) and + 8 degrees in eleva­
tion (north-south). The solar cell blankets are laid-out between channel
 
concentrators stretched over a supporting frame. 
 Inthe analysis conducted
 here, in addition to single crystal silicon solar cells (Si), two other

materials are also analyzed. These are gallium-arsenide (GaAs) and cadmium­
sulfide (CdS). In all cases, a concentration ratio of 2 was used. It is

recognized that this concentration ratio is not optimum for either of the
last two materials; however, the conclusions thus obtained strengthen the

notion that economically attractive solar cell material alternatives to Si
 
do exist and should be given consideration.
 
Inaddition to the consideration given to different solar cell materials,
four different construction methods were analyzed. All involve the factory­in-space concept developed by the Grumman Aerospace Corporation. The methods
 
analyzed include total assembly in low earth orbit (LEO) with subsequent ion

stage transportation to geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO) and total assembly
inGEO and, for each assembly location, assembly using a small factory, capa­ble of producing nominally four satellitesper year; and a large factory,

capable of producing nominally six satellites per year.
 
A range of uncertainty naturally occurs in trying to project the state­
of design parameters or cost components that will exist inthe 1990-2000 time

period during which an early SSPS might be built. The range of uncertainty
is reduced as the state-of-knowledge improves--generally through studies,
testing or technological development. 
For factors about which little'is
 
known, a probability density function describing the state-of-knowledge is
likely to be fairly broad and fairly flat; that is,that there is no pro­
nounced likelihood that any particular outcome within the possible range

of outcomes will occur. With development of the state-of-knowledge, however,
the range of'possible outcomes becomes more narrow and a peakedness in the
 distribution may arise around the expected (or most likely) value. 
The nar­
rower the range and the more peaked the distribution (hence, the better one
 
can predict the outcome), the more developed the state-of-knowledge is.said
 
to be.
 
In order to represent inthe SSPS program cost model (described in Sec­tion 4) the state-of-knowledge that exists for the design factors relating

to SSPS, ranges were established with maximum and minimum values, and a 
most
likely value was assigned. The rule observed in setting the maximum (worst)

and minimum (best) values was that.there is essentially zero probability of
the outcome exceeding the assigned maximum or being less than the assigned

minimum. 
Most likely values were estimated based on available information
 
and engineering judgment.
 
It was beyond the scope of this study to develop probability density
functions inthe manner described inAppendix E. However, distributions
 
were assigned as shown in Figure 5.2 that might be representative of design
factors, the states-of-knowledge of which are not well developed; that is,
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the distributions are not sharply peaked, however, neither are they particu­
larly broad. For each variable, the particular distribution was selected
 
based on the location of the most likely value between the minimum and maxi­
mum values. It is expected that this process would be refined, for example,

according to Appendix E, in future work.
 
The range of values and the most likely value for each design factor
 
may be found inAppendix D. It should be noted that these data are specific

to the current configuration SSPS and are intended to represent the state­
of-knowledge with respect to this particular configuration at this point in
 
time. Also shown inAppendix D are the data that were used for the analysis

of cost and risk inthe previous study phase. The data and results presented

in this section are based on the satellite configuration and assembly tech­
niques as they have been developed in their final (most advanced) form by

this study.
 
Some adjustments have occurred during this phase of the study in the
 
assignment of ranges and most likely values for a number of design factors.
 
These adjustments have come as the result of more detailed analysis both in
 
this study and in related studies (such as the space station studies being

conducted by Grumman Aerospace Corporation). The adjustments having the
 
greatest impact on system size and cost involve the solar array blanket:
 
the values for specific cost, specific mass and solar cell efficiency, which
 
had previously been treated as target values, are now viewed as the most
 
optimistic values. Also, the efficiency of Si solar cells is taken to be
 
9.2 percent inthis phase of the study. This is the result of the analysis

conducted by A. D. Little, Inc. The lower efficiency cell corresponds to
 
one which ismore likely to be developed as a result of ERDA efforts. It
 
does not incorporate band-pass filters to maintain a high efficiency under
 
concentration ratios greater than one as did the previously assumed cell.
 
5.2 Risk Assessment of the Current Configuration
 
Based upon the assessment of the state-of-knowledge discussed inSec­
tion 5.1 and Appendix D, a risk assessment of the current configuration SSPS
 
was conducted. The assessment provides probability distributions of unit
 
production costs (2nd unit)* and operation and maintenance costs; see Fig­
ures 5.3 and 5.4. These figures show the cumulative distribution functions,

referred to as risk profiles, for costs for the Si solar cell configuration

SSPS assembled in LEO using a small factory. The probability value shown on
 
the ordinate represents the probability (or confidence) that the current con­
figuration SSPS could be produced (Figure 5.3) or operated and maintained
 
Because the first unit isnot a production unit and may be constructed
 
by various alternative methods, for example, growth to full-scale from
 
a pilot plant, the cost model does not apply to this unit. The model
 
applies essentially to the second unit. After the second unit, it
 
should be expected that unit production costs will decrease from the
 
value computed by the cost model, due to learning effects.
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(Figure 5.4) for a value shown on the abcissa, or less, under the current
 
state-of-knowledge. Thus, for example, there is a 50 percent chance that
 
the second unit SSPS could be constructed for $12.1 billion (1974 dollars)
 
or less. Alternatively, if one wished to commit to the construction of the
 
second unit today and, furthermore, ifone wished a 90 percent confidence
 
of successfully completing that unit, one would have to commit about $23.4
 
billion (1974 dollars) to the project (for that unit--that is,in excess of
 
the DDT&E program).
 
Of course, one could argue over the accuracy of the curves shown in
 
Figures 5.3 and 5.4. These curves are preliminary and do not include all
 
of the uncertainties inherent inthe current configuration SSPS. Thus, if
 
anything, the high end of the unit production risk profile is probably op­
timistic. However, arguments over the high end of the risk profile do not
 
necessarily apply to the low end and, thus, have only a limited effect on
 
the decision process. Furthermore, one would probably never choose to com­
mit $23.4 billion to the production of a single SSPS unit since it isunlikely

that the price that could be obtained for power at the rectenna busbar would
 
be sufficiently high to pay back this capital cost.
 
What knowledge about the desirability of pursuing an SSPS development
 
program can be legitimately gleaned from Figure 5.3 and 5.4? First, consider
 
the process of obtaining cost estimates. Figure 5.3 shows that a cost esti­
mate for the current configuration SSPS based upon deterministic estimates of
 
all parameters in the cost model (most likely values) yields $7.34 billion
 
(1974 dollars).* Note that there isonly about a 5 percent chance of the
 
unit production cost being this low, and note that more appropriate estimates,

the median cost, the expected cost and the 90 percent confidence costs, are
 
substantially higher. The discrepancy between the deterministic estimate and
 
the expected cost, some $7.7 billion or 104 percent, is strictly the result
 
of the system costing phenomenon illustrated in Figure 3.3. To obtain any
 
more information from these distributions, it isnecessary to combine them
 
with additional data and assumptions inorder to examine the probability dis­
tribution of net present value of an SSPS unit. Accordingly, the following

assumptions are made:
 
1. 	The SSPS unit availability factor is0.95. That is, it is pro­
ducing power 95 percent of the time. This includes power outages

due to solar eclipses near the equinoxes.
 
2. 	The power output of the Si solar cell SSPS unit decreases with
 
time due to degradation of various components, mainly the solar
 
cells.**
 
This is somewhat different than the early estimate of $7.6 billion which
 
was based on certain technologies achieving their most optimistic values.
 
The cost model used can, iffact, replicate the $7.6 billion figure

given the same assumptions.
 
See Volume IVof this report for data on solar cell degradation.
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3. 	The lifetime of the SSPS unit is30 years.
 
4. 	The capital investment in the SSPS unit ismade inone lump-sum

payment two years prior to the initial operation date of the SSPS
 
unit.
 
5. 	Inthe initial year of operation, the price of power at the rec­
tenna busbar is taken at two values, 20 mills/kWh and 30 mills/kWh

(1974 dollars).
 
6. 	The real price of power at the rectenna busbar (1974 dollars) in­
creases at the rate of one percent per year.
 
7. 	No charge ismade for taxes and insurance.
 
8. 	Present value computations use a discount rate of 7.5 percent.
 
With 	the above assumptions, the cumulative distribution function of net
 
present value (revenues minus costs) of an SSPS unit referenced to the
 
initial operation date is as shown in Figure 5.5.* The proper interpreta­
tion 	of this curve is that there is about a 35 percent chance that, under
 
the conditions of the above assumptions and at a price of 30 mills/kWh for
 
power on the initial operation date of the system, the second SSPS unit
 
will be economically viable. Also, the expected value and the median of
 
the net present value distribution occur at substantially negative values.
 
The clear implication of this is-that not enough is known at present about
 
the technologies required for the production of an SSPS unit to commit to
 
a program to produce such a unit at this time.
 
The most critical assumption inherent in Figure 5.5 is the price of
 
power at the rectenna busbar at the initial operation date. This assump­
tion is treated parametrically in Figure 5.6 with the remaining assumptions

held unchanged. Clearly, increases inthe price of power at the rectenna
 
busbar significantly increase the probability of an SSPS unit being econom­
ically viable.
 
In summary, the following conclusions can be drawn from the results of
 
the risk assessment of the current configuration SSPS:
 
1. 	There isa finite chance that the current configuration SSPS could
 
be economically viable. The magnitude of this chance isdependent

primarily on the price of power at the rectenna busbar during the
 
period of operation of the SSPS unit. Subject to the assumptions

outlined above and a price of 30 mills/kWh for power at the rec­
tenna busbar at the initial operation date, there is about a 35
 
Note that Figure 5.5 cannot be derived directly from Figures 5.3 and
 
5.4 and the stated assumptions because there is some degree of corre­
lation between the unit production costs and the operation and main­
tenance costs that must be accounted for. Thus, the curve of Figure

5.5 iscomputed as an independent output of the risk assessment.
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percent chance that the second SSPS unit would be economically

viable. This decreases to about 3 percent if the price of power
is 20 mills/kWh on the initial operation date.
 
2. 	The economic viability of SSPS units beyond the second unit should
 
improve due to:
 
a. 
 Learning effects which should enable reduced unit production

costs on subsequent units, and
 
b. 	An expected increase in the price of power at the rectenna
 
busbar at the initial operation date of subsequent units.
 
3. The technology required to produce, operate and maintain a current
 
configuration Si solar cell SSPS unit is not sufficiently developed
 
or known to commit to the production of such an SSPS unit at this
 
time.
 
The above conclusions do, however, support a decision to continue "low level"
 
SSPS system studies and analyses with the purpose of formulating an economi­
cally viable program plan, that is,a program plan with a positive expected

value and controlled risks, for the development of the SSPS concept.
 
5.3 	A Cost-Risk Comparison of SSPS Alternatives
 
Twelve SSPS alternatives were analyzed, as noted above. 
 These include
three different solar cell materials, two different assembly locations, and
 
two different construction facilities. The solar cell materials analyzed

include Si, GaAs and CdS. The assembly locations include total assembly at
 
LEO with subsequent ion stage transportation to'GEO, and-total assembly at
 
GEO. (Construction of subassemblies in LEO and final assembly in GEO, which
 
may offer advantages, was not examined.) The construction facilities assumed
for SSPS construction are detailed in Volume II of this report.
 
The comparisons presented here are based on total life cycle costs for

each alternative. The total are derived as the
life cycle costs sum of the
 
unit production cost and the annual operation and maintenance cost for the
first 30 years of operation of a unit, all discounted back to the initial
 
operation date of the unit. 
 A typical probability distribution of total
 life cycle costs of the second SSPS unit for the Si solar cell configuration

assembled in LEO by a small factory is given in Figure 5.7. 
 Called out on
 
this figure are four parameters which, together, provide a description of

the probability distribution: the 10 percent confidence cost, the most
 
likely cost, the expected value of the cost, and the 90 percent confidence
 
cost. 
Since no single parameter can be adequately used to describe a proba­bility distribution, the comparison is conveniently depicted here in terms

of these four parameters, as shown in Figure 5.8. 
 This figure shows remarka­
bly similar costs for the different solar cell materials and different
 
construction facilities, however, a significant difference according to the
 
assembly location. The proper interpretation of this figure is that it is
 very likely that the costs for SSPS assembly in GEO would be greater than
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the costs for assembly in LEO with subsequent transportation to GEO. One
should be careful to avoid the interpretation that GEO assembly will 
cost
 
more than LEO assembly, or that some combination of the two locations is not

economically desirable. 
It should also be emphasized that this result is
 
configuration dependent.
 
Total life cycle cost, however, is only one side of the picture incom­paring SSPS alternatives. 
 The other side is the revenues generated by each

alternative. 
Here, too, itmust be pointed out that differences exist be­tween the solar cell materials in terms of their respective rates of degrada­tion due to radiation damage. 
Whereas Si solar cells degrade substantially

with time, GaAs and CdS solar cells exhibit much lower rates of degradation.
A full discussion of these effects is provided in Volume IVof this report.
Consequently, an SSPS using these materials produces significantly more
 
revenues over a 30-year satellite operational lifetime than does an SSPS

that uses Si solar cells. The effect of solar cell degradation on revenues
generated by an SSPS with a beginning-of-life power of 5258 MW is shown in
Figure 5.9 as a 
function of the price of power on the initial operation date.
The advantages offered by GaAs and CdS are evident.
 
It is interesting to place the cost and revenue data shown above into
the context of an SSPS fleet. Assuming that 120 units total (including the
prototype) will be produced at the rate of four per year beginning with the.

second unit coming on line January 1, 1998, Figure 5.10 shows the expected

value of the net present value of the fleet (referenced to January 1, 1977)
and the standard deviation of this estimate (reflecting the present inability
to estimate the total 
life cycle cost for each alternative). It is interest­ing that only the CdS solar cell configurations have a positive net expected

value for the entire fleet. Thus, a commitment to an entire SSPS development
program based upon the use of either Si 
or GaAs solar cells isclearly not
 justified today.
 
The data presented above can be shown to the decision maker in one

other interesting way. InFigure 5.11 the probability that the second unit

will pay off, that is,that the net present value of the second unit will
be zero or more, is plotted as a function of the price of power at the rec­tenna busbar on the initial operation date of the unit, for units constructed

using each of the three solar cell materials considered. This figure clearly

shows the advantages offered by the alternative solar cell materials. The

conclusion which one could properly draw from this figure is that there

exist alternative solar cell materials to 
single crystal silicon and that
these materials offer potential economic advantages. Itmay, therefore, be
inferred that these alternative materials warrant some consideration in
 
future studies.
 
5.4 Power Beam Ionospheric and Biological Effects
 
A major area of technical uncertainty impacting SSPS design is the ef­fect of the microwave power beam on the ionosphere and on biological materi­
als. These effects are likely to result in a constraint on the maximum power
density somewhere inthe range of 10 mW/cm2 to 100 mW/cm2
 . The technical
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aspects of this issue are discussed inVolume III of this report. As a part
 
of this study, the economic impact of this constraint on the second and sub­
sequent units was investigated. The results are summarized in Figure 5.12
 
for a CdS solar cell configuration SSPS. On the left side of this figure, a
 
probability distribution (heavy line) is given that indicates the likelihood
 
of being constrained to operate at or below a given maximum microwave power
 
density. This joint distribution isdecomposed into its two constituent
 
parts, the likelihood of encountering a constraint due to ionospheric effects
 
and the likelihood of encountering a constraint due to biological effects.
 
The maximum microwave power density is then assumed to determine the beginning­
of-life power and this in turn determines the expected value of the total life
 
cycle cost for each unit. The revenues that each unit generates depend on the
 
price of power at the rectenna busbar. They are shown accordingly on the
 
right side of the figure. A point to the right of the break-even line indi­
cates that the revenues are larger than the costs. The shaded region drawn
 
about the 30 mills/kWh line indicates the present la uncertainty in the
 
total life cycle cost estimate. It should be read vertically as indicated.
 
The conclusions of this study can be summarized as follows:
 
1. The SSPS is likely to be constrained to operate at a maximum
 
.
microwave power density below 100 mW/cm2
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2. 
The magnitude of the maximum microwave power density constraint
will impose a design condition on the satellite, either determining
power level 
as shown in Figure 5.12 or forcing other methods of
limiting the power beam power density,.for example, defocusing the
beam or employing multiple beams.
 
3. 
The economics of the second and subsequent units is not strongly

affected by the magnitude of the constraint. Over the full range

upon which the constraint is likely to 
be imposed, the break-even
 
price of power varies only about 4 mills/kWh.
 
Although the magnitude of the constraint is not an important economic param­eter, it is nonetheless necessary to determine its value relatively early in
the program to allow for the systems impacts and provide for the necessary
 
program planning.
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6. IDENTIFICATION OF CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES AND ISSUES
 
A variety of technical, social and environmental issues exist with re­spect to the development and production of an SSPS. 
 The purpose of this

section is to identify and, to a limited extent, quantify these issues.
Some of the issues, particularly the social and environmental issues, might
support differences in the price of power at the rectenna busbar versus the
busbar of a conventional power plant. Others, particularly the critical
technologies, affect the cost and risk of an SSPS unit. 
The work documented
below is a 
"first cut" at identifying critical technologies and issues as
they drive the economics of an SSPS unit and should not be construed as final

and definitive results based upon which actions should be initiated. 
Rather,
the results are presented here for review and to provide guidance for contin­
uing technical and economic studies of SSPS. 
 These results represent an
interim status only and should be viewed inthat context.
 
6.1 Critical Issues
 
Associated with SSPS are numerous social and environmental impacts which

need to be understood prior to implementation. Decisions concerning the ap­propriate level of all such "impacts" (that is,interactions between an SSPS

and the environment) are guided by an expression of social preferences-­whether through the economic system or through government regulation. For
example, regulations concerning noise .levels from launch vehicles or down­
range launch safety will affect the location of the launch complex. Implicit
in the expression of social preferences isa weighing of the benefits of one

method or use against the benefits of others. For instance, a decision on

where t6 locate the receiving antenna involves a comparison of the benefits

of SSPS-delivered electricity against the benefits of other uses for the same
piece of land; in this example, in addition to the economic evaluation of
relative benefits (as reflected in the price of the land), social preferences

would be expressed concerning less tangible values, such as aesthetics, through
regulatory processes such as land zoning. 
 In any event, the expressions of
social preferences become design considerations affecting both the technical

and economic characteristics of the system.
 
Even where there exists a clear social value for imposing design condi­tions or constraints (for example, safety from radiation that isdetrimental
 
to human health), itmight not be clear what effect a given SSPS design
could have because sufficient scientific data do not presently exist (for

example, it is not known precisely at what level of microwave radiation a
health hazard exists). These areas of uncertainty may require, testing--in
this example, to establish the effects on 
health due to various levels of
long-term exposure to microwave radiation., As this uncertainty isreduced
by testing, an SSPS can be designed that assures compliance with the per­ceived safety needs, yet more nearly approaches the economic potential of
 
the concept.
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All of the areas of social and environmental impact associated with an
 
SSPS that have been identified to date [14, 15] are summarized inTable 6.1.
 
This table lists the major areas of impact by the three main system elements:
 
launch complex and operations, orbital system, and rectenna and power inter­
face systems. These impacts were then organized in the manner suggested by
 
Figure 6.1: first, according to those impacts which are critical, that is,
 
those which might have substantial detrimental local or even global impacts

(for example, interaction of the microwave beam with the ionosphere) which
 
would render an SSPS socially unacceptable or which cause substantial eco­
nomic uncertainty (for example, acceptable microwave densities affecting
 
rectenna size) and those impacts which clearly could not; next, according
 
to those impacts which could be tested (such as effects of exposure to micro­
wave energy) and those which could not (such as shifts in demographic patterns

resulting from the location of terrestrial facilities). At this time, there
 
appear to be no impacts with which there are associated large uncertainties
 
and that are thought to be critical, but which are not amenable to testing
 
to reduce uncertainty or simply to a logical decision process. The impacts

considered to be both testable and critical represent the areas of social
 
and environmental risk associated with an SSPS which must be dealt with in
 
the development of a test/validation/documentation program. These risks are
 
summarized inTable 6.2. More complete descriptions of each impact that has
 
been identified to date follow.
 
6.1.1 Launch Complex and Operations
 
Land Management. The decision on where to locate the facilities to han­
dle SSPS-related launch activities must balance such issues as proximity to
 
sources of materials to be launched and propellants, down-rate safety, launch
 
advantage provided by southerly location, and climate and weather patterns.
 
In addition to these considerations, the issue of possible alternative land
 
uses arises for whatever sites are being examined. This impact is a decision
 
variable (nontestable, noncritical).
 
Waste Heat. The waste heat from the launch vehicles is one of two
 
sources of terrestrial waste heat associated with SSPS (the other being the
 
rectenna). While the exact effect in the atmosphere of such heat isnot
 
known, it is thought to be negligible, even with a high level of traffic;
 
hence, this impact is a decision variable (possibly testable, but noncriti­
cal).
 
Safety and Control. If there are populated areas down range of the
 
launch facility, adequate safeguards must exist to insure that they are not
 
endangered by either routine launchings or inthe event of a launch failure;
 
this risk isconsidered in the launch site decision (nontestable, but criti­
cality controlled by location--that is,by decision).
 
Environmental Modification. Two major environmental impacts that have
 
been identified with the launch complex are the noise from the launch vehi­
cles and the pollutants injected into the atmosphere by propellant combus­
tion. Noise levels must be taken into account in siting and designing the
 
launch facilities (testable, noncritical) and the effect of different
 
Table 6.1 SSPS-Related Social and Environmental Impacts Identified-to Date 
TYPE OF 
IMPACT 
LAND 
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SAFETY 
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&
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Table 6.2 	 Critical and Testable SSPS Social
 
and Environmental Risks
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propellant combustion products inthe atmosphere must be carefully consid­
ered (testable, critical). Constraints placed on propellant types and
 
launch site location could affect transportation costs. Another area of
 
environmental concern deals with the possible nature of the materials being

taken into orbit (for example, gallium-arsenide solar cells), which could
 
cause a threat due to potential catastrophic failure of the launch vehicle.
 
These considerations could force the use of less efficient materials.
 
Whether or not the risks are to be taken isa matter of decision (nontest­
able, critical).
 
Resource Extraction and Manufacturing. The type and amounts of the
 
materials necessary for launch site construction must be considered, but
 
this isnot expected to pose any difficulties as no critical material types
 
or amounts are involved. The use of these materials to support the SSPS
 
project is a social decision justified, through prices for these materials,
 
if SSPS is economically viable (nontestable, noncritical).
 
Aesthetics. The effect of the launch facilities on the appearance of
 
the surroundings will be considered inthe siting decision (nontestable,
 
noncritical).
 
Social Effects. Location of the launch site will undoubtedly result
 
in local demographic shifts; this is,of course, a necessary adjustment to
 
provide labor support for launch operations (nontestable, noncritical).
 
6.1.2 Orbital System
 
Radiant Energy Densities. Itwill be necessary to determine in advance
 
the extent and type of interactions of the microwave beam with the atmosphere,

particularly in the ionosphere where such interactions may affect the F-layer
 
or may attenuate the beam itself, reducing transmission efficiency (testable,

critical). Also of concern is the effect of microwave energy densities on
 
on-orbit maintenance personnel (testable, critical), which could affect the
 
cost of on-orbit maintenance.
 
Safety and Control. This represents a major area of concern, particu­
larly in beam control. Safety systems will have to insure that there isno
 
chance of a focused beam wandering from the rectenna area in the event that
 
pointing control is lost. Whereas it is expected that the beam will become
 
defocused should the pointing, system fail, testing is necessary to assure
 
that the safety systems are "fail-safe" (testable, critical). This isa
 
technology item that could affect the social acceptability of an SSPS. Its
 
economic effect isuncertain but probably small. Safety of on-orbit person­
nel is also a concern during the construction phase (testable, critical) and
 
can affect the orbital assembly rate.
 
Environmental Modification. The effects of such large power transmis­
sions via microwaves is not known and will have to be tested. Problems with
 
sidelobes and reradiated energy causing radio frequency interference must be
 
dealt with in a careful test program. The results of this program will be
 
necessary for final frequency allocation and filter design, which can affect ­
system efficiency and transmission losses (testable, critical).
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Resource Extraction and Manufacturing. Resource considerations will
be important design variables; however, it is not expected that SSPS require­
ments (even in such critical materials as platinum, samarium or cesium) will
be more than a small fraction of current consumption (nontestable, noncriti­
cal).
 
Aesthetics. Structures as large as an SSPS satellite will 
create no­ticeable nighttime reflections. To accept these reflections isa social
 
decision (nontestable, noncritical).
 
Social Effects. Power from space could represent man's first reliance
 
on space technology for basic needs. 
 The exact effects of the perception of
this ishard to predict. Also, there will be new political and security

considerations connected with reliance on large power sources that might be

vulnerable to sabotage or attack (nontestable, noncritical).
 
6.1.3 Rectenna and Power Interface Systems
 
Land Management.- Land-use considerations with respect to the receiving

antenna include competing demands, the possibility of multiple use,.and pro­jected changes in land-use patterns, such as the location of energy-intensive

industries near rectenna sites or the moving of population areas away for the
 purposes of safety. These factors will be reflected in land prices and zon­ing as a reflection of social preferences (nontestable, noncritical).
 
Radiant Enerqy Densities. An important area of uncertainty exists con­
cerning the effects of long-term, low-level exposure to microwave energy.

An extensive testing program is necessary to determine the effects of such
 
exposure on human, animal and plant life in the rectenna area and surround­ings (testable, critical). Constraints imposed by maximum allowable micro­
wave densities can affect the rectenna site location, design and areal 
extent.
 
Waste Heat. Rectification losses at the receiving antenna will 
result
in'the generation of waste heat equivalent to 10 to 15 percent of the total
transmitted energy. It isexpected that by controlling the albedo of the
 
antenna surface, the average heat value for the area can be maintained.

However, because the rectenna waste heat release will 
be continuous, the
daily temperature cycle will be changed. 
 The effect that this change will
have on plant and animal life, as well as local weather patterns, is not
 
expected to be large (possibly testable, noncritical).
 
Safety and Control. As mentioned in Orbital System Safety and Control,

maintenance of beam control iscrucial 
(testable, critical). Inaddition,
the safety and reliability of the utility power interface must be assured
 (testable, noncritical).
 
Environmental Modification. 
 (see Rectenna and Power Interface Waste
 
Heat).
 
Resource Extraction and Manufacturing. An analysis of material require­
ments similar to that for other parts of the system must be conducted for
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this segment of the system. It is expected that there will be no problems,
 
as most of the material used for the antenna structure is aluminum (nontest­
able, noncritical).
 
Aesthetics. So large a structure as the receiving antenna will 
cer­
tainly have an effect on the appearance of the surroundings. This must be
 
considered in the siting analysis (nontestable, noncritical).
 
Social Effects. Changes in demographic patterns may well result from
 
the location of the receiving antenna. These are the result of social
 
choices (nontestable, noncritical).
 
The above identified issues could each affect the production and the
 
operation and maintenance costs of an SSPS unit. While they are identified
 
above, no assessment has yet been made of their specific impact on 
costs.
 
This work remains to be performed in continuing studies.
 
6.2 Critical Technologies
 
In this section, the technologies critical to the economically success­
ful production of a current configuration SSPS are identified. Two separate

efforts are reported. The first deals with the full 
spectrum of technologies

needed to produce an SSPS, and the second focuses on solar cell technology.

The first effort was performed during the second study phase and the results
 
derive from the cost model and state-of-knowledge as identified during that
 
study phase. This study suggested the importance of solar cell technology
 
as a critical technology area. In the third study phase, considerable em­
phasis was placed on an analysis of alternative solar cell materials and was
 
performed using the cost model and state-of-knowledge as updated during the
 
third study phase. The critical technologies are identified in terms of
 
their contribution to the cost and risk of SSPS unit production as follows.
 
First, the risk profile of the current configuration SSPS was established as
 is described in Section 5. Then, from the lists of inputs to the risk analy­
sis model (for the second study phase), 56 potentially significant technology

items were identified. As identified in Section 5, each of these variables
 
has associated with it a state-of-knowledge that is described by a probability

density function ranging from a minimum value to a maximum value. 
 (Based on
 
today's knowledge, there is probability zero that a parameter will lie out­
side the range so described. Furthermore, the probability density function
 
has its maximum value at the most likely value of a parameter.) The assess­
ment of critical technologies focuses on the minimum, maximum and most likely

values of each significant input variable. The effect of removing uncer­
tainty in each of these variables is then investigated by setting the range
 
over which each variable may vary to zero, one-by-one, first to the minimum
 
value, then the most likely value, and then the maximum value. That is, the
 
effect of removing uncertainty in each variable is investigated over the
 
full range of values which, by today's state-of-knowledge, each variable may

take on. For example, to determine the contribution to cost and risk of the
 
cost of the solar array blanket per unit area, that cost is input to the
 
risk model as a deterministic value, first at its minimum value, then at its
 
most likely value and, last, at its maximum value, holding all other inputs
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as they are described inSection 5. The results of this exercise are given
inTable 6.3, with the variables listed inthree groups. The top group in
the table presents the results for the critical technology areas. These are
the technologies that drive the cost and risk. 
 They include:
 
* Solar cell efficiency
 
* Specific mass of the solar blanket
 
* Fraction of satellite assembled by man
 
* Rate of manned assembly
 
0 Rate of remote assembly
 
* LEO space station unit cost
 
o Solar array blanket specific cost.
 
It is interesting to note that these critical technologies encompass only

two general areas: uncertainties associated with the solar arrays, that is,

solar array costs, mass and performance, and uncertainties associated with

the assembly of large systems inspace. 
These seven elements of risk are
plotted in Figure 6.2, which visually shows the potential for control of cost

and risk by technology development ineach area.* This figure clearly shows
the driving technology to be the rate of manned-assembly--that is,produc­
tivity in space isthe major cost and risk driver for the current configura­tion SSPS. Since this conclusion could substantially affect future SSPS
d-velopment programs, it isrecommended that it be subjected to 
a careful
 
review before being fully accepted. Itmust be emphasized again that these

results derive from subjective assessments of the state-of-knowledge relative
 to the current configuration SSPS and are subject to variability upon review.
However, there islittle doubt that this is an area of uncertainty that
 
needs to be dealt with sooner rather than later.
 
The second group of variables inTable 6.3 are variables that are only

moderately important cost and risk drivers. 
 These are variables which

should probably receive attention as components of major study areas but,

at this time, do not deserve specific studies for their resolution.
 
Note,that control of risk obtains.not only due to removal of uncer­
tainty inthe variable under consideration but also due to the fact

that uncertainty inother system components may be reduced due to such

removal of uncertainty. For example, removing uncertainty inthe rate
 
of manned assembly also removes uncertainty in the number of LEO space

stations required, the number of shuttle flights, the number of EVA
 
units, etc. 
 On the other hand, solar array blanket specific cost af­fects only the cost of the solar array, hence, removal of this area of

uncertainty has little effect on total risk.
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Table 6.3 
 The Effect on Cost and Cost Risk* of Changes in
 
the State-of-Knowledge
 
Item 
Mean 
Cost 
Best 
Bes 
Cost 
Risk 
Range of Values (SBillions, 1974) 
Most Likely j Worst 
Most ps 
Mean Cost Mean 
Cost Risk Cost 
Cost 
Risk 
Nominal 3.76 
-- lA.92 3.86 144.83 --
Rate of Panned Assembly 11.56 1.90 15.57 2.87 21.91 5.16 
J 
S 
Fraction of Satellite 
Assembled by Man 
Rate of Remote Assembly 
Solar Cell Efficiency 
13.05 
13.93 
13.74 
2.43 
3.42 
3.26 
14.53 
14.96 
14.27 
3.05 
3.61 
3.59 
17.56 
16.65 
17.04 
4.56 
3.67 
4.13 
.2. Soecific Mass of the
Solar Blanket 
LEO Soace Station Unit Cost 
13.34 
12.99 
2.87 
2.83 
14.67 
14.34 
3.24 
3.07 
15.92 
17.7d 
4,13 
4.77 
Solar Array Blanket 
Soecific Cost 13.33 3.49 13.84 3.d2 17.27 3.48 
EVA Equipment Unit Cost 14.49 3.17 14.56 3.59 15.16 3.88 
CC-RF Converter Specific Cost 14.45 3.21 14.95 3.82 15.00 3.49 
Nonconducting St-ucture 
Soecific Cost 
Central Mast Secific Ccst" 
14.57 
14.57 
3.49 
3.52 
14.82 
14.71 
4.09 
3.69 
15.22 
15.14 
3.67 
3.68 
Rectenna Structure 
Specific Cost 
Crew Rotation Period 
14.66 
14.00 
3.65 
3.13 
14.75 
14.99 
3.79 
3.34 
15.13 
15.77 
3.85 
3.95 
HLLV Average Load Factor 14.40 3.61 14.83 -.06 15.61 3:57 
6 
-T 
nMumber of 'e-sonnei per 
Shuttle Flign 
Launch Cost per Snuttle wlignt 
HLV Unit Cost 
14.34 
I.22 
14.52 
3.34 
3.73 
3.60 
14.70 
14.15 
14.87 
3.60 
3.27 
3.63 
1Z.90 
15.35 
15.18 
4.03 
3.85 
3.93 
Launch Cost oe- Shuttle Flhgnt 14.59 3.52 14.70 3.65 15.28 4.14 
Teleoperator Unit Cost 14.49 3.d8' 14.46 3.61 15.51 3.65 
CC-RF Converter Efficiency 
R9-0C Converter Efficiency 
14.27 
14.17 
3.61 
3.25 
14.79 
14.62 
3.58 
3.17 
15.25 
15.00 
d.07 
3.54 
Soecif-ic Mass of the Solar 
Concertrators 14.24 3.15 14.97 3.82 15.17 3.59 
Seecific Mass of Waveguides 14.40 3.48 14.55 3.63 15.74 3.91 
Miscellaneous Mass 
Personnel 0roouctivity cactor 
1.73 
1.04 
3.64 
3.30 
14.80 
14.56 
3.77 
3.56 
14.92 
15.64 
3.83 
3.66 
Fabrication Rate of Modules 14.61 3.69 14.73 3.57 14.39 3.95 
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Table 6.3 	 The Effect on Cost and Cost Risk* of Changes in
 
the State-of-Knowledge (continued)
 
Range of Values (SBillions, 1974)
 
Best Most Likely Worst
 
Mean Cost Mean Mean
Cost 	 Cost
 
Item 
 Cost Risk Cost Risk
 
Beam Collection 	Efficiency 
 14.61 3.69 15.17 3.72 14.89 3.22
 
Ratio: Conducting Structure
 
Mass to Array Area 15.00 3.66 14.60 3.67 14.94 3.56
 
Ratio: Nonconducting Struc­
ture Mass to Array Area 14.71' 3.41 14.69 
 3.64 14.97 3.54
 
Specific Mass of Central Mast 14.78 3.45 
 14.84 3.78 14.55 3.55
 
Specific Mass of DC-RF
 
Converters 14.68 
 3.40 14.86 4.08 1.30 . 3.82 
Specific Mass of Antenna
 
Interface 14.89 
 3.84 14.60 3.41 15.06 3.74
 
Specific Mass of 0hase
 
Control Electronics 14.65 14.89
3.58 	 3.64 14.85 3.91
 
Teleoperator Availability
 
Factor 14.53 3.42 3.74
14.95 14.85 3.89
 
Teleoperator Work Factor 14.75 
 3.82 14.61 3.30 15.18 3.93
 
: Fabrication Module Avail­
ability Factor 14.98 3.90 14.56 3.78 
 14.85 3.70
 
Manipulator Availability

Factor 
 14.89 3.77 15.18 3.72 14.63 3.18
 
Fabrication Module Unit Mass 14.54 3.41 3.15 3.37
14.62 14.59 

Manipulator Unit Mass 14.55 3.73 14.75 3.37 14.70 
 3.37
 
LEO Soace Station Unit Mass 14.47 
 3.21 14.98 3.83 14.93 3.50
 
Crew Module Unit Mass 15.02 3.66 14.60 3.60 
 14.93 3.56
 
S EO Space Station Unit Mass 14.84 3.50 
 14.69 3.64 14.83 3.45
 
Fabrication Podule Unit Cost 
 14.74 3.50 14.72 3.60 14.57 3.54
 
Shuttle Unit Cost 14.74 3.50 14.78 3.51 
 14.67 3.58
 
Manipulator Unit Cost 
 14.73 3.85 14.92 372 14.73 3.49
 
G6O Space Station Unit Cost 14.79 
 3.70 14.56 3.78 15.03 3.90
 
AIS Unit Cost 14.83 3.96 14.69 3.57 
 14.75 3.69
 
Antenna 	Power Distribution
 
Specific Cost 14.52 3.15 15.16 3.72 
 15.03 3.80
 
Phase Control Specific Cost 14.50 14.60
3.41 3.15 14.69 3.37
 
Waveguide Soecific Cost 14.68 
 3.37 14.73 3.37 14.60 3.73
 
Solar Array Concentrator
 
Specific Cost 
 14.79 3.45 14.68 3.64 14.97 3.50
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Table 6.3 
 The Effect on Cost and Cost Risk* of Changes in
 
the State-of-Knowledge (continued)
 
Range of Values (SBillions, 1974)
 
Best Most Likely Worst
 
Mean Cost Mean Cost 
 Mean Cost
Iten Cost Risk Cost 
 Risk Cost Risk
 
Conducting Structure 
Soecific Cost 14.57 3.49 14.82 4.09 15.22 3.67 
u 
, 
iscellaneous Equipment
Specific Cost 14.87 3.84 14.61 3.41 15.05 3.73 
Rectenra Site Specific 
Cost 1.63 3.59 14.88 3.55 - 14.89 3.90 
' 
2 RF-DC Converter SoecificCost 14.98 3.68 14.90 3.57 15.17 3.44 
0 
ower interface Specific
Cost 4.68 3.60 14.68 3.60 14.74 _.53 
Phase Control Specific Cost 14.78 3.56 3.65
14.67 14.76 3.53
 
"Cost Risk" is the standard ceviation of the cost estimate.
 
Tne nominal 
case includes: for best value, a detenmiristic-cost estimate
 
using the best values for each oesion factor, for most likely value, a Monte
Carlo simulation using tne full 
range for each desian factor; for worst value,

a deterinistic cost estimate using tne worst values fo, each design factor.
 
Finally, the third group of variables includes those variables that
 
are weak cost and risk drivers. Ingeneral, the effect of technology devel­
opment in these areas isnot of sufficient magnitude to be resolved by the
 
risk analysis model.
 
As a note of caution in the interpretation of values inTable 6.3, it
should be recognized that these values derive from a 
Monte Carlo simulation,
that is,they are obtained by sampling probability distributions. They are
 
not the result of precise computation. Thus,.these data contain some amount

of noise. For example, determination of expected costs isaccurate to about
1200 million one sigma or about + 1 percent. Determination of risk isalso

accurate to about the same absolute amount, or about + 5 percent. This amount

of noise accounts for the apparent inconsistencies in some of the results
 
presented in Table 6.3, particularly with respect to the Group 3 variables.
 
In summary, the risk analysis model has been used to identify the
technology areas that are the major drivers of cost and risk--the critical

technologies. It isconcluded that there are two major areas of critical
 
technology:
 
1. The ability to construct large systems inspace, and
 
2. Solar cell blanket mass, cost and efficiency.
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Of these technology areas, productivity in space is key. It is recommended
 
that:
 
* These conclusions be reviewed by a "panel of experts," and
 
o 
 Assuming that their validity isconfirmed, these technology areas
 
should be addressed by detailed study early inthe continuing pro­
gram.
 
6.2.1 Analysis of Alternative Solar Cell Materials
 
Three'solar cell materials were studied as candidates for the.energy

conversion subsystem of the SSPS: single crystal silicon (Si), gallium­
arsinide (GaAs) and cadmium-sulfide (CdS). The present state-of-knowledge

regarding these different materials is substantially different. Si cells
 have a 
long history of use in space, whereas cells made of the other materials
 
are presently laboratory curiosities. Nonetheless, GaAs and CdS materials
 
offer the possibility of being lower cost alternatives. The problem is that
 
very little is known about these materials and, therefore, data with respect

to them must be considered highly speculative. (To some extent, this is also
 
true of very thin, low cost Si cells, despite the present background of knowl­
edge regarding Si solar cells in general.) This section deals with what is
 
not known about alternative solar cell materials. 
From the work documented
 
TinSection 5 of this volume, it is concluded that materials other than Si
deserve consideration. The efforts devoted to studying alternative materials
 
should be focused to provide the best possible selection with the minimum in­
vestment in resources.
 
Three areas of uncertainty insolar cell materials technology were
 
examined. These include solar cell efficiency, blanket mass and blanket
 
cost. 
 An analysis of the effect of learning about these three parameters
 
was conducted using the same methodology that isdescribed above for the
identification of critical technologies. 
The results of this analysis are
 
shown in Figure 6.3. The conclusion is that the driving area of uncertainty
for all solar cell materials isthe cost of the solar array blanket. It
 
must be recognized that the cost that will actually apply inthe 1990s, when
 
an SSPS might be built, cannot be known before the date when the system is
built. What can be known today, however, isthe upper limit of the solar
 
array blanket cost. Thus, a major focus of solar cell research over the

next several years should be the establishment of an acceptable upper bound
 
on this cost. By so doing, a major area of risk in the SSPS program is
 
effectively controlled. It is also recommended that the solar cell material
 
to be used in the final satellite solar power system not be chosen now or,
for that matter, in the near future. Rather, the proper approach is to per­form research on a number of alternative materials at this time, and to

remain flexible in the selection of the material that will ultimately be
 
used. This will permit the decision to be made when the state-of-knowledge
 
on alternative solar cell materials is substantially improved.
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6.2.2 Analysis of the Effect of Construction Time
 
A brief analysis was conducted to determine the economic effect of the
 
time required for SSPS construction and transportation to station in GEO.
 
The analyses documented in this volume all assume that the capital expendi­
ture for an SSPS unit is made as a lump-sum payment two years prior to the
 
initial operation date of the system. A discount rate of 7.5 percent is
 
then used to determine the present value of the capital cost referenced to
 
the initial operation date. The period of time between the lump-sum payment

and the initial operation date of the system is referred to as the cost­
equivalent construction time. It is defined such that the present value of
 
the lump-sum payment and the present value of the actual construction cost
 
stream, referenced to the initial operation date of the system, are equal.

Increasing the cost-equivalent construction time increases, the present value
 
of the total life cycle cost of the system, as shown in Figure 6.4. This
 
figure clearly shows the need for maintaining a short cost-equivalent con­
struction time. This means, among other things, procurement of hardware
 
items on a schedule that is closely keyed to the satellite construction
 
schedule. The magnitude of the economic impact of construction time on
 
overall SSPS economics suggests that added attention should be given to
 
the development of production schedules for candidate satellite configura­
tions.
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SSPS to GEO on the-Present Value of Total Life Cycle Cost
 
This is the 	time increment between the time that a present value­
equivalent 	lump sum payment would be made and the initial operation

date of the 	system. The present value-equivalent payment is a pay­
ment of magnitude equal to the undiscounted unit production cost made
 
at a point in time when the present value of both the lump sum payment

and the actual cost stream, discounted to the initial, operation date,
 
are equal.
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7. ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM PLANS
 
Previous sections of this volume have been directed at the deyelopment
and use of a risk analysis model for the assessment of cost-risks associated

with the production of an SSPS unit (satellite and ground station). 
 This
section makes use of the results of the risk analysis to assess a number of

alternative SSPS development program plans and to gain insights necessary
for improving the proposed plans. 
 The programmatic analysis documented in
this section was conducted in two steps during the second and third study
phases. 
 First, during the second study phase, three development programs,
Programs I, IIand III, 
were formulated and evaluated. 
The results are based
on the cost model and input data developed during that phase of the study.
Then, based on the insights developed from the analysis of the first three
development programs, two new-development programs, Programs IVand V, were
formulated and evaluated. As a part of this effort, alternative solar cell
materials were evaluated in the context of the overall development program.
The results reported for Programs IVand V are based on the cost model and
input data as updated during the third study phase.
 
The discussion below treats Development Programs I, IIand III first in
their entirety. Then Programs IVand V 
are discussed separately inSection
 
7.5.
 
7.1 Direct Development Program
 
The Program I,Direct Development, schedule is shown in Figure 7.1.
The program begins with a supporting research and technology (SR&T) program
in 1977 and proceeds into the design, development, test and evaluation
(DDT&E) phase in 1984. The decision to produce the first unit ismade in
1987 and the initial operation date of the first,unit is December 31, 
 1991.
The final social and environmental (FS&E) impact statement is required on
December 31, 1983; the technology is set as of December 31, 1986; and the
heavy lift launch vehicle (HLLV) isrequired on January 1, 1989.
 
After the initial operation date (TOD) of the first unit, it is assumed
that four years elapse before the IOD of the second unit. 
This isbecause
the first satellite isessentially a full-scale test and time is required
for redesign of the satellite to .achieve lower second unit costs. 
 Beginning

with January 1, 1996, 
new satellites become operational at the rate of two
per year through 1999. Then, beginning on January 1, 2000, four new satel­lites become operational each year, until 
a total of 109 satellites have been
 
produced.
 
A more detailed description of the program plans isgiven in Volume II
of this report.
 
7.2 GEO Test Satellite to Full-Scale Program
 
The Program II,GEO Test Satellite to Full-Scale, schedule is shown in
Figure 7.2. The program begins with an SR&T phase in 1977. 
 A preliminary
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social and environmental impact statement is required on December 31, 1979,
 
and on January 1, 1980 the decision to develop a 500 MW GEO test satellite
 
ismade. The IOD of the GEO test satellite isDecember 31, 1985. Commit­
ment to the DDT&E of the full-scale satellite ismade on January 1, 1985.
 
Inreality, this decision would probably be reviewed after the IOD of the
 
GEO test satellite; however, this degree of freedom is not considered here.
 
A commitment to produce the first satellite ismade on Qanuary 1, 1987, and
 
the satellite IOD is December 31, 1991. The decision to proceed with the
 
implementation of subsequent units ismade on January 1, 1992.
 
Implementation of subsequent units proceeds with the second unit IOD on
 
January 1, 1994. Two new units become operational each year through 1999,

then four new units are added each year, until 109 units have been produced.
 
Inthis program, only a two-year lag is provided between the TODs of unit one
 
and unit two, since the additional information gained from the GEO test satel­
lite should enable better design of the first unit, thus requiring less
 
redesign of the second unit than in Program I.
 
7.3 LEO and GEO Test Satellites to Full-Scale Program
 
The Program III, LEO and GEO Test Satellites to Full-Scale, sc'hedule is
 
shown in Figure 7.3. The program begins with an SR&T phase in 1977. Commit­
ment to a LEO test satellite ismade in 1980 and the IOD of the satellite is
 
December 31, 1985. Commitment to a GEO test satellite ismade on January 1,
 
1985, and the IOD of the GEO satellite is December 31, 1990. Commitment to
 
the DDT&E of the full-scale satellite ismade January 1, 1992. The.IOD of
 
the first full-scale unit is December 31, 1995. The decision to implement
 
units 2 through 109 ismade on January 1, 1996.
 
Implementation of units 2 through 109 begins withthe IOD of the second
 
unit on January 1, 1997 and proceeds at the rate of two per year through 1999,
 
then four per year through unit 109. Inthis program, there exists only a
 
one-year lag between the IOD of the first and second units because, first,
 
two test satellites are flown in this program and, second, the IOD of the
 
first unit isfour years later than in Programs I and II. Thus, the first
 
unit should be essentially a production unit and should require very little
 
redesign.
 
It should be noted that these three programs are approximate and not
 
yet well-developed. Assumptions had to be made to perform the following
 
analysis.
 
7.4 Decision Tree Analysis of Alternative Program Plans
 
The analysis of alternative program plans begins with an assessment of
 
the current state-of-knowledge relatiye to the present configuration SSPS.
 
This isassessed in Section 5 and results in the probability distribution of
 
second unit costs shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5, which provide both the cumula­
tive distribution and probability density functions, respectively, of the
 
present value .of the total (life cycle, that is,capital investment plus
 
operation and maintenance) unit costs referenced to the initial operation
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date of that unit. Throughout the analysis which follows, thjs cost is the
 
key decision variable. Note that the first unit cost is not important here,
insofar as the first unit is essentially a prototype and its costs do not
 
necessarily relate to the second and subsequent unit costs, 
 Inthe computa­
tion of the unit costs shown, itis assumed that the capital inyestment for
the SSPS unit ismade ina lump sum payment two years prior to the initial
 
operation date of the unit, and a discount rate of 7.5 percent isused. 
 In
 
addition, the following assumptions are made;
 
I. 	The beginning-of-life power of each unit is 5258 MW.
 
2. 	The SSPS power output decreases at I percent per year from the
 
beginning of life throughout the unit lifetime.
 
3. 	Each SSPS unit has a lifetime of 30 years.
 
4. 	Each SSPS un-it is producing power 95 percent of the time.
 
5. 	Implementation of second and subsequent satellites is described in
 
Sections 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3. That is,the initial operation date of
 
the second unit isas follows:
 
Program I - January 1, 1996
 
Program II - January 1,1994
 
Program III - January 1, 1997.
 
Thereafter, units come on line at the rate of two per year through

1999, then at the rate of four per year until 109 units have been
 
produced.
 
6. 	The cost of the third and subsequent satellites is related to the
 
cost of the second satellite according to a 90 percent learning

relationship. That is,the cost of the nth unit, Cn, isgiven as
 
a function of the cost of the sedond unit by the reTation
 
8591n (n-l)
Cn = C2 0.

7. 	The price of power at the rectenna busbar is assumed given on
 
January 1, 1992. After that date, the real price increases at
 
the rate of 1 percent per year.
 
It is assumed that a decision to select one of the three alternative pro­
grams will be made on January 1, 1977, thus all following data are referenced
 
to that date. Under the conditions of the above assumptions, the present

value of gross revenues of each program is given as a function of the price

of power at the rectenna busbar on January 1, 1992, inFigure 7.6. Likewise,
the present values of total life cycle costs for units 2 through 109 are given

as a function of the present value of-the second unit total 
cost 	referenced
 
to the initial operation date of that unit inFigure 7.7. From these figures

and from the present values of costs of each program (including operation and
 
maintenance costs of the first unit), the net present value of each program
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is determined as a function of the second unit cost and the price of power
 
on January 1, 1992, as shown in Figure 7.8. The price of power in this fig­
ure does not include an allowance for taxes and insurance. Thus, if taxes
 
and insurance are 8.6 mills/kWh as previously estimated, the curves labeled
 
20 mills/kWh would actually represent a total price of 28.6 mills/kWh at the
 
rectenna busbar on January 1, 1992. In the analysis that follows, it is as­
sumed that the price of power at the rectenna busbar on January 1, 1992 is
 
20 mills/kWh (or 28.6 mills/kWh including 8.6 mills/kWh allowance for taxes
 
and insurance).
 
The alternative program plans are now analyzed to determine their ex­
pected values. As outlined in Section 3, a go-ahead decision on a specific
 
program plan should be predicated on the basis that that plan has a positive
 
expected value and that risks associated with the plan are adequately con­
trolled. Selection of the best program plan would normally be to choose
 
that plan that yields the highest expected value at the desired decision­
making confidence level. The confidence level for decision making chosen
 
for-this analysis is 80 percent. While this is a moderately high confidence
 
level, it is not so high as to arouse disputes oyer the accuracy of the tail
 
(,high end) of the distribution shown in Figure 7.4.
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To proceed with the analysis, the program plans outlined above are ex­
pressed in the form of decision trees as shown in Figures 7,9, 7.10 and 7.1
 
At each decision point in these decision trees, there is a specific criteri
based upon which the decision will be made to continue or to terminate'the'
 
program. These criteria are derived as shown inFigures 7.12, 7.13 and 7.1
 
First, the state-of-knowledge as of January 1,1977 isassessed, as shown i
 
Figure 7.4. Then, the 80 percent confidence state-of-knowledge is estab­lished--with 80 percent confidence, the second SSPS unit can be produced at
 
a cost of $24.1 billion (1974) or less. This state isplotted as a point ii

each of Figures 7.12, 7.13 and 7.14. Next, the "break even" cost of the
 
second unit is computed for each program plan. This is the cost of the
 
second unit for which there is exactly zero net present value for the entirl
 
program (present value of costs equals present value of revenues). This
 
cost, for each program plan, is taken as the technology target and is also
 
plotted. This shows the cost that the second unit must come inat or below
 
for a "successful" program. Thus, in Program I a successful program is de­
fined as one which proves that the second unit costs are equal to or less
than $18.9 billion (1974) by January 1, 1992--the initial operation date of
 
the first unit and the completion date of the development program. At that
 
date, a decision will be made to implement the second and subsequent units
 
or to discontinue the program with the operation of the first unit. For
 
simplicity, the decision rule is then taken as a linear improvement in the
 
80 percent confidence bound of the technology during the development prograr

These curves are shown as the 80 percent confidence technology requirements

for each program. If the technology development is such that the 80 perceni

confidence technology bound remains under the 80 percent confidence technol­
ogy requirement throughout the development program, then the development
 
program will be a success.
 
Many other decision rules could be formulated. Infact, the one dis­
cussed here is probably not the best. For example, the target technology

could be based on breaking even only with respect to unsunk (that is,uncom­
mitted) funds. This would improve the chance of success of the program, bul
 
would not ass-ure payback of the development costs. Inaddition, there is nc
 
reason that the technology requirement must improve linearly with time, al­
though this rule does seem to lead to quite logical technology requirements.
 
The process of program control consists of "testing" the technology

at each decision point. Based on the results of this test, the program con­
tinues or is terminated. The test consists of measuring the state-of-knowl­
edge at each decision point at the 80 percent confidence level.
 
In the computation of expected value for each program plan, it is neces
 
sary to assess the prior probabilities (that is,the 'probabilities based on
 
today's state-of-knowledge, before the test takes place) that each test will
 
be passed or failed. To do this, each branch of the decision tree is though

of as a process of buying information on the cost of the second unit. As
 
such, the work performed on these branches does not change the cost of the
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second unit, rather it determines with increasing accuracy what that cost
 
is. Thus, a key part of this analysis is an assessment of the accuracy with
 
which the second unit cost will be known at future points in time. To per­
form this assessment, the improvements in the states-of-knowledge of each
 
variable of the cost model resulting from work performed on each branch of
 
each decision tree have been subjectiyely estimated, These estimates are
 
shown in Appendix F. Then, the risk analysis model was run to establish the
 
magnitudes of the cost-risks associated with each decision point. The values 
of the resulting standard deviations of cost estimates, a , aB etc., at each 
decision point are shown in Figures 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11. A B' 
Now, given the 80 percent technology requirement and given the states­
of-knowledge at each decision point, it is possible to compute the prior

probabilities that each branch of each decision tree will result. It is
 
first necessary to establish the expected value technologies at each decision
 
point. This is done by assuming that the form of the probability distribu­
tion of second unit cost is Guassian (or normal) and that the 80 percent

cumulative probability point occurs, for each decision point, on the 80 per­
cent confidence technology requirement line. Thus, the required state-of­
knowledge at Decision Point A of Program I is expressed as a Gaussian
 
distribution with a standard deviation of $2.863 billion (1974) and an 80
 
percent cumulative distribution point of about S21.7 billion (1974). The
 
expected value technology requirement can be derived as the mean of this
 
distribution. Thus, the expected value technology requirement lines shown
 
on Figures 7.12, 7.13 and 7.14 represent the required expected values of
 
cost estimates made at the time of the corresponding decision points. The
 
methodology for computing the prior probabilities of taking each branch on
 
a decision tree is given inAppendix G.
 
The resulting values are shown in Figures 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11. Finally,
 
the expected value of each program iscomputed as the sum of the outcomes
 
for each path through the corresponding decision tree weighted by the proba­
bility of occurrence of the path. The expected values for the three program
 
plans considered are as follows:
 
Program I: +$1.51 billion (1974)
 
Program II: -$1.10 billion (1974)
 
Program III: -$0.92 billion (1974).
 
Under the specific set of assumptions chosen for this analysis, only

Program I has a net positive expected value. Thus,-of the three specific
 
program options examined during the second study phase, one could only eco­
nomically justify undertaking Program I. -However, recall that this analysis

is subject to many assumptions and preliminary cost estimates. For example,

decision making is conducted at the 80 percent confidence level. At a lower
 
This is because throughout the analysis, the cost of the second unit
 
is taken to be the estimated cost that will occur, as a result of the
 
planned technology programs, at the time that the second unit is pro­
duced.
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confidence level, 
or at a higher price for power 4t the busbay, Programs II
 
or III or a 
variant of these programs may become the desired alternative.
The appropriate confidence level for decision making might not be 80 percent;

this needs to be examined in further studies and the uncertainty relative to
the price of power at the busbar should be incorporated into future analyses.

Changes in other parameters could also alter the'abgye result.
 
The reason that the test satellites proposed have negative net value
becomes apparent from an examination of the program decision trees, The

proposed test satellite subprograms cost more than the economic value they
provide; thus, they add negative value to the overall program. However,

this conclusion pertains only to the test satellite subprograms proposed in
Programs IIand III. 
 It is inferred here that other test satellite subpro­grams might be developed with a net positive value. These programs could
 
make use of smaller test satellites to "buy" essentially the same information
 
at a substantially reduced cost. 
 This logic forms the rationale for the for­
mulation of Programs IVand V, which are discussed in the next section.
 
7.5 Analysis of Programs IVand V
 
As a result of the insights gained from the analysis of Programs I,II

and III as discussed above, two new programs were formulated and analyzed
during the third study phase. These two programs are very similar to each

other and are, thus, both described together in this section. The program
plans corresponding to Programs IVand V 
are shown in Figure 7.15. A tech­
nology development program begins with research and studies in 1977 and pro­
ceeds through about 1985. This program involves ground and orbital tests,
including a number of shuttle flight tests on such things as 
solar cell

materials, structures and construction techniques, and microwave power trans­
mission. In 1980, as a 
part of the overall technology development program,

a 
150 kW test satellite subprogram is initiated. In 1983, also as a part of
the overall technology development program, a 2 MW test satellite subprogram
is initiated. The decision to design, develop, test and evaluate (DDT&E)

the first full-scale prototype ismade January 1, 1987 and the decision to
produce the full-scale prototype ismade January 1, 1992. 
The first full­
scale satellite becomes operational on December 31, 1995, and the decision
to proceed with the implementation phase ismade on January 1, 1996. 
 In the
implementation phase, it isassumed that four new satellites become opera­
tional each year, beginning on January 1, 1998 with the second unit, until
 
a 
total of 120 satellites have become operational.
 
The differences between Programs IVand V are detailed inTable 7.1 and
lie entirely in the test satellite subprograms. InProgram IV,the 150 kW
 
test satellite is built and remains in LEO. 
 Itproduces 150 kW of power con­tinuously (330 kW peak power with storage) and is used to power a 
space sta­tion. In Program V, this test satellite is sized to produce 150 kW of power
(peak) and isbuilt in LEO and transported to GEO, where it isused to conduct
 
a number of experiments, including tests on plasma effects with large solar
 
arrays inGEO, solar concentration, and microwave phase front control in the
 presence of a ground-heated ionosphere. The satellite will have a 100-meter­long linear array transmitting antenna. The 2 MW test satellite in botW
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Table 7.1 Test Satellite Subprograms
 
Parameter Program IV 
 Program V
 
I5OkW Test Satellite
 
Power Level 150 kW Cont. (330 kW Peak) 150 kW
 
Mass 13,000-21,000 kg 8,000-10,000 kg
 
I Antenna None 
 105 m Linear Array
 
Conc. Ratio 1 1.7 Design/l.5 Effective
 
Use Power Space Station Conduct Tests--Solar
 
conc., plasma effects,
 
microwave trans.,
 
ground heat ionosohere
 
Remarks Stays in LEO 
 Built in LEO, trans.
 
to GEO
 
2 M. Test Satellite
 
Power Level 2 MW 2 MW
 
Mass 20,000 kg 35,000-45,000 kg
 
Antenna 20 m x 20 m Subarray 20 m x 20 m Subarray and 
1000 m Linear Array
 
Remarks 
 Conduct ionospheric ano
 
pnase control tests 
Programs IV and V will be placed in GEO and used for microwave tests. How-"
 
ever, in Program IV,the test-will be performed using a 20 m x 20 m antenna
 
subarray whereas, in Program V, the satellite will-have both a 20 m x 20 m
 
subarray and a 1000-meter linear array antenna.
 
The costs of Programs IV and V are summarized in Table 7.2 and a deci­
sion tree for these programs is shown in Figure 7.16. The programmatic

analysis was conducted for Programs IV and V for an SSPS configuration making
 
use of each of the three candidate solar cell materials examined, Si, GaAs
 
and CdS. 
 The assumptions made on the size, power production, availability,

and costs for the program are the same as those made for Programs I, II and
 
III in Section 7.4, except that the power degradation in time is taken to
 be a function of the solar cell material as described in Section 5.3. The
 
analysis then proceeds precisely as described aboye for Programs I, II and
 
III.
 
The results of the programmatic analysis are summarized in Table 7.3.
 
All of the programmatic alternatives examined in Programs IV and V are sub­
stantially better than those examined in Programs I, II and III. 
 The results
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Table 7.2 Programs IV and V Costs
 
Decision P.V. of 
Date Cost,t SB 
Program IV 
Research and Studies . 1977 0.070 
LEO Test Satellite (150 kW) 1980 0.578 
GEO Test Satellite (2 MW) 1983 1.216 
DOT&E 198/ 3.257 
Production of Prototype (First Unit) 1992 5.513 
Implementation (Total 120 Satellites) 1996 
Program V
 
Research and StUdies 1977 0.070
 
LEO Test Satellite (15O kW) 1980 0.679
 
GEO Test Satellite (2 MW) 1983 1.413
 
OOT&E 1987 3.247
 
Production of Prototype (First Unit) 1992 5.521
 
Implementation (Total 120 Satellites) 1996
 
Present value of cost referenced to January 1, 1977 at a discount rate of
 
7.5 percent.
 
for Programs IVand V indicate a significant advantage for CdS solar cells
 
and with GaAs solar cells being the second favored option. However, too
 
little is really known about these materials at this time to simply accept
 
one or the other of these materials as the appropriate material for the
 
SSPS in lieu of Si. But the results strongly suggest that the development
 
program should not limit itself to the consideration of Si solar cell mate-'
 
rial alone. More work is necessary to define a solar cell material develop­
ment program that, in its early phases, examines a broad range of potential
 
materials and focuses on one or two materials only after much more is known
 
about the full range of possibilities.
 
A second major area of interest in the comparison of Programs IVand V
 
to Programs I, IIand III is in the probability of success of the entire
 
program that isestimated for each program alternative. Here it is seen
 
that Programs IVand V both have about twice the chance of succeeding that
 
Programs I, II and III have. This isdue to two major effects. The first
 
isthat the risk analysis performed for the SSPS configurations examined in
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Table 7.3 Results of Programmatic Analysis
 
Program Solar Cell Probability of Expected
 
'Material Success Value,* $8
 
I Si .236 1.51
 
I1 Si .204 -1.10 
III Si .181 
-0.92 
IV** Si .380 
 12.29
 
CdS .560 25.60
 
GaAs .371 18.78
 
V** Si .389 12.43
 
CdS .570 25.86
 
GaAs .379 19.00
 
Present value on January 1, 1977 at a discount rate of 7.5 percent.
 
For LEO assembly using the small factory-in-space.
 
Programs IV and V shows more cost-risk than the analysis performed for Pro­
grams I, II and III; however, the expected value of the costs was about
 
equal for all the alternatives analyzed. Thus, not only is there a higher
 
chance of a higher cost resulting for these alternatives, but there is also
 
a higher chance of a lower cost resulting. In the context of a program plan
 
that adequately controls high-side risk, this added risk is beneficial be­
cause it affords, at the same time, an increased chance for a more economi­
cal SSPS. That is to say that, in the early phases of a research and
 
development program, it can be economically beneficial (and justifiable) to
 
take risks in order to seek out potentially beneficial opportunities. The 
second effect deals with the fact that Programs IV and V appear to "buy in­
formation" in a more effective manner than do Programs I, II and III. As 
discussed in Section 8, this results in a lower probability that a successful 
development effort will be mistaken for an unsuccessful one and the program 
terminated. It also means that there will be a lower probability of contin­
uing a program that should be terminated.
 
The results of the above analysis clearly show that Programs IV and V
 
are better than Programs I, II and III. They do not show, nor are they.
 
meant to imply, that Program IV or V is the best program, or even the "right"
 
program, to pursue. But they are economic and they are effective programs;

and pursuit of one of them could probably be economically justified, even
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after a substantially more in-depth analysis and review. Howeyer, it is
 
recommended that neither of these programs be pursued; but rather, that an
 
effort should be devoted, first, to the formulation of eyen better programs.

The direction to pursue at this point would be one of finding parallel

development paths, such as in the area of solar cell materials' in order to
 
increase the overall probability of success for the pngra.
 
As a final warning, the results of the above analysis depend upon the
 
assumptions made. Changes in the assumptions may change the conclusions.
 
Thus, while the insights gained may be valuable, decisions should be based
 
on this analysis only after a thorough review of the cost model, the cost
 
model (state-of-knowledge) data and the assumptions made for the analysis.
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8. PROGRAMMATIC RISK ANALYSIS
 
Given the results of Section 7, a brief programmatic risk assessment is
 
possible. This discussion will focus on Programs I, IVand V and draw com­
parisons between them. Program I is the only program, of the specific

alternatives analyzed in the second study phase, that has a 
positive expected

value. This development program consists of three major subprograms: an
SR&T subprogram, a DDT&E subprogram and a first unit production subprogram.

Success in each of these subprograms can be defined as achieving a state from
 
which a decision to continue the program can be justified. Then, from Figure
7.9, it is seen that the probability of a successful SR&T subprogram is
 
0.376, the probability of a successful DDT&E subprogram is 0.692 given that

the SR&T subprogram is successful and the probability of a successful first
 
unit production subprogram is 0.905 given that the DDT&E subprogram is
 
successful.
 
The probability of success of the program is the product of the proba­
bilities of success of each subprogram. Thus, there is a probability of
0.235 that Program I will be successfully completed. This compares with a
probability of about 0.32 (from Figure 7.4) that the current configuration

could be economically viable given Program I. Thus, the program as presently
planned yields about a 27 percent chance of rejecting a viable outcome. That
 
is,given that the current configuration is economically viable, there is

about 'a27 percent chance that itwill be classified as not viable, resulting
in a program failure. This is the result of inaccuracies in the measurements
 
of projected second unit costs at Decision Points A and B. This loss could
be reduced ifmore accurate measurements could be obtained at about the same
 
cost.
 
Program V consists of five development phases: a research and studies
 
subprogram, a 150 kW test satellite subprogram, a 2 MW test satellite sub­
program, a DDT&E subprogram and a first unit production subprogram. The

probabilities of success for the silicon solar cell configuration are respec­
tively: 0.539, 0.832, 0.924, 0.973, and 0.967. 
 This yields a total proba­bility of success for Program V of 0.389 for this configuration. One differ­
ence between Programs I and V that results in Program V having a higher

probability of success lies in the cost model. While the cost model used to

evaluate system costs for Program V incorporates additional areas of uncer­
tainty compared to the cost model used inProgram I,these additional areas
 
of uncertainty result in a higher level of cost-risk which subsequently

yields both a higher probability of a lower cost and a higher probability of
 
a higher cost. It is the higher probability of a lower cost that is played

upon in Program V to increase the probability of success of this program.

Use of the factory-in-space concept for construction of the satellite also
 
has a beneficial effect on program economics.
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Comparing the probability of success of Program V, 0.389, to the theo­
retical maximum probability of success for that program as obtained from
 
Figure 7.16, 0.505, it is seen that there is about a 23 percent chance of

rejecting a viable outcome. This is a 15 percent reduction over Program I.
 
That isto say, the economic analysis above indicates that one significant

reason that Program V is more likely to be successful than Program I is that
 
it is less likely that an incorrect economic assessment of the program at
 
some future decision date will result in its termination. Properly struc­
turing a development program to buy information for future decisions so as to
 insure that these decisions are made under the best possible state-of-knowl­
edge is key in obtaining a high probability of success ina program.
 
It isalso of interest to compare Programs IVand V for, say, the silicon

solar cell configuration. These two programs are similar inmost respects,
differing only inthe 150 kW and 2 MW test satellite subprograms. Program V
 
ismore costly than Program IV,yet Program V has a higher probability of
 
success. Surprisingly, itdoes this while requiring the second unit total
 
life cycle cost to be lower than is necessary for break-even in Program IV.

The reason that this occurs is simply that Program V buys information to
 
proceed through the program in a more efficient way than does Program IV.
 
This example serves to indicate that there is an optimum funding level for an
SSPS development program and that it is not necessarily true that the minimum
 
cost program is either the best from an engineering point of view or from an
 
economic point of view. Infact, the analysis described in this report

embeds the engineering factors in the economic analysis.
 
A more detailed programmatic risk analysis isnot possible under the
 
resources of the present effort; however, it should be performed and the
 
framework necessary to do it resides partly within the existing risk analysis

model. The procedure for a more detailed risk analysis derives from the
 
notion that the goal of the SSPS development is to provide a state-of-knowl­
edge based upon which a decision can be made to proceed with the implemen­
tation of the second and subsequent units and that the efforts expended in
 
the development program are, in fact, directed at measuring the total unit
 
cost of the second unit. Thus, the output of each development subprogram

is a measurement of a system parameter or parameters vis a 
vis the current
 
configuration. The goals for the measurement accuracy of each parameter at
 
each decision point can be derived from the tables in Appendices D and F.
 
The next step inthe programmatic risk assessment will be to assess the

expected level of success inachieving each of the measurement accuracy goals

thus set.
 
It isalmost a certainty that the reader isconfused at this point about
 
the interpretation placed upon the activities undertaken in a development
program. Thus, the above points are explained again. First, from the eco­
nomic point of view, the justification for proceeding with a development

program lies inthe belief that an economically viable technology implemen­
tation can be achieved. Such a belief isvalid only if it finds a basis in
 
a postulated system configuration. Then, all economic measures must be made

against this system configuration. It is not possible to compute economic
 
measures against abstract ideas, just as itis not possible to compute
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engineering measures against abstract ideas. 
 For example, an engineer cannot
 
answer the question, what are the stresses in 
a beam? He must be told the
design of the beam and the loadings placed upon it. So must the economist be
 
given such "design" information to perform his analyses. And just as the en­gineering answers change as the design changes, so also do the economic
 
answers.
 
Now, the current SSPS configuration is not an existing piece of hard­
ware. 
It is, in fact, a concept that might be realized at some future date.
 
Insofar as that concept remains unchanged, all the technology development

programs and analyses performed on it are only exercises of measuring para­
meters that describe it. Thus, until the configuration is changed, the
development program is, strictly speaking, a measurement program. As such,

it should be treated as a measurement program and the goals of each sub­
program should be expressed in terms of measurement accuracies.
 
Everyone knows that design changes occur throughout a program. Design

changes are made for basically two reasons: first , because the postulated

configuration, when adequately measured, is found to fall outside of allowa­ble system bounds and, second, because targets of opportunity arise to im­
prove upon the existing postulated configuration. In either case, after the
design change ismade, both the engineer and the economist are dealing with a
 
new system and must adjust their analyses accordingly. Such changes cannot
be anticipated in advance. 
If they could, the system would be configured in
 
the changed configuration in the first place. 
Thus, analyses are confined to
deal with the current configuration and to base measures of system perform­
ance against this configuration.
 
After each design change, the program reverts back to a measurement
 
program and remains such until 
the next design change. Thus, a development

program can be thought of as series of measurement programs separated by
discontinuties which represent design changes. 
To view a development program
in this context offers the possibility of achieving a new dimension in the
 
control of technology development and oroarammatin risk
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9.1 
9. UTILITY INTERFACE ANALYSIS
 
An effort was made during this study to identify issues which
 
might be important concerning the compatibility of the characteristics of
 
the current configuration SSPS with the demands of electric utilities in the
 
1990 time period. How an SSPS conforms to the needs of utilities has not
 
been analyzed and might have a significant impact on system economics. If
 
some utility interface requirement were found to be critical, such a require­
ment would have to be weighed in the design process of SSPS components
 
related to that requirement.
 
Three potential issues were identified by reviewing the present struc­
ture and requirements of utilities and the trends that are projected for the
 
next 15 to 20 years. Then, the salient performance characteristics of SSPS
 
were determined in order to examine the effects of variations in these
 
characteristics on utility design and costs. The most important SSPS feature!
 
were found to be output power level, reliability and power level fluctua­
tions (both predictable fluctuations like eclipses and random ones due, for
 
example, to atmospheric attenuation).
 
The approach used for analyzing the effect and criticality of
 
these characteristics is described below. It should be emphasized that much
 
more detailed analysis is required--the modelling effort to do so was beyond
 
the scope of this study. This analysis was intended only to delineate
 
whether any of the above factors are likely to represent significant economic
 
issues.
 
Effects of Reliability
 
Electric utilities design their generating and transmission systems
 
to assure a standard level of reliability (usually a loss-of-load probability
 
of one day in ten years*). This requires the utilities among other things
 
to install greater generating capacity than necessary to meet the expected
 
peak demand, so that if the peak loads deviate from the projections or
 
generating capacity is lost through unscheduled outages, the load will not
 
exceed the capacity. This installed capacity reserve margin represents a
 
major cost component for utilities, and great care is taken in system design
 
and scheduling to minimize the reserve margin required to maintain the
 
design level of reliability. There are several different approaches used by
 
utilities to calculate what the appropriate reserve margin should be. The
 
approach generally used now is to model the sizes and reliabilities of the
 
units in a projected system, determining all of the possible combinations of
 
This means that, given the sizes and reliabilities of the units in
 
this system and the projected annual peak loads, the probability
 
of the load exceeding the generating capacity is one day (cumulative)
 
in ten years.
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outages among the units, the resulting level of generation for each combina­
tion, and the probability of this level of genertion occurring. These
probabilities of generation level are combined with a 
projected probability

distribution of daily peak demands for a given year to'clculate'the total
 
probability of some loss of load occurring. If the resulting reliability is
 
not adequate, more generating capacity has to be added to the planned system.
 
There are a number of factors which affect utility system re­
liability which ought to be included in such a model. The size of a new
 
unit will create a disproportionate increase in the reserve requirement if
 
it is very large with respect to the other units in the system or large with
 
respect to the total system capacity. This effect will decrease as other
 
large units are added and/or as the total system capacity increases. An
 
example of the trend toward larger unit sizes is provided in Figure 9.1,

which shows the distribution of sizes of units to be added this decade and
 
next decade in the Eastern Central Area (ECAR), shown inFigure 9.2. The
 
total capacity in this area. is expected to increase from 55 GW in 1970, to
 
116 GW in 1990. The effect of SSPS unit size isdiscussed later.
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Another key factor in utility system reliability is the forced
 
outage rates for the individual units which are determined historically. A
 
forced outage is caused by the failure of a component which causes the
 
immediate or nearly immediate* shutdown of the unit. The experience of the
 
utility industry is that the larger the unit the higher the forced outage
 
rate and also that new units have higher outage rates during the initial
 
break-in period (usually the first two years, but sometimes as long as six
 
years). There are other terms used in the industry that relate to rel­
iability, such as "availability", which is the fraction of a time period

during which a generating unit is available for operation whether or not it
 
is in operation. The difference between the amount of time that a unit has
 
not been forced out and the amount of time it is available includes the time
 
for scheduled maintenance and the time it is not used. Since these outages
 
can 
be scheduled to occur during off-peak periods when sufficient alternate
 
capacity exists to compensate for the outage, whereas forced outages are as
 
likely to occur during peak demand periods as during off-peak periods, it is
 
the forced outage rate that is usually used to calculate the reserve require­
ments.
 
Increasing the number of generating units in a system and in­
creasing the number of interconnections with other systems through power

pooling both have the effect of reducing required reserve margins. The
 
seasonal distribution of peak loads can also have an effect on reserve
 
margin; if there is wide variation between seasonal peaks, then planned
 
outages can be scheduled for lower demand seasons without requiring 
reserve
 
capacity. If, however, the load is fairly balanced from season to season,

then it may be necessary to install reserve capacity to allow planned
 
outages, such as those necessary for maintenance.
 
In recent years the utility industry has been experiencing a need
 
for increasing reserves, primarily because of the introduction of large
(800-1000 MW and larger) new units to systems composed of much smaller (100­
300 MW) units. In addition, the reliabilities of the new units have, in
 
many cases, been substantially below their expected levels. With unit size
 
levelling off in the future and with power pool interconnections increasing,

the reserve margin might be expected to decline, so long as load levelling

(the balancing of seasonal peak demands) does not force the installation of
 
reserve capacity to allow for scheduled outages.
 
SSPS reliability is expected to be high because it is a largely

passive, decentralized system, which does not involve high temperatures or
 
pressures or rotating machinery for the generation of power. These are.
 
factors which contribute to the high forced outage rates of new, large
 
units.
 
A shutdown immediately or up to the very next weekend is defined
 
as a forced outage on the basis of which the reserve margin is de­
termined. If the shutdown can be postponed until the weekend, it
 
is treated as a planned outage which does not require reserve
 
capacity.
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Availability rates are used in calculating the cost of power from
 
baseload generation plants, because availability rAtes a~count for the time
 
that a plant is not able to produce power due to mAintenance or other
 
scheduled outages. The effect of availability on the cost of power can be
 
significant, especially for capital-intensive generation methods such as
 
nuclear reactors or SSPS. Based on cost data provided by Arthur D. Little,
 
Inc.,* the total busbar energy cost has been calculated as a function of
 
unit availability,** for three different generation systems: light water
 
reactor, liquid metal fast breeder reactor and direct coal-fired plant.

These relationships between energy costs and generating unit availability
 
are displayed inFigure 9.3. Given that SSPS availability is expected to be
 
about 95 percent, it is clear from Figure 9.3 that SSPS could tolerate a
 
somewhat higher life cycle cost per kilowatt and still produce power at the
 
same energy cost. Light water reactors currently are designed for 80
 
percent availability; and SSPS operating at 95 percent availability (Case A)

could cost approximately $70/kW more than the light water reactor and produce
 
power at the same capital equipment cost. The industry-wide experience for
 
light water reactors at the moment is closer to 65 percent***; if this value
 
remains unchanged, an SSPS costing $200/kW more than the nuclear plant (Case

B) could produce power at the same capital equipment cost. Thus, the level
 
.of reliability projected for SSPS could be an important economic factor.
 
In addition to reliability, SSPS size inboth absolute and rela­
tive terms is an important consideration incalculating the system reserve
 
requirements and accompanying costs resulting from the introduction of an
 
SSPS. A,simulation which would estimate the cost effect of the addition of
 
SSPS's to realistic representations of utility systems projected for 1995
 
could not be conducted within the scope of this study. However, an examination
 
was made of the effect on reserve margin requirements of adding-an SSPS to
 
several systems, each containing units of uniform size and reliability, over
 
a range of system sizes that might 'be typical in the future (30-50 GW). The
 
results are presented inFigure 9.4. The unit sizes used were 1 GW and 2.5
 
These cost data were provided for use in the "Space-Based Solar
Power Conyersion and Delivery Systems Study--Interim Summary
 
Report," March 13, 1976.
 
A single value for installed cost for each system was given. This
 
installed cost was factored up by the availability rate in calcu­
lating the cost of the capital component of the total busbar energy
 
cost. A uniform increment appropriate to each system was added to
 
cover fuel, operation and maintenance, taxes and insurance; hence,
 
the only factor that was varied was the cost of capital; as affected
 
by availability.
 
This lower availability is the result of a number of factors in­
cluding rapidly increasing unit size, non-standatdized construction,

safety shutdowns and the fact that a large number of units are rel­
atively new and still in their break-in period.
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GW, and the forced outage rates used were 8.7 percent* and 15 percent**
 
the 1 GW plants and 22 percent*** for the 2,5 GW plants.
 
The approach used in this analysis was to: determine for each of
 
the system configurations (IGW units at an 8.7 percent outage rate, I GW
 
units at a 15 percent outage rate and 2.5 GW units at a 22 percent outage
 
rate) the necessary installed capacity reserv'e margin needed-to insure the
 
one-day-in-ten-years loss-of-load probability used by most utilities as a
 
reliability standard. These reserve calculations were:conducted both for a
 
given configuration system without an SSPS, and for the same type of system
 
with an SSPS accounting for 5 GW of the total capacity. These calculations
 
were conducted for three different levels of SSPS forced outage rates.
 
The above analysis assumes that the load is constant at the rated
 
system capacity. In reality, however, the load equals (or exceeds) the
 
rated system capacity for only a fraction of the time. Thus, the actual
 
reserve margins required to achieve the stated loss-of-load probability
 
are less than those indicated in Figure 9.4. Subsequently, the above
 
analysis was performed also for a loss-of-load probability of one day in
 
one year. The results of this exercise are shown in Figure 9.5. Compari­
son of Figures 9.4 and 9.5 indicate that the reserve margins required for
 
a system with an SSPS should be reduced more than those required for a
 
system without an SSPS as the loss-of-load probability requirements are
 
relaxed. However, the effect-of loss-of-load probability on the differ­
ential reserve margin requirements between systems with and without an
 
SSPS is not substantial.
 
Insummary, itcan be noted that the inclusion of an SSPS is sometimes
 
advantageous (that is, it reduces the required reserve margin) and
 
sometimes disadvantageous, depending upon the system size and the reliability
 
of the constituent units with an advantage for SSPS in systems comprised
 
of larger conventional power plants. Whether or not the SSPS isadvantageous
 
also depends on the reliability of the SSPS.
 
*I 
This value is an average between the future mature fossil plant and
 
the future mature nuclear plant forced outage rates projected by the
 
Northeast Regional Advisory Committee to the Federal Power Commission.
 
These values are optimistic compared with present experience.
 
This value represents a typical system forced outage rate for
 
present power pools.
 
This value corresponds to current experience with new large generating
 
units. Whereas improvement upon this level is expected in the future,
 
it has been used here as a pessimistic value.
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The purpose 	of this examination was to determine whether or
not the installed reserve requirement posed by SSpS might be critical.
 
From this analysis, reserve requirements do not q4ppear to represent a
critical economic issue. 1-n fact, under certaincircumstancbs, an SSPS
 
may reduce the necessary reserve margin.
 
Further study is needed both to determine what the likely

reliability level will be for SSPS and what the affect of an SSPS of
 
such a reliability would be on a realistic representation of utility

systems with the unit size and reliability characteristics that might be

expected in the 1995 time period. Such analysis should also include the

affects on system reliability of system interconnections and pooling.*
 
9.2 Effects of Solar Eclipses
 
An SSPS satellite ingeosynchroneous orbit will experience
eclipses around midnight of varying durations in the periods surrounding

the two equinoxes, as shown in Figure 9.6. These eclipse periods occur
during times that are daily and seasonal "valleys" in demand for nearly

all utilities. Representative daily and seasonal load cycles are shown
 
in Figures 9.7 and 9.8, respectively.
 
Given that the eclipses occur during off-peak periods and that
they are predictable, so long as sufficient alternate generating capacity
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Arthur D. Little, Inc. is presently under contract to the Jet
 
Propulsion Laboratory to study this problem.
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is available, an SSPS eclipse may be treated as a planned outage not
 
requiring installed reserve capacity. The costs then associated with an
 
eclipse are the marginal costs of whatever alternate capacity is used to
 
generate power during the eclipse period. The costs of alternate gener­
ation means have been assessed parametrically, and the results are pre­
sented in Table 9.1. The costs associated with an eclipse do not appear
 
to be critical because in the worst case examined here (having to use
 
peaking capacity during the duration of the eclipses) the average annual
 
generating cost of power produced by an SSPS baseload system would only
 
be increased by 0.5 mills/kWh.
 
The scope of this study did not allow examination of the
 
assumption of alternate capacity being available, as power during an
 
SSPS eclipse would probably be-provided by power pooling or other inter­
connections between utility systems. The size of power pools and the
 
number of interconnections is growing. (An example of this expansion is
 
provided in Figure 9.9.) It was noted in the example in Section 9.1,
 
that the Eastern Central Area Reliability Coordination Agreement will
 
oversee an installed capacity of over 100 GW in 1990. The effect of
 
this pooling would be to reduce the cost of providing power during an
 
SSPS eclipse. However, with SSPS satellites displaced by 2400 km in
 
synchronous orbit, during maximum eclipse periods, seven satellites
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Table 9.1 	 Annual Generation Costs of Alternate Sources to Cover SSPS
 
Unit Eclipse Time
 
Source of
 
Alternate Capital Cost 
 Fuel Cost Operation Annual Cost
Generation ($/kW, 1974) (mills/kWh, 1974) Time* (hours) ($,1974)
 
Baseload
 
Plants 6.0 	 6
135 4.05 x lO

Intermediate
 
Load Plants 	 14.0 
 135 9.45 x106
 
Peakload
 
Plants 150 30.0 	 135 22.01 x 6
10

*Operation time assumes one and one-half ours of operation per eclipse period
 
to account for start-up time.
 
would be occulted at any point intime; hence, a 
given power pool area
 
might be faced with replacing the capacity of several SSPS's during an

eclipse period. The interaction of the effects of pooling and multiple

occlusions isa complicated one requiring further study. An additional
 
concern for further study should be the extent and effect of occultations
 
of one satellite by another.
 
9.3 Effect of Power Fluctuations
 
The transmission frequency (2.45 GHz) of the current configura­
tion SSPS was selected, in part, because of its relative insensitity to
attenuation by atmospheric constituents. According to the Microwave
 
Power Transmission System Study [13] the greatest fluctuation in power
level that might be expected from attenuation due to atmospheric effects

such as 
heavy rain (50 mm/hr) is + 1 percent. Electric utilities are
 
not able to sustain substantial fluctuations of power for significant

periods of 	time without equipment damage. The daily operating 
reserve

of utilities iscomposed of standby capacity that can 
be brought on-line
 
within ten to twenty minutes as well as loads that can be interrupted on
 
short notice (typically one minute).
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If the fluctuations in SSPS transmitted power are sufficiently
 
rapid, then the effect will be a derating (reduction in the rated capac­
ity) of SSPS. The effect on the cost of power produced by SSPS of
 
various levels of power fluctuation is presented in Figure 9.10, with
 
the effect of the expected variation of I percent to be an increase of
 
about 0.2 mills/kWh in SSPS cost of capital,* hence an equivalent increase
 
in the user charge of SSPS-produced power.
 
This estimate represents a lower bound in that it does not include
 
the component of O&M cost that is directly related to installed
 
-capacity regardless of operation time.
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This analysis represents q "worst case" approach in that it
 
assumes that fluctuations in transmitted power Would render a certain
 
percentage of SSPS power unusable, whereas in fact, there-4re a number
 
of economic uses to which fluctuating or interruptible power can be put,

including electrolysis or other automated processes, However, even in
 
the worst case of power being lost, it does not appear that power fluctuations
 
within the range currently anticipated for SSPS pose a significant economic
 
issue.
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GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL UNITS AND ABBREVIATIONS
 
cm ­centimeter (10 2 meters)
 
a gram (10-3 kilograms)
 
GHz gigahertz (109 cycles per second)
 
GW gigawatt (109 watts)
 
Ti efficiency (decimal fraction)
 
kg kilogram (2.2046 pounds mass)
 
km kilometer (103 meters)
 
kV kil'ovolt (103 volts)
 
kW kilowatt (103 watts)
 
kWh 
 kilowatt-hours
 
m 
 meter (3.2808 feet)'
 
micron, (11m) millionth (I0-6) of ameter
 
MW megawatt (106 watts)
 
mW milliwatt (10- watt)
 
RFI radio frequency interference
 
solar flux 
 1353 megawatts per square kzlometer
 
Cstandard 
 deviation
 
A.1 
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APPENDIX A
 
ECONOMIC METHODOLOGY
 
The purpose of this appendix is to present a detailed review of
 
the economic concepts and analytical constructions used in this report. The
 
objective is twofold:
 
* 	 To provide the reader with the means to verify the
 
study's results and substitute alternative input data
 
and assumptions if desired, and
 
* 	 To provide a reconciliation of the approaches used in
 
this study with those of other energy-economics studies.
 
The basis for the first objective isclear. Regarding the

second objective, it is all too often that due to the lack of complete

information and inconsistency of approaches among energy-economics studies,

comparisons are impossible. Inthis appendix, the minimum information
 
required to make interstudy comparisons isestablished.
 
The following topics are addressed:
 
* 	 Methodology for Comparative Economic Analysis of
 
Electric Generation Systems (A.I)
 
o 	 Computation of the Present Value of Capital and the
 
Equivalent Annuity (A.2)
 
* 	 Reconciliation of Alternative Approaches for Computing

the Present Value of Capital and Equivalent Annuity (A.3)
 
* 	 Computation of Economically Justifiable SSPS Unit Cost
 
(A.4)
 
a 	 DDT&E Payback Analysis (A.5).
 
Methodology for Comparative Economic Analysis of Electric
 
Generation Systems
 
Figure A.1 illustrates the cash flow profile of a representative,

1 GW electric power generation system. The cash flows required for the
 
construction of the system are represented by the values, $110 million
 
per year (Ct) over the period 1991 to 1995. The capital payback (At) is
 
represented by the values, $41.7 million per year over the 30-year opera

tional life of the system.
 
Inthe example shown, the constant dollar cost of the plant is
 $440 per kilowatt and these costs are distributed equally over the
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4-year construction period.* According to the formula provided for compu­
tation of present value, the (1975) present value of the cost of capital

is $368.40 per kilowatt. The capital recovery payment (annuity over the
 
30-year operational period of the plant) is a value such that its (1975)

present value equals that of the present value of the capital. Thus, at the
 
stipulated discount rate, 7.5 percent, the annuity (At) is 
a cash flow re­
ceived by the providers of capital to the utilities (lenders and equity

owners) such that they (in1975) are indifferent to holding $368.40 or
 
receiving an annuity of $41.70 per year over the period 1995 through 2025.
 
This present value concept is expanded below with the use of Figure A.2
 
which provides an additional example.
 
Assume that a particular technology subststem of the SSPS were
 
estimated to cost $380 million and that the costs of development would be
 
expended--evenly--over the period 1985 through 1990. 
 All expenditures

would be paid out at the beginning of each year, that is, $76 million would
 
be expended at the beginning of each year for five years. Using the formula
 
provided in Figure A.1, the present value of this expenditure is computed

to be $161 million. This is the value which is economically equivalent in
 
1975 to $360 million expended in the way assumed, that is, five equal pay­
ients. That is, a "rational" economic being would be economically indiffer­
ent between having a bank balance of $161 million (in 1975) and receiving
$76 million per year for five years starting at the beginning of 1985.
 
As illustrated in Figure A.2, a $380 million DDT&E expenditure

could be financed with an initial bank balance of $161 million starting in
 
1975. The present value, $161 million, is a function of (1)the discount
 
rate, (2)the year that the expenditure begins, and (3) the expenditure pat­
tern. Higher interest rates and/or an earlier expenditure start would re-

Juce the present value, and vice versa.
 
As shown in Figure A.2, $161 million put in the "bank" would
 
-ompound at an annual 
rate of 7.5 percent to $325 million at the beginning
)f1985 when the first "withdrawal" of $76 million is made. This would re-

Juce the "bank balance" which would, in turn, increase by the interest
 
'eceived -over the year; and then another $76 million payment would be made,
ind so on. After the last $76 million payment, the balance would be reduced
 
:o zero.
 
The computed value of A, the economically equivalent annuity,
 
s a function of the parameters shown, that is, M, the date of the beginning
)fconstruction, N the date of the beginning of operation, 0 the end of
 )peration and R, the discount rate. 
The most sensitive parameter is R--

The assumption of equal distribution of costs over the construction
 
period is only for purposes of example. Certainly, the present value
 
of capital may be computed under any distribution of outlays.
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the higher the value of R the greater the annuity must be to yield an
 
equivalent economic value, and vice versa.
 
To the value of A must then be added the "recurring" costs of
 
the electrical generation system, that is,values for taxes and insurance,
 
operations and maintenance and, in the case of the terrestrial systems,
 
fuels.
 
A major point to be emphasized is that "constant dollars" not

"current dollars" measure the economic cost of a project. Unless it can
 
be shown that there will be differential inflation among the cost components

of a plant, the correct approach is to use constant dollars.
 
While the recent experience has, indeed, evidenced a higher
 
rate of inflation for fuels than other generating systems' cost components,
 
the historical data show that over the long-run, relative price changes

in these categories have been essentially equal. It is assumed, therefore,
 
that the recent dramatic (differential) inflation in fuels will be a
 
short-run phenomenon, and by the time period inwhich the SSPS or terrestria
 
systems would be constructed (around 1995) the relative prices will have
 
readjusted themselves to their long-run historical relationships. The
 
issue is that we do not know what the rate of differential inflation may
 
be over the next 20 years, and it is deemed preferable to make the
 
neutral assumption--which, again, is in line with the historical trend-­
that over the long run the relative rate of inflation among the cost com­
ponents will be approximately equal. On the other hand, to the extent
 
that it is believed that differential changes in the real economic cost
 
may be expected, that is,relative prices of fuels, etc., these should be
 
introduced into the analysis.
 
The discount rate chosen for this study, 7.5 percent, is
 
economically conservative with respect to the SSPS. This rate has the
 
effect of placing a relative cost burden on the SSPS, since it is the
 
most capital intensive of the systems being compared. Other studies*
 
have indicated a required real average rate of return (between equity
 
and debt capital) for the future funding of electric utilities to be
 
about 5 percent. We have elected to use a higher discount rate for two
 
reasons: one, to introduce a risk factor for uncertainties in the
 
development and operations in the SSPS system and two, to reflect the
 
U.S. Federal Energy Administration, Project Independence Blueprint
 
Final Task Force Report - Finance, November 19/4.
 
The Aerospace Corporation, Power Plant Economic Model, Program
 
Description/User's Guide (ATR-14[7417-16j-I-, June 1974.
 
Hass, J.E., E.J. Mitchell and B.K. Stone, Financing the Energy
 
Industry, Cambridge: Ballinger Publishing Company, 1974.
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idea that 	SSPS--at least in its earliest stages--may be a mixed public/
 
private enterprise. Currently, a discount rate of 10 percent is being
 
used to evaluate public projects. The 7.5 percent used would represent,
 
therefore, an averaging between the real rate of return that is required
 
by a commercial venture (5 percent) and that which is expected to accrue
 
to purely public ventures (10 percent).
 
A.2 	 Computation of the Present Value of Capital and the Equivalent
 
Annuity
 
Figure A.3 contains a summary of the methodology used for com­
puting the present value of capital and the (economically) equivalent
 
annuity. The numbers in parenthesis represent the step-numbers identified
 
in the figure.
 
The "constant-dollar cost" measured in units of dollars per
 
kilowatt (1)is divided by the "mature plant availability factor" (2).
 
This equals the "adjusted constant dollar cost" measured in dollars per
 
kilowatt (3). This value, divided by the "length of the construction
 
period" measured inyears (4)equals the "adjusted constant dollar cost"
 
of capital per year measured in dollars per kilowatt (5). This value and
 
others (the discount rate [R] and the number of compounding periods per
 
year [N]) as given in (6) are inputted to an equation (7)to compute the
 
"present value of capital" at t=0 (8). 
 This result and the other parameters
 
in (9) may be inputted into an equation (10) which computes a value for
 
the annuity that must be adjusted to account for the waiting (construction)
 
period. This adjustment is done with the value generated in (11). This
 
yields the equivalent annuity (PMT*), the dimensions of which are dollars
 
per kilowatt per year. This value if received annually over the payback
 
period would yield a present value equal to the present value of the capital.
 
If a result in units of "mills per kilowatt-hour" is desirable, the next
 
-step is to divide the result in (12) by the constant, 8.76, given in (13).
 
This-equals (14) the annuity value in mills per kilowatt-hour.
 
As indicated in Figure A.3, the parameter PMT is the value ob­
tained in (5), Y is equal to the construction period in years given in (4),
 
N is equal to one (the number of compoundings per year) and R is the discount
 
rate. In (9) the parameter, PV, is the result obtained from (8), X is
 
equal to. the payback period (assumed to be 30 years), N is equal to one
 
and R is equal to 7.5 percent. The value, 8.76, given in (13) is the
 
well-known conversion factor used to adjust dollars per kilowatt-year into
 
mills per kilowatt-hour.
 
A.3 	 Reconciliation of Alternative Approaches for Computing the
 
Present Value of Capital and Equivalent Annuity
 
Figure A.4 illustrates a reconciliation between various approaches
 
that are used for determining the present value of capital and the equivalent
 
annuity. As will be shown, they yield the same economic results.
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Method I is the apprpach used throughout this study. 'The example

given is for a direct coal-fired plant operating at a (mature) plant availa­
bility factor of .75. As provided in the previous section, the adjusted
 
capital costs for an environmentally controlled system, is $440 per kilowatt.
 
As illustrated in Figure A.4, the capital costs are assumed to be distributed
 
equally over the construction period, that is,$110 per kilowatt, per year.

The costs are then discounted back to the start of the construction period,
 
t=O. The present value at t=O given a 7.5 percent discount rate equals
$368.40 per kilowatt. The equivalent annuity over the operational period

equals $41.7 per year or 4.8 mills/kwh.
 
According to Method II (which is the approach that JPL has chosen*),

the present value calculations are evaluated at t=4, the end of the construc­
tion period. According to this approach, the present value of the capital

would be $492.1 per kilowatt. The numerical difference inpresent value
 
between Method IIand Method I is represented by the shaded area in the
 
illustration for Method II,and this isusually referred to as "interest
 
incurred during construction." The equivalent annuity evaluated at t=4
 
is $41.7 per year, the same as Method I,and hence, the approaches used by
 
ECON and JPL yield identical results.
 
The reason that the numerical results for the equivalent annuity
 
are equal in approaches I and II is explained as follows: In Method I the
 
present value of capital outlays is calculated at t=O and revenues do not
 
accrue until after t=4. Thus, there is a period of waiting (varying for
 
each dose of capital outlay) before revenues accrue to pay back the capital

expenditure. In Method II there is no waiting period, revenues are re­
ceived in the period immediately following t=4, the reference date for
 
which the present value of capital outlays has been computed.
 
Method III is Method IIplus a factor provided for inflation
 
during-the construction period. As seen, the capital cost inconstant
 
doll-ars is the same. There is,additionally, an escalation factor--assumed
 
fdr the example to be 6 percent per year--that would raise the total capital
 
costs by $41.2 per kilowatt. Added to this is the interest accrued during
 
construction, and considering inflation, this would be $104.0 per kilowatt.
 
Total capital cost evaluated at t=4 is$585.2 per kilowatt. Inorder to
 
compute the equivalent annuity, the "nominal interest rate" of 13.9 percent

is used. This is the product of the real interest rate, 7.5 percent and
 
the inflation rate, 6 percent (1.075 x 1.06 = 1.1395). Thus, under this
 
approach with a 6 percent per year inflation assumed to be sustained
 
throughout the 30-year payback period, it requires $83.3 per year (9.5

mills/kwh) to generate revenues with a present value equal to that of the
 
capital, and provide for a real rate of return of 7.5 percent or $41.7
 
per year in constant dollars.
 
Doane, J.W. and R.P. O'Toole, "Baseline Economic Analysis for Solar
 
and Conventional Central Power Plants," Jet Propulsion Laboratory
 
Engineering Memorandum, September 3, 1975.
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A.4 
Each of these methods are economically equivalent. Although

the numerical results may differ, each evaluates the systems to cost the
 
same amount in terms of economic resources.
 
Computation of Economically Justifiable SSPS Unit Cost
 
Figure A.5 provides the methodology used for computing the

"economically justifiable" unit cost of a 5,000 MW SSPS.
 
The first input in Figure A.5 is a value for electric generation

costs (inmills per kilowatt hour) of an alternative (competing) system,

item (1). This value must then be scaled up to the annual revenues at a
 
level of 5,000 MW. The scaling factor is given in (2). This equals the
 
annual revenues from the generation of 5,000 MW per year, and it is this
 
revenue which serves as the basis for the computation of the SSPS allowable
 
unit cost.
 
Before the capital can be repaid, the SSPS has to pay its annual
 
operation and maintenance costs, taken here to be $136 million per year

and taxes and insurance which are taken to be 32.2 percent of the revenues.
 
The use of this latter constant requires an explanation.
 
It is a working assumption that annual taxes and insurance are
 
equal to 5 percent of capital. This is in line with a "rule-of-thumb"
 
currently used for terrestrial plants. One cannot, however, use the 5
 
percent constant inthis exercise, since it is the capital itself that is
 
to be estimated. To eliminate this problem, a "trick" has been devised.
 
This is to assume that the cost for taxes and insurance would be incurred
 
in the same proportion to revenues as computed with the original SSPS unit
 
cost estimate. Hence, if the capital costs of SSPS are taken to be $7.6
 billion, using the 5 percent constant, the value for taxes and insurance
 
is estimated to be $377 million per year. Summing the annual cost of
 
-capital ($657 million per year for the capital cost assumed), the value for
 
maintenance ($136 million per year assumed), and $377 million per year,

the total annual SSPS cost is $1170 million per year. The proportion of
 
annual costs for taxes and insurance is32.2 percent of the total.
 
Subtracting the value for taxes and insurance and operations and
 
maintenance from the annual revenues, a value may be obtained for the max­
imum economically justifiable annual revenues for repayment of the SSPS
 
-unit cost. This value isdesignated as the parameter, "PMT", and with the
 
other parameters shown in (7)are inputted into the equation (8.) 
 to
 
obtain the economically justifiable present value (at t=O) of the unit
 
cost (9). Inorder to convert the present values into undiscounted dollars,

the result in (9)is inputted along with the parameters given in (10)

into the equation shown in (11). This provides a value for the economi­
cally justifiable annual construction cost of the SSPS. To obtain the

total economically justifiable unit cost, this result ismultiplied by the
 
value of the parameter "X"given in (10) which is the length of the con­
struction period--in years. The product of the result in (11) and (12)

is the economically justifiable (5,000 MW) SSPS unit cost given in (13):
 
(5)
(4)
)(2) 
 () Annual SSPS Operation

Electric Generation 	 Annual Revenues and Maintenance Costs Taxes and
6
Costs of X 8 76(5x]6) = From Generatior $136xI0 Insurance
 
Alternative Systems l 63x1, l7of . . . . . . . . . . . - . ­Cmn1lls/kwh)
(mOfIs/w)i 3.10)W xS.76(SxlO6
l
SxlOxI i .141lsMil9 8,  S G 32.2% of Revenues 
(13) 	 (1)) 
 Pr e (8) 	 (6)
 
Ecnmial
JustifiablePresent 	 -Ecnomial alue A-%YN -I d tl la Economicallyil  e 
sxl M-W (1 	 (t=o) f" N I Justifable Annual RevenuesS PMT PV 	 Capital (Unlt Cost) I PVPMTSSPS $Un10t9)Cost 	 for Repayment of
of ssS +R($xlO9) 	 [rLTr(,) I (sxI [R 1 yj 5x0 3 MW SSpSO
 Unit cost
 
A 
 (S109)
A 
(10) 
 (7)
 
(11)

Xs2	 JMT )
NLI 	 R7
 
Figure A.5 	Methodology for Computing che Economically 
Justifiab e Lit Cost of a 5,000 MW SSPS 
A.5 
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DDT&E Payback Analysis
 
A methodology for performing SSPS DDT&E Payback Analysis is
 
illustrated in Figure A.6. Inputs to the analysis are the SSPS buildup

profile (1)and.the present value of the SSPS DDT&E (2). Although the
 
exact date to which the DDT&E isdiscounted is arbitrary, it is,inthis
 
example, 1975.
 
An assumed SSPS buildup profile isgiven in Figure A.7. As
 
indicated, with an initial operational date (IOD) of (end of) 1995, by

the (end of) 1996 there would have been one SSPS revenue-year. According
 
to the build-up profile there would be a build-up rate of two SSPS per

"year until 2000, and after that, four per year through 2025. The cumulative
 
number of 5 GW operational units at the end of a given year, t, would be
 
as indicated in Figure A.7.
 
The second input to the analysis is the present value of the
 
SSPS DOT&E (2). Here, this value in undiscounted dollars isassumed to
 
be $44 billion.
 
The next step (3)isto solve for "delta revenues" (R*) per SSPS
 
such that the (1975) present value of R* equals the (1975) present value
 
of the DDT&E. Examples of the calculations of R* for 1996, 1997 and 1998
 
are provided in Table A.l.
 
Table A.l contains examples of the method for computing the
 
SSPS DDT&E Payback Function.
 
By (end of) 1996, t--which for purposes of discounting back to
 
1975--is valued at "21." There is one SSPS operating for one year. To
 
solve for R*, the present value of R* is set equal to the present value
 
of the SSPS DDT&E. The computed value is,of course, a relatively large

value, and one would not expect that a single operational SSPS could ever
 
repay th-e'DDT&E. In1997 (t+l) there would have been one SSPS operating

-for-two~years and three SSPSs operating for one year (the original SSPS
 
would be operating for two years and the two additional SSPSs with a
 
1996 IOD would have been operating for one year). The method would be to
 
solve for an Rt such that its present value would be equal to the present

value of the DOT&E. In 1998 (t+2) there would be one SSPS operating for
 
three years, three SSPSs operating for two years and five SSPSs operating
 
for one year, and so on.
 
As indicated in Figure A.7, the values of the DDT&E Payback

Function do not begin to fall into a reasonable "range" until about 2005
 
when 29 SSPSs will have been operating for at least one year, leading to
 
a value of R*of about 20 mills per kilowatt hour.
 
As stated inthe report, the DDT&E Payback Function becomes
 
asymptotic to the x-axis as the alternative electric generation costs
 
approach 27 mills per kilowatt hour. This is explained by the discounting
 
phenomenon which reduces the present value of future revenues.
 
(i) 

SSPS Buildup (3)
 
Profile 

Solve for A Revenues (R*) 

(2) 	 Per SSPS such that BI'l 
of R* Equals PV of DDT&E 
DDT&E ....I 
(5) 
Cost of Electric
 
Generation of
 
Alternative Systems
 
such that SSPS
 
DDT&E is Recovered
 
by Year t
 
Figure A.6 	Methodology for SSPS
 
DDT&E Payback Analysis
 
(4) 
Revenues
 
Required to
 
Offset SSPS
 
Unit Cost 
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(END OF) 
 SOLUTION FOR 
(R*)I - ANNUAL REVENUES
YEAR 
 SSPS BUILD-UP SCENARIO 
 PER OPERATIONAL ;x10 3 MN SSPS 2
 
1996(t) 9
I SSPS operating for 
I year (1975)PV= $16.5x10
 = R*
 
1997(t+1) 1 SSPS operating T - Tt .
 for 2 years I yeaC1975)PV= $16.5x09 
-- r 3-r
 
3 SSPS operating for I year
 
1998(t42) 
 1 SSPS operating for 3 years 
 (1975)PV= $16.Bxlo9= 

- + r 
--- 2
 
5 SSPS operating for 1 year 
2025(t+29) 1 SSPS operating for 
30 years (1975)PV= $16.Sx0 9= 
-* 3R* 
 09_t2
3 SSPS operating for 29 years 

""
 
109 SSPS operating for I year
 
1. R*=Required annual revenues per SSPS in year t+N 
for DDT&[ recovery.
To convert to mills per kilowatt-hour, divide result by: 
 8.76(5,106).
 
2. r= .075 (7.5%), t=21
 
CO
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To the value of R* is added the unit SSPS costs shown in (4)
 
as (R)and is estimated (under the above assumptions) to be 26.7 mills
 
per kilowatt hour. R*--which is a unique, interest rate-dependent
 
value--is added to the value, R,which is constant, and the result is
 
given in Figure A.6 as (5)-, the cost of electric generation of alternative
 
system such that the SSPS DDT&E is recovered by year t. This is the
 
ordinate of Figure A.7. The reason that the ordinate and the result in
 
(5)isgiven as the cost of alternative generation systems, is that we
 
assume that SSPS would not be used if there were'alternative systems availa­
ble that would provide equal generation capabilities and electric power
 
at lower cost.
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APPENDIX B
 
UNIT PRODUCTION COST MODEL
 
The following is 
a listing of the equations incorporated in the
Unit Production Cost Model. (A description of the cost model is found in
Section 4.2.) The definitions of the variables used in these equations
have been gathered together at the end of each cost model 
in order to avoid

repetition. The model is documented first in its final form as it 
was used
 to evaluate unit production costs for Programs IV and V. In 
an earlier form,
the model was used to evaluate unit production costs for Programs I, II and

III. 
 The cost model in this earlier form is also documented separately in
 
this appendix. 
The model in its present form is described below.
 
B.1 ' The Present Unit Production Cost Model
 
Satellite Mass
 
_ 
PIN
A8 
 PF F nEFF
 
MSAB mSAB AB
 
A (nEFF - 1) AB
 
nCONC
 
- MSAC : mSAC AC 
MSTC = mSTC (AC + AB) 
MSTNC = mSTNC (AB + AC) 
MSTCM mSTCM (/2rA (Ac A B) + rL 0ANT ) 
MANTS : mANTS PANT
 
MANT PD = mANT PD PANT 
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MDC-RF -= mDC-RF PDC-RF 
MWG mWG PDC-RF 
MANT-INT = mANT-INT PANT-INT 
MpCE : mPCE PPCE 
MANT = MANTS + MDC-RF + MWG + MANT-INT + MpCE + MANT PD 
MTOT SAT : NSAB + MSAC + MSTC + MSTNC + MSTCM + MANT + MMISC 
Construction Base Mass 
MCB (mCB + mplPEPSREQ + mp2 PEPSREQ + mRDS) aCB + mop + mAp-
Masses Related to Interorbit Transportation
 
N N CREW* fCROT
 
NPOTV = POTV RCONST
 
MpOTVPRP : NpOTV fPOTVPRP
 
L(MPONVPRP) .~ 
MPPT 
_ mT ] aT 
NCOTV = MTOT SAT + MCB + (1/3)MPOTVPRP + (1/3)MPPT f1
 
(M T) COTV
 
MCT 
 N
COTV1 
 )COTV CT
fCOTV LIFE 
 COTV
 
Integer rounded up.
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m POTV f NpOTV P
MpOTV = fPOTV LIFE ) POTh 
MCOTVPRP NCOTV fCPRP
 
MCp = P/L mT] a.
 
AVAIs/VJAI*s
 
'AIS = e
 
MAIS PROP = (MTOT SAT ) XAIS (rvctAIS - 1)
AIS - (aAIS - 1)(1 - XAIS)
 
- XAIS)MAIS PROP (1
AIS XAIS
IAI 
 
MAIS PROP/M*

=
MpROP DEPOT TIT j mIT alT + MPPT + MCPT 
Total Mass to LEO
 
MIOVP = MPOTVPRP + MCOTVPRP + MPOTV + MCOTV + MAIS PROP + MAIS 
+ MPROP DEPOT
 
MLEO MCB + MIOVP + MTOT SAT 
LEO Launch Cost
 
MLEO
NH
HLLV MP/L fLOAD
 
NHUS = ________ 
=U
N HLLV
 
fHUS LIFE
 
Integer rounded up.
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N NHLLV
 
NHLS fHLS LIFE
 
fCROT
 
NSHUTTLE = NCREW RCONS]
 
fSHUTTLE
 
NSHUTTLE
 
NS UNITS = fs LIFE
 
CHLLV : CHLLV NHLLV + NHUS CHUS + NHLS CHLS
 
CSHUTTLE = CSHUTTLE NSHUTTLE + CS UNIT NS UNIT 
CLLC = CSHUTTLE + CHLLV 
Construction Base Cost
 
CCB = aCB(cCB + cPl PEPSREQ +CP2 PEPSREQ + CRDS) + cAP mAP 
+ COP
MOP
 
LEO-GEO Transportation Cost
 
= NCOTV pOTVP 
LEO-GEO kfCOTV LIFE CCOTV + fPOTV LIFE CPOTV + 
CPRP(MPOTVPRP + MCOTVPRP) + aAIS CAIS 
+ CAIS PROP MAIS PROP + CT aT MPOTVPRP + MCOTVPRP * 
SMAIS PROP)
IntegerT fiTI 

Integer rounded up.
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Satellite Procurement Cost
 
CANT CpD PANT + CPCE PPCE +.cWG PDC-RF + cDC-RF PDC-RF
 
+ CST PANT
 
CSAT CSAB AB + cSAC Ac + cSTC MSTC + CSTNC MSTNC
 
+CSTCM MSTCM + CANT + cMISC MMISC
 
Ground Station Cost
 
AEeT 4) T5YR sinE ) 
CGRD STAT = CRECT ARECT + CINTERF PINTERF + CPC 
Total Unit Production Cost
 
CUPC = CLLC + CLEO-GEO + CCB + CSAT + CGRD STAT 
Definitions of Unit Production Cost Model Variables
 
Following is a listing of the definitions of the variables used
 
in the unit production cost model, in the order of their initial appear­
ance in the model.
 
area of solar blanket (km2
 AB = 
PIN power input to the solar array (kW);
 
NP OUT
 
=
IN 1
 
where PO power output at the rectenna busbar
OUT (kW; beginning of life, b.o.l.) 
= system efficiency chain (i.e., the products of the 
efficiencies of all of the system components); 
= nSC nSAPD nANT-INT 'ANT PD nDC-RF 'PC ON PROP 
"ATM PROP nBC nRF-DC 0RECT PD
 
where: 
= solar cell efficiency (at given concentration 
ratio, b.o.l.) 
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"SAPD 
rANT-INT 
= 
= 
solar array power distribution efficiency 
antenna interface efficiency 
"ANT PD = antenna power distribution efficiency 
"DC-RF = dc-rf converter efficiency 
,Pc = phase control efficiency 
"ION PROP = ionospheric propagation efficiency 
"ATM PROP = atmospheric propagation efficiency 
"BC beam collection efficiency 
nRF-Dc 
0RECT PD 
= 
= 
rf-dc converter efficiency 
rectenna power distribution efficiency (includingutility interface) 
PF 
F 
ratio of area of solar cells to area of blanket ofthe current configuration solar blanket (i.e., decimal 
fraction of total blanket area that is solar cells) 
solar flux constant (1353 x 103kW/km 2) 
nEFF effective concentration ratio 
MSAB 
mSAB = 
total mass of the solar blanket (kg) 
specific mass of the solar blanket (kg/km2) 
AC = area of solar concentrator as seen by the sun (2) 
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"CONC efficiency of the concentrator 
MSAC = total mass of the solar concentrator (kg) 
mSAc specific mass of the solar concentrator (kg/km 2 
MSTC total mass of the conducting structure (kg)
 
mSTC ratio of conducting structure Tass to solar array
 
area as seen by the sun (kg/km
 
MSTNC total mass of nonconducting structure (kg)
 
MSTNG ratio of nonconducting structure mass to solar array
 
area as seen by the sun (kg/km)
 
MSTCM total mass of the central mast (kg)
 
mSTCM specific mass of the central mast (kg/km)
 
rA the aspect ratio of a solar array (length/width)
 
rL factor (>l) to allow for antenna clearance (distance
 
between solar arrays divided by the diameter of the
 
antenna) 
DANT diameter of the transmitting antenna (km) 
MANTS total mass of the antenna structure (kg) 
'ANTS specific mass of the antenna structure (kg/kW) 
PANT = power input to the antenna (kW); 
PANT =POUTTRECT PD nRF-DC 'BC nATM PROP "ION PROP npc nDC-RF nANT PD
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MANT PD total mass of the antenna power distribution system (kg)
 
mANT PD = speci.fic mass of the antenna power distribution system
 
(kg/kW)
 
MDCRF = total mass of the dc-rf converters (kg) 
mDCRF = specific mass of the dc-rf converters (kg/kW)
 
PDC-RF = power input to the dc-rf converters (kW);
= POUT 
POU
PDC-RF 

DRECT PD nRF-DC nBC "ATM PROP 'ION PROP 'PC nDC-RF 
MWG total mass of the waveguides (kg) 
mWG = specific mass of the waveguides (kg/kW) 
MANTINT = total mass of the antenna interface (kg) 
mANTINT = specific mass of the antenna interface (kg/kW) 
PANT-INT = power input to the antenna interface (kW);
PIPOUT
 
ANT-INT 
 RECT PD nRF-DC nBC nATM PROP ION PROP PC nOC-RF ANT PD nANT-INT 
MPCE = total mass of the phase control electronics (kg) 
mPCE = specific mass of the phase control electronics (kg/kW); 
PPCE = power input to the phase control electronics (kW);
= POUT 
POU
PPCE 

PRECT PD nRF-,DC "BC 'ATM PROP nON PROP "pc
 
MANT = total mass of the antenna (kg)
 
MTOT SAT total mass of an operational satellite (kg)
-
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MCB 	 total mass of the construction base attributed to each
satellite for the purposes of estimating LEO launch cost
 
per satellite built (kg)
 
mCB = 	 basic mass of construction base (excluding external 
power system (EPS) and radiation shielding masses) (kg) 
[Note: this mass varies with construction base size] 
mpl = specific mass of the construction base EPS solar
 
array (kg/kW)
 
PEPSREQ construction base EPS power requirements (kW)
 
[Note: this power requirement varies with construction
 
base size and orbital assembly site]
 
mP2 	 specific mass of the construction base EPS batteries 
(kg/kW) 
mRDS 	 mass of the construction base radiation shielding (kg) 
[Note: this mass varies with construction base size 
and orbital assembly site] 
aCB 	 factor which attributes a uniform fraction of the 
construction base to the mass launched for each 
satellite built (aCB = I/NSAT' where NSAT=: total 
number of satellites built)
 
MoO= 	 mass of the orbit-keeping propellant required.by the
 
construction base during the construction of one satel­
lite (kg)

[Note: this mass varies with the construction base size
 
and orbital assembly site]
 
mAP 	 mass of the attribute control propellant required by

construction base during the construction of one
 
satellite (kg)
 
[Note: this mass varies with the construction base
 
size and orbital assembly site]
 
NPOTV 	 total number of personnel orbit transfer vehicle (POTV)

flights required to rotate construction base crew members
 
during the construction of one satellite
 
[Note: the POTV is used only in the case of GEO
 
construction]
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NCREW 	 total number of construction base crew members (including
 
support personnel)

[Note: this number varies with construction base size]
 
fPOTV 	 number of personnel that can be carried per personnel

orbit transfer 	vehicle (POTV) flight
 
fCROT = 	 rate of crew rotations (number of rotations/year) 
RCONST 	 rate of satellite construction (number of satellites/
year)
 
MPOTVPRP = 	 total mass of POTV propellant consumed during the 
construction,of one satellite (kg) 
fPOTVPRP 	 mass of propellant consumed per POTV (round-trip)
 
flight (kg)
 
MpPT = 	 total mass of POTV propellant storage tanks (kg) 
fT 	 capacity of single propellant storage tank (kg)
 
mT 	 unit mass of propellant storage tank (kg)
 
aT 	 amortization factor which specifies what fractional
 
amount of each propellant tank's design life is

"consumed" for 	each satellite built (aT = 
I/design
 
life/RCONST where design life ismeasured inyears)
, 

NCOTV 	 total number of cargo orbit transfer vehicle (COTV)
flights required to transport the mass necessary for
 
the construction of one satellite
 
[Note: the COTV isused only in the case of GEO
 
construction]
 
fCOTV = 	 payload capability of each COTV, from LEO to GEO (kg) 
MCOTV = total mass of COTV's "consumed" during the construction
 
of one satellite (kg)
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fCOTV LIFE design life of a COTV (number of flights)
-
mCOTV = unit mass of a COTV (kg) 
MPOTV = total mass of POTV's "consumed" during the construction 
of one satellite (kg) 
fPOTV LIFE = design life of a POTV (number of flights) 
mPOTV = unit mass of a POTV (kg) 
MCOTVPRP = total mass of COTV propellant consumed during the 
construction of one satellite (kg) 
fCPRP mass of propellant consumed per COTV (round-trip) 
flight (kg) 
MCPT = total mass of COTV propellant storage tanks (kg) 
cAIS ratio of total initial-to-final mass of the advanced ion 
stage and payload 
AVAIS total LEO-GEO mission AV of the ion stage (m/sec)-
.[Note: accounts for a two-way trip as well as 
maneuvering.) 
VJAIS = exhaust jet velocity of the ion stage (m/sec) 
MAIS PROP = total mass of ion propellant (kg) 
'AIS = propellant mass-fraction of the ion stage 
MAIS = total mass of the ion stage (dry)(kg) 
MPROP DEPOT total mass of the tanks used as propellant depots (kg)-
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mIT = mass of a single ion propellant storage tank (kg) 
fIT = capacity of a single ion propellant storage tank (kg) 
a IT amortization factor for the ion propellant storage tank 
MIOVP = total mass of the inter-orbit vehicles and propellants (kg) 
MLEO total mass launched to low earth orbit for the construc­
tion of one SSPS (kg) 
NHLLV total number of heavy lift launch vehicle flights 
Mp/L = 	 the payload to LEO of an HLLV (kg) 
fLOAD 	 average load factor for an HLLV (what percentage of
 
payload is used)
 
NHUS 	 total number of HLLV upper stages "consumed" during the
 
construction of one satellite (this may be a fractional
 
amount)
 
THUS LIFE design life of an HLLV upper stage (number of flights),
 
NH=S total number of HLLV lower stages "consumed" during
the construction of one satellite (this may be a
 
fractional amount)
 
fHLS LIFE = design life of an HLLV lower stage (number of flights)
 
NSHUTTLE = total number of shuttle flights
 
fs LIFE 	 design life of a shuttle (number of flights)
-
-fSHUTTLE 	 number of personnel that can be carried per shuttle
flinht
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NS UNITS = total number of shuttles "consumed" 
CHLLV = total cost of HLLV activity Cs) 
CHLLV = cost per HLLV flight (operations) ($) 
CHUS = unit cost of an HLLV upper stage ($) 
CHLS = unit cost of an HLLV lower stage ($) 
CSHUTTLE = total cost of shuttle activity ($) 
cSHUTTLE = cost per shuttle flight (operations) ($) 
CS UNIT = cost per shuttle unit ($) 
CLLc total low earth orbit launch cost ($) 
CCB = total cost of the construction base attributed to 
each satellite for the purpose of estimating the 
assembly cost per satellite built ($) 
cCB 
cp 
Cp1 
basic unit cost of construction base excluding'cost 
of EPS, radiation' shielding and RCS propellants ($)
[Note: since one construction base is assumed to 
build the entire fleet of satellites, the cost af 
the construction base has been spread over all the 
satellites, such that each satellite pays an annuity 
at its IOD, the sum of all of which annuities discounted 
at 7.5 percent per year equals the present value of the 
cost of the construction base at the IOD of the first 
production unit--this value is the one shown in the 
input data table inAppendix D. This cost varies with 
construction base size and orbital assembly site.] 
specific cost of the construction base EPS solar array 
($/kW) 
C= specific cost of the construction base EPS batteries 
($/kW) 
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CRDS cost of the radiation shielding ($?
[Note: this value varies with construction base 
size and orbital assembly site] 
CAP = specific cost of attitude control propellant ($/kg) 
COp = specific cost of orbit-keeping propellant ($/kg) 
CLEOGE0 = total cost of LEO-GEO transportation ($) 
CCOTV = unit cost of a COTV ($) 
CpOTV = unit cost of a P6TV($) 
cPRP specific cost of OTV propellants ($/kg) 
CAIS = unit cost of the advanced ion stage ($) 
aAIS = amortization factor of the ion stage 
cAIS PROP = specific cost of the ion stage propellants ($/kg) 
CT : unit cost of an OTV propellant storage tank ($) 
CIT unit cost of an ion propellant storage tank ($) 
CANT = total procurement cost of the transmitting antenna (5) 
CPD = specific cost of antenna power distribution ($/kW) 
CPCE = specific cost of phase control ($/kW) 
cWG = specific cost of waveguide ($/kW) 
cDCRF = specific cost of dc-rf converters ($/kW) 
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CST specific cost of antenna structure ($/kW) 
CSAT 
CSAB 
CSAC 
= total procurement cost of an operational satellite ($) 
specific cost of solar array blanket ($/km2) 
specific cost of solar concentrator ($/km2) 
cSTC specific cost of conducting structure ($/kg) 
CSTNC specific cost of nonconducting structure ($/kg) 
CSTCM specific cost of central mass ($/kg) 
CMISC 
ARECT 
= specific cost of miscellaneous equipment ($/kg) 
total area of the rectenna site'(m 2 
P5YR 
E 
CRECT 
power output level of system after five years, where 
P5YR = POUT 5 
(.258) 
elevation angle 'of the power transmission beam (0) 
'specific cost of the rectenna ($/m2) 
CINTERF specific cost of the power interface ($/kW) 
PINTERF power input into the utility interface (kW); 
- ROUT 
PINTERF - "RECT PD 
Cnr = cost of the rectenna phase control electronics (5) 
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B.2 The Unit Production Cost Model Used to Evaluate
 
Programs I, IIand III
 
Satellite Mass
 
A B = PIN 
A pIN -

PF F neff
 
MSAB = mSAB AB 
S (neff 1)AB
 
A6 
 -CONC
 
MSAC = mSAC Ac 
MSTC = mSTC (Ac + AB) 
MSTNC = STNC (AB + AC)
 
MSTCM • = mSTCM (2rA (Ac + AB) + rL DANT) 
MANTS 
 = mANTS PANT
 
MDC-RF 

= mDC-RF PDC-RF 
MWG : mWG PDC-RF
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MANT-INT = mANT-INT PANT-INT 
MPCE = mPCE PPCE 
MANT : MANTS + MDCRF + MWG + MANTINT + Mpc E 
MTOT SAT = MSAB + MSAC + MSTC + MSTNC + MSTCM + MANT + MMISC 
Assembly Equipment Mass 
MMANNED : 8 MTOT SAT 
MREMOTE = ( MTOT SAT 
TN MMANNED
 
MANNED - RMANNED
 
MREMOTE
 
TREMOTE RREMOTE
 
N TMANNED fs
 
NLEO TCONST LEO fM
 
N -TREMOTE
TELE TcONST LEO fTELE AV fT
 
N MSTC + MSTNC + MWG + MSTCM
-
FAB fFAB RFAB TCONST LEO
 
NMANIP 
- y NLEO
 
's fHANIP
 
NLEO
N -
LEO S/S 
 fLEO S/S
 
MFAB = mFAB NFAB aFAB
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MTELE = mTELE NTELE aTELE
 
MTUG = mTUG NTUG aTUG
 
MEVA = mEVA fEVA (NLEO + NGEO)
 
MMANIP = mMANIP NMANIP aMANIP 
MLEO S/S mLEO S/S NLEO S/S aLEO S/S 
MAE PROP. fAE PROP MTOT SAT 
MS/S RES = fS/S RES (NLEO TCONST LEO + NGEO TCONST GEO ) 
MCREW = mCREW aCREW 
MGEO S/S mGEO S/S aGEO S/S 
Masses Related to Interorbit Transportation
 
AVLcT/VJ~c
 
LCT
e

-LCT 

mLCT PP XLCT (aLCT - 1)
=
PROPT LCT - (aLCT - 1)(l - XLCT) McREW
 
mLCT PROP - XLCT)
mLCMLC T = XC( 
mLGT PROP TCONST GEO
 
LCT PROP TROT
 
AVAIS/VJAIS
 
-
AI e
S
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=
MAIS PROP 

M
AIS 

=+ 

MPROP DEPOT 

Total Mass to LEO
 
MUMAE 

MMAE 

MIOVP = 

MLEO = 

LEO Launch Cost
 
NHLLV -
L 
NH UNITS = 
NSHUTTLE = 
NS UNITS 

CHLLV = 
CMGEO S/S + MTOT SAT ) XAIS G'Y- 1) 
AIS- (AIS - )( - AIS 
MAIS PROP (1 - AIS )
 
ASPAIS
 
mLHT MLH + mLOXT MLOX MIT MAIS PROP
fLHT fLOXT fIT
 
MFAB + MTELE + MAE PROP + MTUG
 
MEVA + MMANIP + MLEO S/S+ MGEO S/S + MS/S RES 
MLCT + MAIS + MLCT PROP + MAIS PROP + M + MPROP DEPOT
 
CREW + MP P DE O 
MUMAE + MMAE + MIOVP + MTOT SAT 
LEO
Mp/LfLOAD
 
MNHLLV
 
H LIFE
 
TCONST LEO TCONST GEO
 
NLEO NGEO
 
TROT + ROT
 
fSHUTTLE fSHUTTLE
 
NLSHUTTLE
 
f LIFE
 
HLLV NHLLV + CH UNIT NH UNIT
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CSHUTTLE = CSHUTTLE NSHUTTLE + 
CS UNIT NS UNIT
 
CLLC 
 CSHUTTLE + CHLLV
 
Space Station and Assembly Cost
 
CUMAE CFAB NFAB aFAB + CTELE NTELE aTELE + CAE PROP MAE PROP
 
+ CTUG NTUG aTUG + CGRD OP NTELE fGRD TCONST LEO
 
CMAE CEVA (NLEO + NGEO) fEVA + CMANIP NMANIP aMANIP +CLEO S/S
 
NLEO S/S aLED S/S t CGEO S/S NGEO S/S aGEO S/S + CS!S RES 
MS/S RES + (NLEO TCONST LEO + NGEO TCONST GEO ) CORBP 
CS/S&A = CUMAE + CMAE 
LEO-GEO Transportation Cost 
CLEO-GEO = CLCT aLCT + CAIS aAIS + CLCT PROP MLCT PROP + cAIS PROP 
MAIS PROP + CCREW aCREW + CLHT MLH aLHT + CLOXT MLOX fLHT fLOXT
 
alT
 
aLOXT + CIT MAIS 
PROP 

fIT
 
NOTE: The ratios MLH/fLHT' MLOX/fLOXT and MAIS PROP/fIT are integers
 
rounded up.
 
Satellite Procurement Cost
 
CANT CPO 
PANT + CPCE PPCE + cWG PDC-RF + CDC-RF PDC-RF
 
+ C. Pfal
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CSAT 
 CSAB AB + cSAC AC + CSTC MSTC + CSTNCMSTNC + CSTCM 
MSTCM + CANT + CMISC MMISC
 
Ground Station Cost
 
CGRD STAT = CRE PRF-DC + CSTRUCT PRF-DC + CINTERF PINTERF 
+ pcPRF-DC 
Total Unit Production Cost
 
CUPC = CLLC ± CLEO-GEO + CS/S&A + CSAT + CGRO STAT 
Definitions of Unit Production Cost Model Variables
 
Following is a listing of the definitions of the variables used
in the unit production cost model, in the order of their initial appear­
ance in the model.
 
AB = area of solar blanket (km2) 
PIN power input to the solar array (kW);
 
PIN = POUT
 
where POUT = power output at the rectenna busbar 
(kW; beginning of life, b.o.l.) 
= system efficiency chain (i.e, the products of the 
efficiencies of all of the system components); 
= nSC nSAPD nANT-INT 'ANT PD nDC-RF 'PC "ION PROP 
'ATM PROP nBC nRF-DC 0RECT PD 
where: 
nSC = solar cell efficiency (at given concentration
 
ratio, b.o.l.)
 
nSAPD : solar array power distribution efficiency 
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qANT-INT 
RANT PD 
-
= 
antenna interface efficiency 
antenna power distribution efficiency 
nDC-RF : dc-rf converter efficiency 
PC= phase control efficiency 
'ION PROP 
'ATM PROP 
= 
: 
ionospheric propagation efficiency 
atmospheric propagation efficiency 
qBC : beam collection efficiency 
'RF-DC - rf-dc converter efficiency 
"RECT PD rectenna power distribution efficiency (including
utility interface) 
PF 
F -
ratio of area of solar cells to area of blanket ofthe current configuration solar blanket (i.e., decimalfraction of total blanket area that issolar cells) 
solar flux constant (1353 x 103kW/km 2) 
neff : effective concentration ratio 
MSAB 
MSAB 
= 
: 
total mass of the solar blanket (kg) 
specific mass of the solar blanket (kg/km 2) 
Ac = area of solar concentrator as seen by the sun (km2) 
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efficiency of the concentrator
nCONC = 

MSAC = total mass of the solar concentrator (kg)
 
mSAC = specific mass of the solar concentrator (kg/km2)
 
MSTC total mass of the conducting structure (kg) 
mSTC = ratio of conducting structure Tass to solar array 
area as seen by the sun (kg/km) 
MSTNC = total mass of nonconducting structure (kg) 
mSTNC = ratio of nonconducting structure mass to solar array
area as seen by the sun 
(kg/km2)
 
MSTCM = total mass of the central mast (kg) 
mSTCM = specific mass of the central mast (kg/km) 
rA = the aspect ratio of a solar array (length/width) 
rL = factor (>l) to allow for antenna clearance (distance
between solar arrays divided by the diameter of the 
antenna) 
DANT = diameter of the transmitting antenna (km) 
MANTS = total mass of the antenna structure (kg) 
mANTS = specific mass of the antenna structure (kg/kW) 
PANT : power input to the antenna (kW); 
POUT 
PANT = ERECT PD nRF-DC nBC nATM PROP nlON PROP 'pC nDC-RF nANT PD 
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MDCRF = total mass of the dc-rf converters (kg) 
mDCRF = specific mass of the dc-rf converters (kg/kW)
 
PDC-RF : power input to the dc-rf converters (kW);
 
-R POUT
 
DC-RF ERECT PD nRF-DC nBC "ATM PROP nlON PROP "pc nDC-RF
-
MWG total mass of the waveguides (kg)
 
mWG = specific mass of the waveguides (kg/kW)
 
MANTINT = total mass of the antenna interface (kg)
 
mANTINT = specific mass of the antenna interface (kg/kW)
 
PANT-INT = power input to the antenna interface (kW)i

POUT
 
NT-INT nRECT PD nRF-DC nBC nATM PROP nlON PROP 
 pC nDC-RF ANT PD nANT-I
 
MPCE = total mass of the phase control electronics (kg)
 
mpcE specific mass of the phase control electronics (kg/kW)
 
PPCE : power input to the phase control electronics (kW);

P POUT
 
=
PCE nRECT PD nRF-DC nBC "ATM PROP 'ION PROP "PC
 
MANT : total mass of the antenna (kg)
 
MTOT SAT = total mass of an operational satellite
 
MMISC = total mass of miscellaneous equipment (kg)
 
: 	percentage of total satellite mass to be assembled
 
by man (input)
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MMANNED total mass of satell'ite to be constructed by on-orbit
 
personnel (kg)
 
MREMOTE total mass of satellite to be constructed by remote
 
control (kg)
 
TMANNED : total man-days of construction time
 
RMANNED = rate of manned assembly (kg/man-day)
 
TREMOTE = total machine-days of construction time
 
RREMOTE = rate of remote-controlled assembly (kg/machine-day)
 
NLEO = number on-orbit personnel
 
fTELE AV = factor to account for downtime of teleoperators (i.e.,
 
the percentage of the time they are available)
 
factor to account for percentage of time that
fT 
 teleoperators can be doing useful work 
TCONST LEO = total construction time in low earth orbit (days) 
fM factor of productivity account for operations in 
space (productive time/total work time)
 
fs= number of shifts per day
 
NTELE number of on-orbit teleoperators
 
NFAB = total number of fabrication modules
 
Throughout this cost model numbers of items which must be integers
 
are taken as integer values rounded high (e.g., 2.3 becomes 3)
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RFAB = 	 rate of fabrication of modules (kg/days) 
fFAB = factor to account for fabrication module downtime
(i.e., the percentage of the time the units are
 
available)
 
MFAB = 	 total mass of the fabrication units (kg) 
mFAB : mass of a single fabrication module (kg)
 
aFAB amortization factor for fabrication module 
 (Note:

All amoritzation factors 
= TCONST [Eo/design life of 
unit.) 
MTELE : total mass of the teleoperator units (kg) 
mTELE = mass of a single teleoperator (kg) 
aTELE = amortization factor for teleoperators 
MTUG : 
total mass of the LEO support tugs (kg)
 
mTUG mass of a single LEO support tug (kg) 
aTUG = amortization factor for LEO support tugs 
MEVA 
- total mass of 	extra-vehicular activity (EVA) units (kg)
 
mEVA : 	mass of single EVA unit (kg)
 
NGEO = 	 total number of geosynchronous personnel (input) 
fEVA : 	factor to account for whether or not EVA units must
be tailored to individuals or can be used repetitively

and for how long
 
MMANIP = 	 total mass of the manned manipulator units (kg)
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mMANIP = mass of single manned manipulator unit (kg) 
aMANIP = amortization factor for manned manipulators 
MLEO S/S = total mass of the low earth orbit space stations (kg) 
mLEO S/S = mass of a single LEO station (kg) 
aLEO S/S = amortization factor for LEO space stations 
MAE PROP = total mass of the assembly equipment propellant (kg) 
fAE PROP = factor used to estimate propellant requirements 
MS/S RES = total mass of the space station resupply (kg) 
fS/S RES = factor used to estimate space station resupply 
requirements (kg/man/day) 
TCONST GEO = totalconstruction time at geosynchronous orbit (days) 
MCREW = total mass of crew modules (kg) 
mCREW = mass of a single crew module (kg) 
aCREW = amortization factor of crew module 
MGEO S/S = total mass of geosynchronous space stations (kg) 
mGEO S/S = mass of a single geosynchronous space station(kg) 
aGEO S/S = amortization factor for GEO space stations 
LCT : ratio of total initial-to-final mass of the large
cryotug plus crew module 
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AV total LEO-GEO mission AV (m/sec) (Note: Accounts
 
VLCT for a two-way trip as well as maneuvering and
 
rendezvous.)
 
VJ : 	 rocket exhaust jet velocity (m/sec)

JL CT
 
mLCT PROP 

- mass of cryo propell ants required for one round-trip 
to GEO (kg) 
XLCT = propellant mass-fraction of the cryo tug­
aLCT ratio of total initial-to-final mass of the cryo tug 
and crew module 
MLCT = mass of the large cryo tug (dry)(kg)
 
mLCT PROP mass of propellant for one large cryo tug trip to
 
geosynchronous orbit (kg)
 
MLCT PROP total mass of cryo propellants used during the construc­-
tion of one SSPS (kg)
 
TROT time period between crew rotations (days)
 
'AIS ratio of total initial-to-final mass of the advanced ion
-
stage and payload
 
PVAIS : 	total LEO-GEO mission AV of the ion stage (m/sec)

(Note: Accounts for a two-way trip as well 
as
 
maneuvering.)
 
V = exhaust jet velocity of the ion stage (m/sec) 
AIS 
MAIS PROP = total mass of ion propellant (kg) 
XAIS : 	propellant mass-fraction of the ion stage
 
MAIS = 	 total mass of the ion stage (dry)(kg) 
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MPROP DEPOT total mass of the tanks used as a propellant depot 
in low earth orbit (kg) 
mHT = mass of a single liquid hydrogen tank (kg) 
MLH total mass of liquid hydrogen to be stored 
(MLH [1/7) MLCT PROP ) 
fHT capacity of a liquid hydrogen storage tank (kg) 
mLOXT = 	 mass of a single liquid oxygen storage tank (kg) 
MLOX 	 total mass of liquid oxygen to be stored
 
(MuoX = [6/7] MLCT PROP )
 
fLOXT = 	 capacity of a liquid oxygen storage tank (kg) (Note: 
The estimate of storage for cryo propellants is based 
on the total amount needed for the construction of one 
SSPS being stored at one time; this need not be true.) 
mIT 	 mass of a single ion propellant storage tank (kg)
 
fIT capacity of a single ion propellant storage tank (kg)
 
MUMAE total mass of unmanned assembly equipment (kg)
 
MMAE total mass of the manned assembly equipment (kg)
 
MIOVP = total mass of the inter-orbit vehicles and propellants (kg)
 
M total mass launched to low earth orbit for the construc-

MLEO tion of one SSPS (kg)
 
NHLLV = total number of heavy lift launch vehicle flights
 
Mp/L the payload to LEO of an HLLV (kg)
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fOAD = average load factor for an HLLV (what percentage of
payload isused)
 
NH UNITS = number of HLLV units acquired for the construction
 
of one SSPS* 
fH LIFE = number of flights for which HLLV designed 
NSHUTTLE = total number of shuttle flights 
f LIFE : number of flights for which shuttle designed
 
fSHUTTLE= number of personnel that can be carried per shuttle
flight
 
NS UNITS : total number of shuttles acquired
 
CHLLV : total cost of HLLV activity ($)
 
CHLLV = cost per HLLV flight (operations) (,)
 
CH UNIT = cost per HLLV unit Cs)
 
CSHUTTLE = total cost of shuttle activity (S)
 
CSHUTTLE = cost per shuttle flight (operations) (5)
 
CS UNIT = cost per shuttle unit.($)
 
CLLC = total low earth orbit launch cost (S) 
This value is not taken to be an integer as one HLLV may service
 
several payloads.
 
This value is not taken to be an integer as one shuttle may service
 
several payloads.
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CUMAE = total cost of unmanned assembly equipment ($) 
CFAB = unit cost of fabrication module C$) 
CTELE = unit cost of teleoperator ($) 
CAE PROP = specific cost of assembly equipment propellant ($/kg) 
cTUG = unit cost of LEO support tug () 
CGRD OP : cost per ground operator (for teleoperators) ($) 
fGRD : number of shifts of ground operators 
CMAE = total cost of manned assembly equipment C$) 
CEVA = unit cost of EVA equipment ($) 
CMANIP unit cost of manned manipulator ($) 
cLEO S/S unit cost of LEO space station ($) 
cGEO S/S unit cost of GEO space stations (S) 
Cs/s RES = specific cost of space station resupply ($/kg) 
CORBP = individual cost of on-orbit personnel ($/day/person) 
CS/S&A = total cost of space stations and assembly for one 
SSPs ($) 
CLEOGEO = total cost of LEO-GEO transportation (S) 
CLCT = unit cost of large cryo tug (S) 
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aLCT amortization factor of cryo tug 
CAIs unit cost of advanced ion stage ($)
(Note: In this model there is no connection between 
the sizing used for mass estimation purposes [of the 
cryo tug and the ion stage] and the unit cost.) 
aAIS 
- amortization factor of the ion stage, 
CLCT PROP = specific cost of cryo tug propellant ($/kg) 
cAIS PROP = specific cost of ion propellants ($/kg) 
CCREW = unit cost of crew module Cs) 
CLHT = unit cost of liquid hydrogen storage tank (5) 
aLHT amortization factor for liquid hydrogen storage tank 
cLOXT unit cost of liquid oxygen storage tank ($) 
aLOXT = amortization factor of liquid oxygen storage tank 
CIT = unit cost of ion propellant storage tank (5) 
aIT : amortization factor of ion propellant storage tank 
CANT = total procurement cost of the transmitting antenna (5) 
CPD = specific cost of antenna power distribution ($/kW) 
cPGE = specific cost of phase control ($/kW) 
CWG = specific cost of waveguide ($/kW) 
cDC-RF = specific cost of dc-rf converters ($/kW). 
cST = specific cost of antenna structure ($/kW) 
CSAT = total procurement cost of an operational satellite ($) 
cSAB = specific cost of solar array blanket ($/km 2) 
CSAC = specific cost of solar concentrator ($/km2) 
cST c = specific cost of conducting structure ($/kg) 
CSTNC = specific cost of nonconducting structure ($/kg) 
CSTCM : specific cost of central mass ($/kg) 
cMISC = specific cost of miscellaneous equipment ($/kg) 
CGRD STAT = total procurement cost of the ground station CS) 
cRE = specific cost of real estate and site preparation ($/kW) 
cSTRUCT = specific cost of rectenna structure ($/kW) 
CRFDC = specific cost of rf-dc converters (S/kW) 
CINTERF 
- specific cost of the power interface ($/kW) 
CpC : specific cost of phase front control (S/kW) 
PRF-DC = power input into the rf-dc converters (kW);
POUT 
RF-DC RECT PD nRF-DC 
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PINTERF = power input into utility interface (kW);
 
- POUT
PINTERF 

PRECT PD
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APPENDIX C
 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COST MODEL
 
The following is a 
listing of the equations incorporated in
the Operation and Maintenance Cost Model. 
 (A description of the cost

model is found in Section 4.3).
 
Launch Facility O&M
 
CLVF O&M 
 NO&M FLTS (HLLV + aHLLV CH UNIT + cAIS FLT
 
+ CAIS 2aAIS) + NLFP fLFP
 
Ground Station O&M
 
CGST O&M 
 GRD EQUIP CGRD STAT + NGST p cGST P 
Space Station and Support O&M
 
CCROT 
 = fCROT (CSHUTTLE + aSHUTTLE UNIT +
cS CTUG OP
 
+ CTUG aTUG + CCREW REF 
+ CCREW aCREW)
 
CS/S O&M 
 = aS/S b&M (CGEO S/S + MGEO S/S CGEO TRANSP)
 
CS/S-EQUIP 

= S/S EQUIP NO&M MANIP mO&M MANIP 
 GEO TRANSP
 
+ NO&M MANIP 
 cO&M MANIP)
 
CS/S MC 
 fS/S MC POUT
 
Satellite O&M
 
n
 
CSAT O&M 
 = CSAT COMPi 
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Definitidns of O&M Cost Model Variables
 
Following is a listing of the definitions of the variables

used in the Operation and Maintenance Cost Model, in the order of
 
their appearance in the model.
 
CLVF O&M 
 total annual cost of launch
 
facility O&M ($lyr)
 
NO&M FLTS 	 total number of flights per year
 
to resupply the maintenance
 
space station & the manned
 
manipulators (input) (l/yr)
 
CHLLV 
= cost per HLLV flight (operations)
Cs) 
aHLLV = 	 amortization factor for the HLLV
 
(aHLLV = 1/total number of design
 
life flights per vehicle)
 
CH UNIT = 	 unit cost of HLLV (M) 
cAIS FLT 
 = cost per AIS flight 	(operations) ($)
 
CAIS2 = unit cost of AIS for O&M flights ($)
 
aAIS = 	 amortization factor for the AIS 
NLFP = total number of launch facility mission
 
control personnel (input)
 
fLFP cost per person for launch facility
 
mission control personnel ($/yr)
 
CGST O&M 
 total annual cost of ground station
 
O&M ($/yr)
 
fGRD EQUIP 	 assumed annual (fractional) rate of
 
ground equipment replacement
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CGRD STAT = total procurement cost of the ground 
station (output value of unit produc­
tion cost model) Cs) 
NGST P = total number of ground station O&M 
personnel (input) 
CGST P = cost per person for ground station 
O&M personnel ($/yr) 
CCROT 
fCROT 
= 
= 
total annual cost of crew rotation 
(on-orbit O&M personnel) ($/yr) 
number of crew rotation flights per 
year (no./yr) 
CSHUTTLE 
aSHUTTLE = 
cost per shuttle flight (operations) 
($) 
amortization factor for shuttle 
CS UNIT unit cost of shuttle C$) 
CTUG OPS = cost per tug flight (operations) ($) 
CTUG 
= unit cost of tug ($) 
aTUG = amortization factor for tug 
CCREW REF = cost of crew module refurbishment per 
flight ($) 
CCREW unit cost of crew module 
aCREW = amortization factor of crew module 
CS/S O&M = total annual cost of space station 
& support O&M ($/yr) 
aS/S O&M amortization factor of O&M space station 
(fraction refletting number of stations 
used per year (l/design life of space 
station) 
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CGEO S/S 
MGEO S/S 
CGEO TRANSP 
CS/S EQUIP 
aS/S EQUIP 
= 
= 
unit cost of GEO space station 
($) 
mass of a single GEO space station 
(kg) 
- specific cost of transportation 
to GEO ($/kg) 
total annual cost of maintenance 
support equipment ($/yr) 
amortization factor for manipulators 
NO&M MANIP total number of O&M manipulators 
mO&M MANIP = mass of a single O&M manipulator (kg) 
cO&M MANIP 
CS/S MC 
= 
= 
cost of a single O&M manipulator ($) 
total annual cost of the space station 
mission control ($/yr) 
fS/S-MC 
POUT-
CSAT O&M 
cSAT COMPi 
: specific cost of the mission control 
facility ($/kW/yr) 
power output at the rectenna busbar 
(beginning of life) (kW) 
= total annual cost of satellite O&M 
($/yr) 
total annual cost of replacing the failed 
units of the ith satellite component(see Table C.3) ($lyr) 
CSAT COMP i fSAT COMPi SAT COMPi 
(cCOMP PROC i + cGEO TRANSP 
+ cO&M ASSYi) ; 
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fSAT COMP. = 	 the rate of replacement of units of 
satellite component i (I/yr) 
VSAT COMPi 
 = the mass of the lowest replaceable
unit of satellite component i (kg)
 
CCOMP PROC. : 	 the procurement cost of the lowest
replaceable unit of satellite
 
component i ($/kg)
 
CGEO TRANSP 
 specific cost of transportation to
 
geosynchronous orbit ($/kg)
 
CO&M ASSY. = 	 specific cost of assembly for a unit 
of satellite component i ($/kg) 
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APPENDIX D
 
THE CURRENT STATE-OF-KNOWLEDGE
 
The current state-of-knowledge relative to the current configuration
 
SSPS is reflected by the ranges of input variables to the risk analysis

model. These ranges have been subjectively assessed and are given in

Table 0.1 for the unit production costs for Programs I, II and III, and
 
inTable D.2 for the unit production costs for Programs IV and V. Tables
 
D.3 and D.4 give the input variables for the operation and maintenance
 
costs which are the same for all five programs.
 
The-sources for these input data include one report prepared by

Grumman Aerospace Corp. (A.Nathan, "Space-Based Solar Power Conversion
 
and Delivery Systems .[Study]--Engineering Data Compilation," October 13,

1975) and two reports prepared by Raytheon Co. ("Space-Based Solar Power
Conversion and Delivery System Study--Microwave Power Generation, Trans­
mission and Reception," October 31, 1975, and "Microwave Power Transmission
 
System Studies," Volumes IIand IV,December 1975).
 
Inaddition, several meetings with Rudy Adornato and C. Allan Nathan

of Grumman Aerospace were conducted to review and update these data, and
 
Owen Maynard of Raytheon Co. was consulted on several occasions concerning

the microwave portions df the systems. Data'on solar cell materials was
 
supplied by Arthur D. Little, Inc. as a part of this study. Their work
 in preparing these data is reported in Volume IVof this report,
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Table 0.1 UNIT PRODUCTION COST MODEL INPUT VALUES
 
RANGEOF VALUES 
INPUTELEVJNT UNITS YARIAOLE 
MANIE aEST wST LIXKEY WORST 
Power output at the Susbar (bel) kW 5.250x10 
5 
Packing Factor of the Solar Blanket Fraction OF 0.99 0.95 0.91 
Effective Concentration Ratio Fraction niiff 2.0 2.0 2.0 
Solar Cell Efficiency (bol) Fraction 'SC 0.1440 0.1297 0.1019 
Solar Array Power Oistribution Efficien. Friction ISABO 0.95 0.93 0.92 
Antenna Interface Effic.ecy craction "ANT-( 0.99 0.98 0.97 
Antenna Power Ostribution Efficiency FraIon ier pg 0.97 0.96 0.96 
j
0
 OC-AF Converter Efficiency Fraction 0C-RF 0.90 0.87 0.85 
JPhase Control Efficiency Fraction o, 0.97 0.96 0.95 
lonosoheric Propagation Efficiency Fraction ION PROP ].00 1.00 1.00 
; fa t
 
AteOSoherfc Propagation Efficiency i.. 4ATM PROP 0.99 0.99 0.99 
3ea; Col lecion Efficiency Faction jBC0.95 0.925 0.90 
RF.-C Con.erter Ef'lcency Fraction nRF*C I 0.0 0.37 0.84 
lectenna Power fIszributton Efficiency Fraction IRECT Po 0.95 f 0.94 0.93 
1 

Specific Mass Of tieSolar flank.: kg/knz SAO 282.T 400sIG i2=j10J 
Efficiency of the Solar Concentrator *racti n ':1 0.90 0.85 0.80I J 

Specific Mass of the Solar Concentrator Ig/kn .,At 39820 5;340 79720 
Ratio. Conducting Struct mass to Array kg/kIn,I A140 460rea 1 5060 litla: loncond. Seu¢t. 1's is Array Area to/k,2 "ST'IC _ 342500 ImpO 4180 Specific fas of r Mast kg/k 4STC152 48%50
3 53740
 
Asotc- Ratio of SolaI Array A&ction ' J 1.2
A 

2 Innen:in..t Frc¢tien It [ 1.5 : 
Dia3eter Of trdRS.t0356 aed 
 GAN
 0.3
 
Specefic as of atenna S'Olcea n JcANTS 

T 

"j/ 
.82 .0891 0.0980 
Specifac M ass onverters 'C-41"g/iy OC.RF O.2f5 .4of 
 S0o7 

specific enS of Wa.ogulde kg/y 00 
 0 5496
 
Specific . f 'a'ys -7.0 3nc.nna0nface 

Specifi 4e of Fhase jontrolk Jn 'r 0.017 0.0356craccironcs 3 

mTscell...... sane1 F ct 'cSCtiin AY 0o 100103 30.O 
Pel....ge of Satellite ea3.30 j I, 0.00 O.20
 
'aricte/Rate of d Mn 
FToatCont iu.... Tine 
es kg/Say 
ay 
[ 
Jf 48 1 
S oi5 300 
-30 
ZZ.a 
Snlft Fact., "D5ay J 5 JI 3.0 
P aersonnelProdacairt/ So u rs c:son I 1 410 O.SO 
re leo oe r a o r A f l 1 1 c o 
eeoe ncrkciret., 
: z i n 
Fraction 
T L A V 
f-°° 
a 
I O 'a005005 S 
dorlc~clln Ad" of 'ddul $ kg/04Y A 3 0 [ JS0 I 
4brl~cztOn Module AvAtlaoll{tY FA" or Frictionl fFAB 3.30 ! .O I 0.1i0 
P,rcencaq. f I.r... jI ,nd oi: . .. :o . I I 
Manioulator Avahlaollity ;ac:or crictton A ( 0.10 3.3o ).Z 
OF .NORQ AL
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Table 0.1 UNIT PRODUCTION COST MODEL INPUT VALUES, CONT'O.
 
RAIIOUOF VALUSES 
INPUT ELEJISOIT I VARIABLE 
AME 3EST LILYMOST ARST 
ouberof Personnel Per LEO Space Station iuebe, fLEO S/S I
 
Fabrication Module Unit Mass kg FA51 4540 S00 
Teleoperator Unit Mass k9 nTELE so 180 
LEO Support Tug Unit .si k I TUG go 1364 
EVA Eqvipment Unit Mass kg 68 - 1 135 
EVA Unit Use Fictor Jrs-c::Snfjr, 0.40 0.30 J 0.20 
flnipulator Unit Nass 	 kg w=A.4P !100 19 3a00f 
j

LEO Sare Station dnt MaSs kg E SIS W.103 l02xio 150x03 
Assembly Equi . ?opallant Es.tmaHt on Fco Fraton fA PROP 0.01 0.G2 0.05 
Soace Station RIsuoply Eslimation Faco
./nndavI 7 / RES 	 10 
3
Crew nodule li os 1 kgass . CREIg 'lOTO.1 
GEO 3o1c Station Unit mass .E ] .xso0sq to ..SIS 3 
LCT TOt4l LEO-GEO Mission &V j /sec IVLCT 834 
LST qock t Exhaust Jec elocity j n Isec J Is _664 
L r..i .a.ractcon
ie ant 
 JT'iETion 
Cre Rotation P rlod ay s rqOT ;10 0 0 
RES Total 150.0(0 Mlison V0ssc .1I_______
 
AIS SEaaust Jet Velocity /svo "IMS 47311
 
ASS Pruollant Nas%-Fraction ratonL . i_________ 
Liquid Hydrogen Storage rank Unit Hass k 	 39105
dT 

Liquid Hydrogen Stora.e Tank Capacity kg CHT - 7Z 
L'quid Osyqen Storage Tank Unit Mas kg 31 Ij 
Liquid )Xyg9n StOra e ant CaraCity C I _ 7 _ 
ton ProoSans Storage r.n 4ass kg 1I * 39105 
ion .. pellant Storge "ank Caacfy I : __T________ I -.I.,Dc. J 	 I o?Z0900 o3 
____81.10__________Sil1yPyload to LEO 	 4  ai I_______ 
0 Average Load Factor I Fraction , I ca 	 a1.9 o? 
ILLV Turnaround Time lays T, - R.' 
Ioser. of perlonnel It, Shut-!* 4 .. T,,, 6-Slignt ummer 
shuttle Iurarun 1i Oay, is rui 1.5 
I nIL! Cost I " J C U I axiObUnit 
 9 1(i" 
4 	 6
Launcs Cost 9or Shutt.e Flgnt I cSdUr-L j ;idlo 12110 ZOXI 
Shuttle Unit Cost I j, i l0 [ 2 x'IO 250106 
..e.eto U.n CostS Iiu  J CT_ lOs 1 12z.o I 2.x10 
Fabrication Module AnortIatio iAct~r :,.Is imej J * r 1.2 I 
Teieooard uimitCoot IT il Z.XO Z.5.i01 	 Oa1 
.eiooersr Amotiati -. [ L 	 10S Iecr t I 
.sse. oly. .... ot Prooell.nt Spoecifc Cost c,gS,'Qop I 0 3 
LEO~ Th ~ iCs~ SaIc1 	 Ior. G0 zai 5 1 F 12 l.x 
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Table 0.1 UNIT PRODUCTION COST MOOEL INPUT VALUES, CONT'O.
 
WiGE OF VALUES 
VARIABLE _ 
NEST STLIKELY WORST 
EoUNTSINPUTEfLE J 
Number of Shifts for Ground Oerato. number a 0 4 
EVA Equipment Unit Cost $ EVA 1..105 2.O0O 5.0.106 
Manipulator Unit Cost S c CA IP .0xl 5 20.xl -
Sanipulacor Amortization Factor Fraction a'ANIP 0.2.* I 
LE0 Space Station Unit Cost S JCLEO Sis I i90xl06 3lex i 7 0 
0
LEO Space Station Amrtsatiton Factor raction LE0 S/S 0.2j/[LEO Space Station Unit Cost SI t LE 10101 0 360x6 zx00 5 SEO Space Station un C ot CGEO S/S ! .2tisI c5 S. BxI06 
CEO Spice Station Amortlsation Factor Fracti EO i 0.2 I0Space Station Resupply specific Cost S I'S/S RES S.0 10.0 20.0 
LCT Unit Cost S C,. 6 F2l_5s0 2a0j 
LCT Amortisation Factor Fraction a.e- 0.2 
0 
AlS Unit Cost I C 10 l 1 IOCOXIO5 
AIS Amorilsation Factor Fraction iA, 0.2 
Cryo Tug Prooellant Specific Cost S,%i CLCT nROP - t 0" _ _ _ 
ton Propellant Specific Cost L,'Zg C4 . oCq( 0.32-Rapp 
5

Crew Module unit Cost RCE;:, 18.0 I 23.10 1za 
Crew Module *oortfzation Fattle Ckact.onZ 
Lqu1.o ydr n Stora,.e Tank Unit Cost S 'a ixxl0 lSsl05 20,13' 
Liquid Oxygen Storage rank Unit Cost S I cLOXT I 12xIO j I5xIO 
(on Propellnt Storage Tan, nit CoSt $ dcT I tzxt05 16.105 J Z 5xIG' 
Liquid Hydrogen Tank Amortsatond ctor Fraction ,.7 1.0.I 
Liquid Oxygen Tank AoortIsat on :ctor Fraction O 0.5 1.0 :.% 
!on Propellant tank Amortsaetion Factor Frationj a1 t 0.67 .0 1.5j 
Antenna Power fistrfbuton Specific Cost Wk., c-1 9.72 10.S0 I0.50 
?hase Control Specific Cost S/1 I.33 9 70 J6 37.1i 
nav:1.aie Specific Cost 7.92 3.30 :7 so 
5R Converter Specisf1ic Cost S51W cc .q; 14.67 16.30 3z S0j 
Antenna Structjre Soecific Cost 6.;0 9.C ; 0S/i, ci 7 I :a. 
Solar Array Olanket Specific Cisc S/ki cSAS f 17 lxip' 55.0*O I653x10" 
Solar Array Concentrator Specific Cost S/kc" CSAC .OdxlO 2.07.1C- 4.22.101 
.nducting Structure soec:fic Cost Sg J c5.. c J 1.o.0 1 1.1 
non.-Conducting Strssctjrl SPecific Cost S/kg CS7 .,C O- aoo 3J 00 2000
 
nro ast Specsf1c Cost S I o $CM 20.0 81.0 30.o 
miscellaneous Equipnent Soecific Coas S/x9 exiSC Z19 437 1 760 
qectenna Site Specific Cost I SlW c., I .a. i 22.10 i _.Zj 
4ectanna Structure Soecific Cost j S/k cSTRUC 332S 93.20 186.41 
F-oc Cjon tor,,Spec.fic Cost I /ku o1F.oc [ 00 c2.20; ,l24 
Power Isterface Soecsfit Cost Si C 3Isd 229.0 0! a 
,'hase Control Soecific Cost S,ku O 1 !2 I 70 4.0 
So1lirFlux Constant ~ F(I_______ 
o~s~x~% v 
00 
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Table D.2 Unit Production Cost Model Input Values
 
Range of Values 
Input Element Units 
Variable 
Name Best 
Most 
Likely Worst 
Power Output at Rec­
tenna Busbar (B.O.L.) kW POUT 5.258x10 6 
Solar Cell 
Efficiency 
(B.O.L.) 
CdS 
Si 
GaAs 
Fraction 
Fraction 
Fraction 
nSC 
SCn  
.065 
.118 
.1848 
.054 
.092 
.149.1 
.043 
.067 
.116 
Solar Array Power 
Distribution 
Efficiency Fraction nSAPD 0.95 0.93 0.92 
Antenna Interface 
Efficiency Fraction RANT INT 0.99 0.98 0.97 
Antenna Power Dis­
tribution Efficiency Fraction ANT PD 0.98 0.97 
DC-RF Converter 
Efficiency Fraction 1DCRF 0.90 0.87 0.85 
Phase Control 
Efficiency Fraction PC 0.96 0.95 0.94 
Ionbspheric Propaga­
..tion Efficiency Fraction nION PROP 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Atmospheric Propaga­
tion-Efficiency Fraction nATM PROP 0.99 0.99 0.99 
Beam Collection 
Efficiency Fraction BC 0.97 0.95 0.93 
RF-DC Converter 
Efficiency Fraction RFDC 0.91 0.88 0.85 
Rectenna Power Dis­
tribution Efficiency Fraction ERECT PD 0.96 0.95 0.94 
Packing Factor of 
Solar Blanket Fraction PF 0.99 0.95 0.91 
Solar Flux Constant kW/km2 F ._15xlO6 -
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Table D.2 Unit Production Cost Model Input Values (continued)
 
Range of Values 
.Input Element Units 
Variable 
Name Best 
Most 
Likely Worst 
Effective Concentra­
tion Ratios Fraction n2EFF 2.0 2.0 1.8 
Specific Mass CdS 
of Solar Si 
Blanket ) GaAs 
kg/km2 
kg/km 2 
kg/km 2 
mSAB 
mSAB 
mSAB 
1.15xlO 5 
8.05xi0 5 
3.32xi05 
1.49xi05 
ll.5xlO5 
4.32xi05 
1.94x10 5 
14.95xi05 5.26xlOs 
Efficiency of 
Solar Concentrator Fraction nCONc 0.90 0.86 0.82 
Specific Mass of 
Solar Concentrator kg/km 2 mSAC 39820 59340 79120 
Ratio: Conducting 
Structure Mass to 
Solar Array Area kg/km 2 mSTC 4140 4625 5060 
Ratio: Nonconducting 
Structure Mass to 
Solar Array Area kg/km 2 mSTNC 35900 39900 43890 
Specific Mass of 
Central Mast kg/km mSTCM 10Ox10 3 120xlO 3 200xlO 3 
Aspect Ratio of 
Solar Array Fraction rA 1.2 --
Antenna Clearance Fraction rL 1.5 --
Diameter of Trans­
mitting Antenna km DANT 1.027 --
Specific Mass of 
Antenna Structure kg/kW mANT .0262 .0291 .0320 
Specific Mass of 
DC-RF Converters kg/kW mDCRF .2495 .2772 .4544 
Specific Mass of 
Antenna Power Dis­
tribution System kg/kW mANT PD 0.047 0.052 0.104 
____ ___ ____ _ __ 
_ _ 
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Table D.2 Unit Production Cost Model Input Values (continued)
 
Range of Values
 
Variable Most
 
Input Element Units Name Best Likely Worst
 
Specific Mass of
 
Waveguides kg/kW mWG 0.3786 0.4207 0.8415
 
Specific Mass of
 
Antenna Interface kg/kW mANT INT 0.0171 0.0190 0.0380
 
Specific Mass of
 
Phase Control
 
Electronics kg/kW mpc E 0.0160 0.0178 0.0356
 
Miscellaneous
 
Satellite Mass kg M 70xlO1 10Ox10 3 360xi03
 
__ ____ ___MISC 
_ _ _ _ 
Basic Unit Mass of
 
Construction, Small kg mCB 2.475xi06 2.75x108 3.025x0 6
 
Basic Unit Mass of
 
Construction, Large kg mCB 4.95x106 5.5xi0 6 6.05x106
 
Specific Mass of
 
EPS Solar Array kg/kW mpl 1.5 2 5
 
EPS 'ower Require­
ments, Small Base
 
-LEO 
 kW PEPS REQ 2376 2640 2904
 
EPS Power Require­
ments, Large Base
 
LEO kW PEPS REQ 6466 7185 7903
 
EPS Power Require­
ments, Large Base
 
GEO kW PEPS REQ 2628 2920 3212
 
EPS Power Require­
ments, Small Base
 
GEO kW PEPS REQ 945 1050 1155 
Special Mass of
 
EPS Batteries kg/kW mP2 25 27 40
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Table D.2 Unit Production Cost Model Input Values (continued)
 
Range of Values 
Input Element Units 
Variable 
Name Best 
Most 
Likely Worst 
Orbit Keeping Pro­
pellant Mass, Small 
Base LEO kg m 9000 10000 14000 
Orbit Keeping Pro­
pellant Mass, Large 
Base LEO kg mOP 9000 10000 14000 
Orbit Keeptng Pro­
pellant Mass, Small 
Base GEO kg mOp O 0 0 
Orbit Keeping Pro­
pellant Mass, Large 
Base GEO kg mOp 0 0 0 
Attitude Control 
Propellant Mass, 
Small Base LEO kg mAP 2.52xi0 6 2.8xi06 3.08xi06 
Attitude Control 
Propellant Mass, 
Large Base LEO kg mAP 1.35x106 1.5x106 1.65xi0 6 
Attitude Control 
Propellant Mass, 
Small Base GEO kg mAP 2.52xI03 2.8xl03 3.08x10 3 
Attitude Control 
Propellant Mass, 
Large Base GEO kg mAP 58.5xi0 3 65xi0 3 71xl0 3 
'Total Satellite 
Fleet Size Number NSAT -- 120 _. 
Total Crew Size, 
Small Base Number Ncrew 600 682 750 
Total Crew Size, 
Large Base Number Ncrew 1600 1875 2060 
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Table D.2 Unit Production Cost Model Input Values (continued)
 
- - Range of Values 
Input Element Units 
Variable 
Name Best 
Most 
Likely Worst 
Number of Personnel 
Carried per POTV 
Flight #/Flight fPOTV 80 75 70 
Number of Crew 
Rotations Per Year #/Year fCROT 3 4 6 
Rate of Satellite 
Construction #/Year Rconst 
8 Large/ 
6 Small 
5 Large/ 
4 Small 
5 Large/ 
3 Small 
Propellant Consump­
tion per POTV Flight 
(RT) kg fPOTV PRP 156x103 159x10 3 162xi0 3 
Capacity of Propel­
lant Storage Tank 
Unit Mass of Propel­
lant Storage Tank 
Payload of COTV 
kg 
kg 
kg 
fT 
mT 
fCOTV 
--
--
--
106xlO0 
3.18xi03 
250xi0 3 
-­
-­
--
Unit Mass of COTV 
(Dry) kg mCOTV -- 35xi03 --
Design Life of 
POTV # Flights fPOTV Life -- 30 --
Unit Mass of POTV 
(Dry) kg mCOTV -- 17xlO3 --
Propellant Consump­
tion per COTV Flight 
HLLV Payload to LEO 
kg 
kg 
fCOTV PRP 
Mp/L 
--
-265x103 
475xi03 --
AIS Propellant Mass-
Fraction Fraction AIS-- 0.7289 --
AIS Total LEO-GEO 
Mission AV m/sec AVAIS -- 5975-­
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Table D.2 Unit Production Cost Model Input Values (continued)
 
Range of Values 
Input Element Units 
Variable 
Name Best 
Most 
Likely Worst 
AIS Exhaust Jet 
Velocity m/sec 
V 
JAIS 50,000 
Ion Propellant 
Storage Tank 
Capacity kg FIT -- 2.33xi0 6 --
Ion Propellant 
Storage Tank Unit 
Mass (Dry) kg mIT -- 163xi03 --
HLLV Average Load 
Factor Fraction fLOAD 1.0 0.9 0.8 
Design Life of HLLV 
Upper Stage # Flights fHUS LIFE 500 500 400 
Design Life of HLLV 
Lower Stage # Flights fHLS LIFE 300 300 200 
'Number of Personnel 
per Shuttle FTight Number fSHUTTLE -- 75 --
Design Life of 
Shuttle # Flights fSLIFE -- 100 --
HLLV Upper Stage 
"Unit Cost $ CHUS 175xi0 6 192xI0 6 250xi0 6 
HLLV Lower Stage 
Unit Cost $ CHLS 175xi0 6 191xlO6 250xi0 6 
Launch Operations 
Cost per ,HLLV Flight $ cHLLV 6.5x10 6 6.9xi0 6 9.0xlO 6 
Launch Operations 
Cost per Shuttle 
Flight 
Shuttle Unit Cost 
$ 
$ 
cSHUTTLE 
CSUNIT 
12xlO 6 
190x10 6 
13xlO 6 
200xlO 6 
20xl0 6 
250xi0 6 
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Table D.2 Unit Production Cost Model Input Values (continued)
 
Range of Values 
Input Element Units 
Variable 
Name Best 
Most 
Likely Worst 
Basic Unit of 
Construction Base 
(Small) $ cB 1.128xlO 9 2.165xi0 9 3.631xi0 9 
Basic Unit Cost of 
Construction Base 
(Large) $ CCB 2.447x10 9 3.612xi0 9 5.23x10 9 
Specific Cost of 
EPS Solar Array $/kW cpl 100 200 600 
Specific Cost of 
EPS Batteries $/kW Cp2 4000 5000 20000 
Cost of Radiation 
Shielding, Small 
Base LEO $ CRDS 5x10 6 lOxlOe 30xl0 6 
Cost of Radiation 
Shielding, Large
Base LEO $ CRDS 15xlO 30xlO 6 10Ox10 6 
Cost of Radiation 
Shielding, Small 
Base GEO $ CRDS 15x10 30xl0 6 10OxlO 
Cost of Radiation 
Shielding, Large
Base GEO $ cRDS 30xlO 90x10 6 200xlO6 
Specific Cost of 
Altitude Control 
Propellant $/kg CAP .33 
Specific Cost of 
Orbit-Keeping Pro­
pellant $/kg cop 
-_ .33 
--
COTV Unit Cost $ cCOTV 12xlO 15x1O6 25xi0 6 
POTV Unit Cost $ CPoTV 18xlO 23x10 6 40x106 
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Table D.2 Unit Production Cost Model Input Values (continued)
 
Range of Values 
Input Element Units 
Variable 
Name Best 
Most 
Likely Worst 
Specific Cost of 
OTV Propellant $/kg cPRP -- .5--
AIS Unit Cost $ CAIS 150x10 6 400xlO 6 50Ox106 
Specific Cost of 
Ion Propellant $/kg cAIS PROP .33 
CTV Propellant 
Storage Tank 
Unit Cost $ CT 12xlO 16xlO 6 20xlO 
Ion Propellant 
Storage Tank 
Unit Cost $ CIT 12xlO 6 16xlO 6 20xlO 6 
Antenna Power Distri­
bution Specific Cost $/kW cPD 6.00 6.59 12.52 
Phase Control Elec­
tronics Specific Cost $/kW CPCE 25.77 28.63 56.80 
Wave Guide Specific 
Cost $/kW cWG 12.13 13.47 26.95 
DC-RF Converter 
Specific Cost $/kW cDCRF 14.67 16.3 32.6 
Antenna Structure 
Specific Cost $/kW CST 12.40 13.78 27.56 
Solar Array 
Blanket 
Specific Cost 
CdS 
Si 
GaAs 
$/km2 
$/km2 
$/km 2 
CSAB 
CSAB 
cSAB 
4.87xi0 7 
4.87xi0 7 
4.87x107 
8.66xi07 
8.66xi0 7 
20.3 x10 
27.06xi0 7 
73
.06xlO 7 
148.8 x10 7 
Solar Array Concen­
trator Specific Cost $/km2 cSAC 1.04xlO6 2.07x]0 6 6.22xlO 6 
Conducting Structure 
Specific Cost $/kg cSTC 20 81 300 
Nonconducting Struc­
ture Specific Cost $/kg CSTNC 20 81 300 
Table D.2 Unit Production Cost Model Input Values (continued) 
Range of Values 
Variable Most 
Input Element Units Name Best Likely Worst 
Central Mast 
Specific Cost $/kg cSTCM 20 81 300 
Miscellaneous Equip­
ment Specific Cost $/kg CMISC 219 437 750 
Rectenna Specific 
Cost $/km 2 CRECT 7.37 10.98 16.06 
Beam Elevation Angle Radians E 
-- 50 
--
Power Interface 
Specific Cost $/kw cINTERF 39.8 44.2 88.4 
Phase Control 
Specific Cost $/kw CPC 20.29x106 23.79xi06 49.81xi08 
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Table D.3 LAUNCH FACILITY GROUND STATION, AND SPACE STATION O&M INPUT VALUES
 
INPUT ELEMENT 
 UNITS I VARCASLE PANGE OF VALUES
 
,AME MINIMUM ] MOST LIKELY MAXIMUM 
lumber of O&M itsupply Flights 
Per Year Number I O&M PLTS I I I I 
Cost Per LLV Flight 
 ]HLLY
S $.L0s g9la' 20x100 
Amortisation Factor for the MLLV 
 jFrlction jA .01 .01 
 .01
 
lt Cost Of MLL'V 
 6
S J 1 350x106 400*I0 00 S6O
X 

cost .e, AtS Flight S 
 -xs I'a 1x106 Isa0a 
Unit Cost of Ais for 0414-lights I $ S xlo 23 xlO6 23x100 2
 
A.=.-rtis ctfo n Factor fo r t 
e A IS 
 F a ¢t n 0. 0AIS CO 0 .20 0 .20 
Total -umber of Launch Mission Control Personnel taer I LFP 320 f 320 320
 
CoSK Par Pe-son Launci 
 ssion Cntrol 
 / J 43 0 j 43,750 43.150 
PrcmnA ge tate o Ground Eiuipoat Replacament raction f OI 
.01 .01 
Procureuent Cost of Ground StatKon - I CG 0 $TAT tlnout Fron Unit Productfon Cost Modal]
 
ota1 nober of Ground StAtion OM Personnel Number 40
'IsT P f O 60 
- Ground Station 0::1 S/yr CI T ; 60 O0 3Cost Per erson 3 4 
4 60.0 S0nICCrew 0oCCaon Rate 
- J/e r J ROT I 
cost Per Shuttle"lgt¢5 5
1 c90xta' ttlO 0j 12x10
 
Amortistson Caotoe 
for Shuttle 
 rrs 0.1 

"nit Cost At Shuttle 

... .toI a ,4U...C 0U31 
.31 
S c____Jn'S Lg190,10 
Cos Po tu-light
 
Onit :s of 7ug 
 S cTLG izatoa 15.3'5 2S.106
 
4aortFsa ton for rug
Fctor j traction I . 
Cost of Crew module Rfurlojhment S$ is.a' 1.11c IxLO
 
Unit Cost of Crew Nodule 
 I S CCREh 8.1xt0 lIxto5 :Oxto10 
ooisto c O f Crew -Odu'.a IFrct!A 
-onl100103Am:ortization Factor of O&M Soce StAtion F-action - 0.10 0.1a o i 
lass of 510 Soace station 
 kq .4E I 7S./S 3
 
Soacific Colt of rs tion to' 410f S/kg jc0 flA 
 ICE 1
SsI 106 13 
AA. -14tlA at.,'Or a/S 0.10 01A~l~l~O11a
otZo1l9umber of 3314 'n~laolumberISM9 4AV[Pj -0 50 *so0 
'4353 of 3144 no~ao 
'iO 
.82 I tz 132 
unit Coto ansou14;0r
M01 S coal4 9AISCOI '0 Soo s 
SncticCotof Motifon Control 5'cl.
kc 4 4
 
l~rOtu . (5b0SLIj
t Rect.Ana , 
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Table 0.4 Satellite 0&M Input Values
 
FAILURE. 
 LRU PRO- EO TRA1ISP
MAINTENANCE ELEMENT RT, LRU PO*E S ASSEMBLYRATE. A 
 CUREMENT SPECIFIC 
 SPECIFIC
(I/MTBF,yr-1) 
 MASS (kg) COST ($/kg) COST (S/kg) COST (S/kg)
 
4 

106' 132
 
Solar Concentrator 

Solar Blanket 2.6xiO 97,900 190 

4
<2.6xiO 7,687 55 
 106 132
 
Nonconducting Structure 

-
Busses 10-9  
 26,000 S1 
 106 191
 
Switches 10- 7 
 97,484 190 106 
 132
 
mast 
 3x10"2 85,000 81 106 
 191
 
Microwave Tube 1.1.xl0 6 3,017 236 
 106 132
 
Power Distribution 
 3x10- 2 3,017 236 106 132
 
Command Electronics [0.1,/Year] 467 
 43,788 106 
 132
 
Antenna (Excluding Tubes) 3x!0
 " 2 3,107 236 
 106 132
 
Antenna Structure
 
Contour Control 
 1.25x!0 6 22 
 II 106 132
 
Rotary Joint Slip Ring: 
- Brush Lu- 1 0 9b 
 10 132 
- Slip Ring i0"I 63 106 106 [32 
Rotary .oint Drive:
 
- Motor/Gears 
 10" 
 1,367 98 
 106 132
 
- Limb 1,086
 
Control System:
 
- Actuators 
 3.8x!lC 3 203 7,500 106 
 132
 
- Propellant 
 24,000 0.33 
 106
 
(Annual Consumption)
 
* LRU = Lowest Replaceable Unit 
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APPENDIX E
 
ESTABLISHING UNCERTAINTY PROFILES
 
The purpose of this Appendix is to describe a methodology for
 
establishing uncertainty profiles. The methodology is illustrated in
 
Figure E.l.
 
The first step is to establish the range of uncertainty.

range is based upon knowledgeable persons assessing what can go right
The
 
and what can go wrong. The range is thence divided into five equal

intervals (ithas been found that it is difficult to "think" in terms of
 
more than five or six intervals). The second step is to perform a
 
relative ranking of the likelihood of the variable falling into each of
 
the intervals. Once this has been accomplished, the general shape

(skewed left, skewed right, central, etc.) of the uncertainty profile

has been established. The third step is to establish relative values of
 
the chance of falling into each of the intervals. For example, inthe
 
illustration, the chance of falling into the first interval is estimated
 
to be half as likely as falling into the second interval. This is
 
repeated for each interval relative to the previously considered interval
 
The last step is to solve the illustrated equation for the quantitative

values by substituting the data from the previous step.
 
It can be helpful to have a few individuals independently

perform the above procedure. Then they can compare their results and
 
make changes accordingly.
 
The proper interpretation of the range is that there isa zero
probability that'the variable can lie outside the range. Hence,
 
itcan be inferred that there is zero probability that the minimum
 
or maximum values will ever occur or be exceeded.
 
*ORIGINAL PAGE IS 21! 
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1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
 
min. max.
 
a) Specify Range of Uncertainty
 
1000 2000
 
b) Perform Ranking (Qualitative)
 
1000 2000
 
c) Establish Relative Values
 
' = P1I+ P2+ P3 + P4 + P5 1
 
By substituting from (c)Solve for P Values
 
1000 	 2000
 
d) Establish Quantitative Values
 
gure E.1 	 Methodology for Establishing Shape of
 
Cost Uncertainty Profile (Ddf)
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APPENDIX F
 
STATES-OF-KNOWLEDGE AT DECISION POINTS
 
The states-of-knowledge at the decision points of each alternative
 
program plan have been subjectively assessed and are shown here in Tables
 
F.l to F.5. The numbers shown represent the percent reduction in uncertainty

(that is,the range) ineach variable over the state-of-knowledge today

(that is,January 1, 1977). These improvements in the states-of-knowledge

derive from work that is scheduled during each branch of the respective
 
decision trees. The variables for which a dash is indicated have been
 
treated as deterministic in the analysis conducted to date. Ithas also
 
been assumed in this analysis that the state-of-knowledge relative to
 
operation and maintenance costs does not change from the present state-of­
knowledge until the IOD of the first unit at which time all uncertainty
 
disappears.
 
--
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TABLE F.1. STATE-OF-KNOWLEDGE AT DECISION POINTS 
- PROGRAM I 
IMPROVEME2NTIN ThE STATE-F.IMPLITELEMENlT UNITS VARIABLE , 1LEOGEOVERTODAY. 
WAME O.P. A O.P. S 
Power Output at the Buabr 
 ki 
 P
 
Packing Factor of 
 the Solar Blanket 
 Fraction PD
 
Effective Concentration Ratio 
 Fraction
 
Solar Call Efficiency 
raction I 75 I
 
Solar Array Power Dis ributlon Efficiency Fraction 7oo IcAaO 

Antenna interace Efficiency 
 Fraction 
 7S 
 10A
I 
Antenna Powerfastrebuio Efficiency 
 Frcio
__
 
A' .. P.. IDitcboiooSll nAUTIT 75Ic
 
----- i n IN
OC-RF Converter Efficiency - 4 F P 

Ica
ractin En 90C 75
itI cy
Efficien
Phase CC r 

,ioospheric Propagation EffI.ieny Frrc~i . n Ino PROPI 
.... 
a ... Cep h rl p g ~ o S f c e F ra ct f o ' TM PROP 0 100
 
GemCllection
Efficiency 
 Free€I.A 13C a
RF-OC c*hlertr Efficiency Fraction n 
Icao
 
"F-O pc 0 :00 
Retenna Power Olatrlbution Efficiency 
 FraCtion hnEC
 T PO 75 Ica 
Specific Sass of the 
Solar, Blanket 

GoB300
Efficiency oftheSolar Concentrator 
 FractioO 
 30 100 
Specific Mass Or the 2
Solar Concenrat.or 
 %g/ko
 100
 
Ii tlo, inCc Stre t. I'at t Array A.ea (9/ko.2 20 100
Soecific "ass of Centra; Mast k/k m T10
 
Aspect Ratio of Solar Array 
 Fraction rA 
-
-" 
Antenna Clearance Fraction 
 r1 . ­iameter of Tra. ,ttn An ... 
­
kn , 

Specific 
4.ss of Antenna Structure 
 kgk I aoS to
1 
SDecifIC 114ssOf OC-RF Converters 0
k u/n OC-F 
 iO 
 100
 
Specific -Mass of Warequides kg/kW . AG i 30 
 i
 
Specific Mass of Antenna late rface 
 k'tU mAN. MT JO 
 iC
 
Specific atesof phase Control Electronics k/klJ 30
 
0

acton
iassFagctCorisoellPreous 

ReleOefrao Av Asiebiiy acto 
 Fraction A0 2t0aO
 
Ra ce ofRmo te AssembIly k/Day q T 00
 
Toa construttle Aimelbiay,liyFcCOrST

Shift AC¢or "a"
f/Oay fs
 
Personnel PJOsucg Fatoor Mtny 
 'raction F 2S so 
Xaniourator Aalability Factor Fraction fTELS AV a0T loptrato,Work Face., 

-,action f. 
 0;O
 
Fabrication Rate of Haodlis 
 g/qay RA 48 0 {
 
Fabrication 
-.od l. A a
ll b ll t, Factor I ¢ a t o 
 F B3I
 
Pe.....t4e .1 Prsonne. nplao S ¢ 1 n .
 aln 

Manfoultor Availability 
 ir:fn *~tS0 2a~o 
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TABLE F.. STATE-OF-KNOWLEOGE-AT DECISION POINTS - PROGRA I (CONTINUED) 
I[PROVE-ESINlPIESTaTE-OF-

INPUTELE1T 
- Ts VAR[ABLET 
NAM 0.P. A D.P. a 
Number of Personnel PearLEO Space Station Number 'LEO -/
 
Fabrication iodule Ont ass g I Fa 
 25 100
 
Teleoperator-unltisass TLE ]DI
 
0
LEO support rug Unt Mass g 0 100TUG 

EiA Equipment Unit Mais kg mE11 90 too 
EVA Unit Use Factor 'r ¢-icn I .VA a TOU 
4anipulator Unit Mass kg AN P 25 I tIUj 
LEO Space Station Unit 'ass kg c 
0 
S S 2S laOO 
Assemly Equip Propellant Estimatlon Factor F&acton RE ?Ar 0 to0 
Soace Station Resupply istimacun Factor Frac:oi n FI " 
Crew lodule U.nc -ass kg 1 . 25 to1
 
CEO Space Station Unit Mass g Ir00 SIS 25 Ie2
 
LCT Total L80-1E0 Mission AV /'sec _VLC-

ACR RocTet Exaust Jet eocty /sec JLC T
 
LCs ?&OPiI ant .asreto,:ctn LCT----
Crew .ottion -,o4 Days 'ROT 0 100
 
AlS total LEO-SEO 4ission IV p /sec AVpIS 
-...
 
MIS E na..st Jet Aelty 
 fl/sec I , - _______
 
405 7ropc lat lasl-"roc:,on o 'hIs -­.
 
"' --
Liquid Hydrogen Storage tans Uit~.4"s
 
Liquid Hydrogen Storage Tans :aoackty Ia 

-
Liquid Oxygen Storage sink limt tas I "
ms 

Liquid Ozygan Storage Tans Caopc'tj kg iLG
 
:.On ?raiciant Storage lank ..asr k 

-
ton P-pe-l nt Cdg j ." - JStorage TanK apacity 

4LL payload to LEO 
 k f ' /L "­
aLLY Average Load Factor j F'tIton fLOAO 0 j ICO
 
oLLY ayo T, ,. .. .
 Turnrou..n.dfie 

lumber of personnel It ie uber Sr 0 ;Go
Shs glgnc O 

Shuttle .r.a.oud-,.e j "a I IS 
 ..-­
L.ai. Cost,c -r,'
FLL 1.
 f S , j ,
 
JLLY VlECost 
 S a~~
 
LaunchACost Per Shuttle ;1ight CSu%
S IcaO 
.Snuttle Jnit Cost I $ LI ABU leac5 

br i c itlon 'o n i I o i 1 0 
d ul e -J C o s t 

Faorication 
Mouleat.s Factor IFraction' 
--
-
TeesrtrUnit cost 
. 
a-.3 

o 
,.oset o o:i.t:oo r:or ....l°fl '-ELE I "-
Xssem ly Equi.ent ?rooeliant Specific Cost S J c.E o.aonj -- i 
L03.Support %g UnIt.Cost I J 
. 'Io
LEO Supoort tog Anortlsatiom ac:or J .a...'onI ''Fl I -- "- -­
__ 
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TABLE F.I. STATE-OF-KNOWLEDGE AT DECISION POINTS -
PROGRAM I (CONTINUED)
 
UIPNROV.M,T ,N Th STATE-OF­
ffPJ BK IT VA IZS O'OGE OVEqTOCAY,S 
INPUTaELEENTr UNITS 7ARI1BLE = - _ !A _____ 
f,4E O.P. A o.?.3j 
'lumber of Shf$ts for Ground Operators 4umber If - -- --
EVA EQuipment Unit Cost S 0
 
Manipulator Unit Cost 
 S CIAP 0t o
 
Manpulator Amortsation Factor 
 Fraction aNANI!1- ..
 
LEO Space Station Unit Cost S JCLEO SIS 0 { Too 
LEO Space Station Amortisation eactor I F1rcti'nSIS -
­
0 

GEO Space Station Unit Cost 

0 OSS S 0 3a
 
GOW Space Station Aor:isatlon Factor 
--

Fraction aiE0 S/S - j 

spacesStation aesuoply Soecific Cost jS/ RES____ a 
 100
 
LCT Unit Cost I $ 
 } a so 
.CT Amort.sation Factor Fraction lCnI I "" 
AIS Unit Cost CAS a0 _ 
AIS Aortisaclon Factor 
 jFractoon I 15 I -
Cryo Tug Propellant Specific Cost il', CLCT POP ­
!on Propellant Specific Cos- S jIg'AB poOo I 
Crew Module Asortisation FICtor Fraction a J -- I --
Wiouid Hydragan storage ra"t Unit Cost CL41 0 00 
L~ui~rinS-oragt lat j :.r I ____ 
_ I caUnit Cost 

Liquid Osygn Stoa"e Tans Unit Cost 
 S j c T 0 ioo5
 
ion Propellant Storage !ans Un.t Cst 
 s I I 0 i 
Liquid sydrege. Took Asrittoo r tto i,. 0 00cnj 

Li ud Ox/gen rantAmortiusacon actor ;eaction a1 I ,
 * j
0 7 

:on Proooclant Tank Aoort,sation aco rc io j 010 
,notea -er.-I, a o o ast 5cii,.C.oo ° r I ! ' 70 
'ha oC ntrol S.ecific Cst .. w PC 25 
4aegide SecOC' cost S/k' t.o 25 700 

C-AF: n .. , fic :osI i oq 25 7 
n t-na
55ucture 3oecsio Cost S,kd Ib, i o
 
Solar Array Ilanett Specific Cose S1 Cs !
/m 
Solar Can.. -otortorySpecific :ost i -AC In 
,,odctogStructure Soot'fit Cost I l, CsC 3 ,-a 
on-Conductfng Structure Slecific Cost 
 s'
 
Coetra; 4ast Soecflc. S -J 51kg CsCost j 
aiscellaneons Etuipme-c Specific Cast j S/g ¢SC 2 j 
,etmnnasite specific cost Sr", c'S 25s 
Rectenna Structire Soecific Cost i 3/nw I - u . 25 
F.PC Co....ertor SW C'-3C ;COSoecifc C st 
'c-er Sntarrce Specific :os2 I 3/<sW r. I 25 G 
Wane* Cont-ol Soe:fic :.'I 
solar Zl. constant si e. F- --
2 
-- I 
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TABLE F.2- STATE-OF-KNOWLEDGE AT DECISION POINTS - PROGRAM II 
WROVEYSIT INTHESTATE- OF 
UNITS! VARIAGLE IAZ" V7-0YINlPUTEtEMH9T I I tOOVR0A7I . B ., 
NAM O-A O.P.3 0.94C 
Power Output at the Susbir: . WP . 
Packing Factor of Solar JTe PL - - 94 TOOFreUTanket
tion 

Effective Concentration Ratio Fraction n-ff
 
Solar Cell Efficiency Fraction n, s0 I 
Solar Array Power Olstfibucion Efficiency Fraction usAPo0 t II 1j00 
Antenna Interface Efflciency Fraction qAT-IHT 20 Ica lao 
Antenna Power Oistribution Efficiency Fraction 4AN T PO 40 100J Tq 
OC-RF Converter Efficiency Fraction nhc-RF 1 00 
Phase Control Efficiency [Friction noc 5 I 0 Ica
 
Conospheric Propagation Efficiency Fraction nIou PRQP I
 
Atmospoeric Propagation Efficiency PloP J 0 TFctonIAtn100 
'ea Collection Efficiency Fraction 10_ I Go So 
nF-OC Converter Efficiency Fraction nqFoC I 0 Io ISO 
aectenna Power Distribution iffictency 
Spec ific 4ass of t %heSolar Olankls -
r -,action 
;/ m , 
ECT P SO 
Z ' f lN'100 tol 
Efficiency of the Solar Concentrator 
speci fic Hss. of iu So.a cocnrao 
j ration 
'/ki 
n ___! __ 
i________ 
J o 
s 
;0O 
o 
Raio onuc g Strict. 
a o: Son-Coni. S truc. 
Mal 
1is 
to Arri. Area 
to Array Arta,2s 
______ 
cj 
20 
2 I 
91s 
10 10 
Soacf!ic 4sis of Cen'alt' I kg/as a 0 90 '00 
Aspect Ratio of Solar Array Fractfnn IA
 
Antinai Cleirange Fraction A
L
 
olace-r f ransmitting Antetne kis 'ANT
 
SCcific P'assof Antena. Structure kg/W nI1S [ r 0 
Sleclfic Mass of Oc-r.F Convercers I k9tlw ICAF I S 10 
Specific ass of eaeequides kg/e!4 j ti., [ O 90 'OO 
Specific Mass of Antenna nterfaces AIT -'gT I 
Specific sass f Electronic, SW 'c l u 1 tno . O'ase cantrol tlkg CE 
miscellaneous sss o° io 
Percentage of satellite Assao;bed sy Nan f-action a [ j 20 Io 
lata of Manned Asalbly kg/Oay %As:IEa I 0 90 
Rate of qmots ASseioily g/Day lql 0 0
EOTE 20
j 

Total Construllon TieJ Oa J ""ro0iST 1 I 
Shift FactorPoiykss J I* 
fc:lont -Personnel Productiity rac-or I 
I I "[ ,CO' Teleioieretor Awaabiil yFactorF I c. fcO 
I oI ;.,cto. j - i. ITteeooertor tork' actor 
audult, .f i i_ _ I G 
Faii thoi 'iodule X v1ailblut 'acthr -etic.hJ13 
;ao.r ,tion Rate'atsI kg/na,/ 'a _ ' o 
i 
c 
'sh-Iol,. q4.,.04.:o, I.:l;" . ItI ...... ofJ... Pan 9aneaslse.r­'erEnltge of rlly 
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TABLE F.2. STATE-OF-KNOWLEDGE AT DECISION POINTS 
- PROGRAM II (Cont'd) 
INPU ELE1n IPVMWj IN M~ESTATE. OF 
I ET UNITS YARIAtE XCI EOGEOw l TO y 
Melro eannNAE OP.A O.P.S O.P.C 
luaberOf Personnel 
Per LEO Space Station 

.umber 
 fLEO SOS
 
fbrication module
U nit
as $ 

-
SSae n Mass kg A5 -0 7mOato Unit
LEO Support lug U nt Mass 
 Ill TILE a IN IN0
 
A qu ip me n t U nL Ma s s on Y 
­
0U 

: ¢:en 
 t VA 
 0 
 oTO
 
L a n Store Ta n k CV 
 A I
 
LEOS p ace tuga rti
E u ont $ r n a
A.Ibl s t
propel lant--E ¢ Atio Fac o q m [ S/S t0oO 
 INO
 
s p ace St tjAon R o .Opl i f I Qc rft Atr fAE PROP ! 0IN
=t ¢a F Fraction 10N
 n F ee;o
 
C re Mo d u l e n'Ui t N ..S 
 S Ig m R ES0T O
 
B I D Sp ac e s t~tA Oo , n , r _ , Vi1:gs _ _ . E 0 IN o IN 
LCT Total LEO-GSO Mission AV 

-/see AV 
 IN
T o
 
LCT RQCXCC CxAhUSL Jet 'Yeta~ity C
 
Lre tlc 
 /s VJto
LCT
 
Liquid Hydrogen $toa,, 
 E xaa
AISt~ 

Liquid OxygensStorage Tnk C4it1¢ k CLO T
 
MLLY Payload 
to LED
 
ALL Y A ver a g L o a d F a t ~ o r /L
 
'ILLY turnarou'nd It.e 
 DaysO 
 0 
 O
 
qumber Of Perionne, 'e, Shuttl
 ;lfgn
 All~fe 
€ 
... SHUTTLE] 
 0 
 I
 
'. .h uTi m ' , ' . . . . . ! O Y' S TU R N I
 
Lunh Cos Per 
 LLY:i",: 
c4LLK LY unit Cost S 01O OLaunch Cost Per Shuttl ......e tIIUtTL a0 so too
 
Shuttle UAIt C... c SHUTL 9l0l too Too
 
F i b r i c~t n C o st $ H m la 0 O]
O n Mo d u le U , 

Fabrication Module A; oelal nFt a 
 90. . .
 
T.elo,,,t.o U., CO~ 
 g ot FAB 
­
Teleoaera~~~~~~~ore
o ls 
zo a orF 
 Aron A?T L 
 0
 
A$Se-bly Equlpjuent P'Patellnt spafff
 Cost 

LEO Su, r UPROP$¢$
 
c c R~ 
Iug 
LEO Supo, t rt .... ..a~;a c TUG 0 " Nto¢o 
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TABLE F.2. STATE-OF-KNOWLEDGE AT DECISION POINTS - PROGRM II (Cont'd)
 
IMROVEOET IN M1ESTATE- OF 
I N P T E L E IG H T U N T S y A I A L E O OV E R T A Y . - , 
SitMTE O.P.A O.P.8 C.R.C 
Number of Shifts for Ground Operatqr$ Number fGR-
EVA Equipment Unit Cost $ EYA a 10 too 
H.nIpulitor unt¢ cost S tHANIP 0 90 I1 
Manipulator Anortisation Factor I Fglon aMAMIP 
LEO Space Station Uni Cost$ cLEo 0 00 100 
LEO Space Station Amortisalon Factor Fraction IaLE S/S 
GSO Space Station Unit Cost $ CGO SIS 0 100 loo 
GEO Space Station Amortisation Factor Fraction aGO S/S 
Space Station Resupply Specific Cost I S S/RES a 100 100 
LCT Unit Cost $ C1 CT 0 ICN Ie 
LCT A.orclsatio. Facto, Fraction aLC T 
AIS Unit Cost I CA0S a 0 90 
AIS ArtsaioaFraction A 
Cryo Tug Propellant Specific Cost 5, CLCT PROP 
[on Propellant Specific Cost SAc CA15 PROP 
Crew Module Unit Coslt S R 0 IeO I00 
Crew odW0 le Asor41iacion Factor Frictlon 1 E 
Liquid HdrOgen Storege Tank Unit Cost 
Liquid Oxygcen Storage Tank Unit Cost 
ton Propellant Storage Tank Unit cost 
Liquid Hydrogen Tank Asortisation Factor 
LcuiT 
S CLOXT 
$ c1 . 
Fricton al 
3 
0f 0 
IC0101 
0 
10 
100 
20 
10 
to 
Liquid Oxygn Tank AorIsaton Factor Fraction -LOlT 0 200 100 
Ion F opellant rank Asortisation Factor 
Antenna Power Oistribution Specific Cost 
Fraction[ S/-W IT CPU 10 0 0 o to 
Phase Control Specific c 
Waveguide Specific Cost 
st S/k 
SIW 
CpC 
¢4 J 
ia0 
1090 
Ica 
100 
OC-RF Converter Specific Cost S/kw CDC-RF 0 0 I _ 
Antenna Structure Specific Cost S/kWn C T 10 M 10 
Solar Array Olancet Specific Cost Sktn COto I 0 70 00 
Solar Array Concentrator Specific Cost 
Conducting structure Specific Cost 
S/k,3 
S/kg { CSWc STC 10 0 0 S I0 100 
on-onducting Structure Specific Cost S/kg cSTMC 10 100 
Central iastSpecific Cost 11kg OTC4 0 So loo 
i1scellaneous tqulpent Specific Cost S/kg tHES ¢ to 90 to 
Rectenna Site Specific Cost E/kd RE 0 I0 100 
Rectanna Structjre Specific Cost S/i 1 $CSTRUCT 10 I0 200 
RF-OC Convertor Specific Cost S/kW C2F-O C 0 00 t0 
Power Interface Specific costi S/kW I TRF o I0 I 
Phase Control specific Cost !s/w c, 10 100 J 300 
Solar Flux Constnst I 
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TABLE F.3. STATE-OF-KNOWLEDGE AT DECISION POINTS - PROGRAM III 
WA~oThIVEMIN THE0STATE- OF 
INPUTELEMENT UITS VARIABLE " EMOiEOVERNaYM,z 
MAo 0.P.3 O.P.C AS0 
Power Output at the 8usb.r kW P -
Packing Factor of the Solar Blanket Fraction PF 75 
Effective Concentration Ratio Fraction 
-eff 
Solar Cell Efficiency Friction nsr 0 90 
Solar Array Power lisrlb tion Efficianc, Frction I hSAPO 1 
Antena interface Efficiency Fraction ART-1T 50 100 
Antenna Power Oistribution Efficiency j raction "ANT PC so TO 
OC-RF ConversercEfficiency Fraction I c-RF 10 
Phase Control Efficiency Fractionf npc 5 01 
Ionospheric Pr.qagation Efficiency 
Atoospheric Vropagation Efficicy 
Fraction I 
tain I n[0f p O . .M P -
lem Collection Efficiency Fraction n co I 
ARF-OcConverter Efficiency Frction n " 100 
Pectenna Power Ofstribuition Efficiency Fraction C M0 T GO 
Specific MIS, of the Solar Blanket I0 SOSA N 
Efficiency of the Solar concantrcor Fraction Js 
€ 90 -
Specific mass of the Solar Concontrator k'tgk 2 . . so 90 
Ratio; Condustang Strict. H%3 c Array Area g/km 0 crr 50-
-
Ratio: o-Cond. Struct. ass tnArray Area kgjkm z es$Tli so 90 
Soecific Mass o1Central lst kg/kS STC1 50 90 
Aspect Ratio of Solar Array Fraction rA -
Antenna Clearane Fraction J r i. . 
iamceterof Trantaittlng Antenna b j 0 AT 
Specific MISs of Antenna Struture ks/k IJnr9 TS f0 
Soecific Hass of OC-RF Converters kq/ki 5 C-qF SO 90 
Soeci'ic iass of kg/kt f '0 Savequlden10 
Specific mass of Antenna Interface kg/ki I-r 60 90 
Soecffic 'ass of Phas.e Control ectlonlc$ kg/kit Ic, 
Miscellaneous mass kg j 'S0 J 0 
Percentage of Satellite Assembled by min j Fraction 3 55 j 0 
Rate of Manned AssemblY kg/Oay 20 90 
gate of qjnote Assimbly j q/0ay j Rkg/Day 
rocal Construction Time lays _ TC0,lST 
-
Shift Factor./,ay f-
Personnel Productivity Factor Fraction F1If 20 j g 
Teleoerator Availilty Factor Fraction fTELE AV za Tj00 
Teleoeroor Work Factor Fraction f. 20 
Fabrication Race of Modules kg/fy FR8 20 ;0 
Fabrica3tlon "oduo Avi14bility Factor Friction ,Aa 20 IN 
Percentage of Personnel Using anipulato 'InctlIonI -
Manipulator Avalability Factor ?rcIOn so 12 
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TABLE F.3. STATE-OF-KOOWLEDGE AT DECISION POINTS - PROGRAM III (Cont'd) 
0IMP.Oy TiN -ME -STATEOF 
INPUTELENET UNITS VARIABLE KvOlT OVER'ODAy.*-
XAREE O.P.8 
 A'P'C A A 
Niumberof Personnel Per LEO Space Station Nlumber fE sIS -­
4
 
Fibrica clon .Qa~U Uniunit ass I cO
 t 5(ka 

T
 
e eooerator Unit "ISs k 9 ATELE so 
 Ica
 
LEO Support ug Unit ass kg eTU G SO I l
 
EVA Equ p ent U n i t a s s k EVA 1, I ca
0 

EVA 'l.,suse Facor ' EVA 1(o j
 
a io osator U n i t Sa s kg I {0 90
 
LEO so.ce Station fn ,1 Sass kg "LO SIS I Ia
 
Asse~blj Equip. Propellant Estinasion Factor t, rAon ap soI
 
Soace Statin l oi, E a Fr..o.
Factor E
 
'it .4..C
Crew Mo.ule Sass I io EGO 
.0 spac ta ion '. t eqgss % / 7 ?4
 
LCT total LEO-GEO ison4Y 
 /e av,C. 
-
LCT Rocxet E n.ust .etVeloct / ,/sec VJ 
L. ltootlint 44$.iaction traction 
- -
Crew Rotation Period 
 plays 100
la
 
AIS nTo 1 LEO-GEO ission V1 n/sec AIAIS It
 
AC .jus .jet /sec 14V i 
- I
. Velocit, 
1:3 PoocIla°i *4a55-rlct:on 
-. rac:lon X.1 

44usd ioronStorae 
 n,, , 4 a$oI g I 

LIguid Aydro}' o Storale rank Cap4tl]/ kg r-Tr
 
L'quid Oxygen Storage Tank Unit Mass j kg 
-o(T I -

Liquid osygen Storaola k Cl oacicy I ­
Con.ro ans Storage an.kMass 
 I { 'a- j 
eon P-oellaAt Storag, rank Capaciyt I g 'T 
- I -, 
iLLt Payload to.LEO 
 kg 
­1 j 
4L? 
-. ge
9er
Loa act or Facio..n I
 
L-LVTu..rroud Time 
 j Oays in 5.J ­
.lu...er
of Personne 'dr Soutzle ilight lumber 'sdor 
 'To0
 
ur... i.rn1 7ounoL 

- I S i a ,i I 
-
-aunoaCoSt Per hLL)''qr 
 I S if'z- 1,o 
I 
Ica 

sntolCt-$ i
ShutleUniCit Cas i 'FAB 3 cj Co 
Un Cost I cLr~ S 3 
AsloorEr
oo ti..~o Factr 

-rsctloni! 
 o,-L
 
Asesljuioment Pr...el1a,t Specific Cost 
 S A P-
-,
 
30 S.oport lug anus Cost 
 I I c. ;00 io 
-LEO S,.oort tug A.Ortieation I-actor 'itai o 
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TABLE F.3. STATE-OF-KNOWLEDGE AT DECISION POINTS - PROGRAM III (Cont'd) 
I.MROVBENr Id T E STATE- OF 
UHM YARIOLE ICWLEOCEOVERTODAY.INPUTELERET MPUTLEKH UN{ITS VARIAOLE _______ 
MAKE 
 O.P.8 0. j A&0 
unrer of Shifts for Ground Operators fl.aiibef fG o0

EVA Equipment Unit Cost $ 'EVA 100 100
 
lanipulazor unit Cost S c9 ARP go so
j 
Manipulato orttsation Factor Frraction &4A.4 I -P
fLE"OSpace Station Unit Cost s , 
LEO Soace Station Anorcosacion factor Fraction at oS I 
GEO Space Station Unit Cost $S C_._OWsS/S !S 107 
c1 

GEO Space Station Amortisation rctor a S
Fraction vso 

Soace Station Resuoply Spe¢ci'i Cost _ S J CSES o Ito1 5 
LT Unit Cost I S CLOT I'Is}o
 
.CT Aoortisat o Factor Fract.on aCT 
ALS Unit Cost f~ja 
iS Aaortsation factor 
 jFraction 
 a ts 
ry. Tug ropel ant SP.C,ffCCst I i, o C'CT ROP [ .. -
Ion Propellent andles Cost.. o I - -
Crew module Unit Cost CcRC IC10 loo 
Crew ,cdule Anortsa;on 7fator -cta. ' ­
L'Qulo sy4rogon Sturage Tans 6nit Cost - Ionmaj 
UsudOjon E'orao an Unit cost 
 cLOST TO
 
T
 
Ion Propelant Storage ank 'jnst Cost SIT oI G 
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Table F.4 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points - Program IV
 
Input .Element Units Variable 
Name 
Improvement in 
State-of-Knowledge, % 
DPA DPB DPC DPD DPE 
Power Output at Rec­
tenna Busbar (B.O.L.) kW OUT - - - - -
Solar Cell 
Efficiency (B.O.L.) Fraction nSC 40 60 80 90 100 
Solar Array Power 
Distribution 
Efficiency Fraction nSAPD 40 50 80 90 100 
Antenna interface 
Efficiency Fraction "ANT INT 20 30 60 90 100 
Antenna Power Dis­
tribution Efficiency Fraction "ANT PD - - - -
DC-RF Converter 
Efficiency Fraction nDC-RF 
-
-
Phase Control 
Efficiency 
Ionospheric 'Propaga­
tion Efficiency 
Fraction 
Fraction 
nPC 
"ION PROP 
- _ 
Atmospheric Propaga­
tion Efficiency Fraction "ATM PROP 
Beam Collection 
Efficiency Fraction 0BC 
RF-DC Converter 
Efficiency Fraction nRF-DC 
Rectenna Power Dis­
tribution Efficiency Fraction ERECT PD 
- - -
Packing Factor of 
Solar Blanket Fraction F 20 80 90 100 100 
Solar Flux Constant kW/km2 F - - - -
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Table F.4 State-ofAKnowledge at Deci~ion Points 
- Program IV (continued)
 
Input Element Units Variable 
Name 
Improvement in 
State-of-Knowledge, % 
DPA DPS DPC OPO DPE 
Effective Concentra­
tion Ratios Fraction nEFF 20 40 80 100 100 
Specific Mass of 
Solar Blanket kg/km2 mSAB 20 50 70 100 100 
Efficiency of SolarConcentrator Fraction nCONC 20 40 90 100 100 
Specific Mass of 
Solar Concentrator kg/km2 mSAC 10 20 80 100 100 
Ratio: Conducting 
Structure Mass to 
Solar Array Area kg/km2 mSTC 20 50 90 100 100 
Ratio: Nonconducting 
Structure Mass toSolar Array Area 2 kg/km mSTNC 20 50 90 100 100 
Specific Mass of 
Central Mast kg/km STCM 20 50 90 100 100 
Aspect Ratio of 
Solar Array Fraction rA 
- - -
Antenna Clearance Fraction rL 
Diameter of Trans­
mitting Antenna km DANT 
_ 
-
Specific Mass of 
Antenna Structure kg/kW ANT 20 30 70 100 100 
Specific Mass of 
DC-RF Converters kg/kW DC-RF 
- - - - -
Specific Mass of 
Antenna Power Dis­
tribution System kg/kW mANT PD 
Specific Mass of 
Waveguides kg/kW WG 
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Table F.4 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points 
- Program IV (continued)
 
Input Element 
InputName Units Variable 
Improvement in 
State-of-Knowledge, % 
OPA DPB DPC DPD DPE 
Specific Mass of 
Antenna Interface kg/kW mANT INT 
Specific Mass of 
Phase Control 
Electronics kg/kW mPCE 
-
-
Miscellaneous 
Satellite Mass kg MISC 20 30 80 90 100 
Basic Unit Mass of 
Construction, Small kg mCB 20 40 80 90 100 
Basic Unit Mass of 
Construction, Large kg mCB 20 40 80 90 100 
Specific Mass of 
EPS Solar Array kg/kW Pl 20 40 80 90 100 
EPS Power Require­
ments; Small Base 
LEO kW EPS REQ 20 40 80 90 100 
EPS Power Require­
ments, Large Base 
LEO kW PEPS REQ 20 40 80 90 100 
,EPS Power Require­
ments, Large Base 
GEO kW PEPS REQ 20 40 80 90 100 
EPS Power Require­
ments, Small Base 
GEO kW PEPS REQ 20 40 80 90 100 
Specific Mass of 
EPS Batteries kg/kW mP2 30 50 70 100 100 
Orbit Keeping Pro­
pellant Mass, Small 
Base LEO kg OP 20 70 90 100 100 
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Table F.4 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points 
- Program IV (continued)
 
Input Element Units Variable 
Name 
Improvement in 
State-of-Knowledge,, % 
DPA DPB DPC DPD DPE 
Orbit Keeping Pro­
pellant Mass, Large
Base LEO kg- Op 20 70 90 100 100 
Orbit'Keeping Pro­
pellant Mass, Small 
Base GEO kg mOP 
Orbit Keeping Pro­
pellant Mass, Large
Base GEO kg mOP 
Attitude Control 
Propellant Mass,
Small Base LEO kg mAP 20 60 90 100 100 
Attitude Control 
Propellant Mass,
Large Base LEO kg AP 20 60 90 100 100 
Attitude Control 
Propellant Mass,
Siall-Base GEO kg mAP 20 40 70 90 100 
Attitude Control 
Propellant Mass,
Large Base GEO kg mAP 20 40 70 90 100 
Total Satellite 
Fleet Size Number NSAT - - - - 100 
Total Crew Size, 
Number crew 20 40 70 90 100 
Total Crew Size,
Large Base Number Ncrew 20 40 70 90 100 
Number of Personnel 
Carried per POTV 
Flight #/Flight fPOTV 30 50 90 100 100 
Number of Crew 
Rotations Per Year #/Year CROT 30 70 90 100 100 
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Table F.4 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points -
Program IV (continued)
 
Input Element Units Variable 
Name 
Improvement in 
State-of-Knowledge, % 
DPA DPB DPC DPD E 
Rate of Satellite 
Construction #/Year Rconst 20 50 90 100 100 
Propellant Consump­
tion per POTV Flight 
(RT) kg fPOTV PRP 20 70 90 100 100 
Capacity of Propel­
lant Storage Tank kg T 
-
Unit Mass of Propel-
lant Storage Tank kg 
m 
T 
Payload of COTV kg fCOTV 
Unit Mass of COTV 
(Dry) 
Design Life of 
POTV# 
kg 
Flights 
mCOTV 
fPOTV Life 
Unit Mass of POTV 
(Dry) kg mCOTV 
Propellant Consump­
-tion per COTV Flight kg fCOTV PRP - - _ 
HLLV Payload to LEO kg MP/L 
AIS Propellant Mass-
Fraction Fraction AIS 
AIS Total LEO-GEO 
Mission AV 
AIS Exhaust Jet 
Velocity 
m/sec 
m/sec 
AVAIS 
V 
JAIS 
Ion Propellant 
Storage Tank 
Capacity kg 
F 
IT 
-
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Table F.4 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points 
- Program IV (continued)
 
Input Element 
ion Propellant 
Storage Tank UnitMass (Dry) 
Units 
kg' 
Variable 
Name 
IT 
Improvement in 
State-of-Knowledge, % 
DPA DPB DPC DPD OPE 
- - -
HLLV Average Load 
Factor Fraction LOAD 20 50 70 100 100 
Design Life of HLLV
Upper Stage # Flights fHUS LIFE 30 70 90 100 100 
Design Life of HLLV 
Lower Stage # Flights fHLS LIFE 30 70 90 100 100 
Number of Personnel 
per Shuttle Flight Number fSHUTTLE 
- - - - -
Design Life of 
Shuttle # Flights fSLIFE 
-
_ -
HLLV Upper Stage
Unit Cost $ CHUS 30 70 90 100 100 
HLLV Lower Stage 
Unit -Cost $ c HLS 30 70 90 100 100 
Launch Operations
Cost per HLLV Flight S CHLLV 30 70 90 100 100 
Launch Operations 
Cost per Shuttle 
Flight $ CSHUTTLE 100 --
Shuttle Unit Cost $ CSUNIT 100 --
Basic Unit Cost of 
Construction Base (Small) S cCB 20 50 70 90 100 
Basic Unit Cost of 
Construction Base (Large) 5 CCB 20 50 70 90 100 
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Table F.4 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points 
- Program IV (continued)
 
Input Element Units Variable 
Name 
Improvement in 
State-of-Knowledge, % 
DPA DPB DPC DPD DPE 
Specific Cost of 
EPS Solar Array $/kV cp1 20 50 70 90 100 
Specific Cost of 
EPS Batteries S/kV P2 20 70 100 - -
Cost of Radiation 
Shielding, Small 
Base LEO $ CRDS 20 50 70 90 100 
Cost of Radiation 
Shielding, Large
Base LEO $ CRDS 20 50 70 90 100 
Cost of Radiation 
Shielding, Small 
Base GEO $ CRDS 20 50 70 90 100 
Cost of Radiation 
Shielding, Large
Base GEO $ c RDS 20 50 70 90 100 
Specific Cost of 
Altitude Control 
Propellant S/kg cAP 
Specific Cost of 
Orbit-Keeping Pro­
pellant S/kg COp - - - - -
COTV Unit Cost $ CCOTV 20 50 90 100 100 
POTV Unit Cost $ CPOTV 20 50 90 100 100 
Specific Cost of 
OTV Propellant $/kg CPRP 
- - - -
AIS Unit Cost $ CAIS 20 50 90 100 100 
Specific Cost of 
Ion Propellant $/kg cAIS PROP - - -
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Table F.4 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points - Program IV (continued)
 
Input Element Units Variable 
Name 
Improvement in 
State-of-Knowledge, % 
DPA DPB DPC DPO DPE 
CTV Propellant 
Storage Tank 
Unit Cost $ CT 20 50 90 100 100 
Ion Propellant 
Storage Tank 
Unit Cost $ CIT 20 50 90 100 100 
Antenna Power Distri­
bution Specific Cost $/kW cPD - - - - -
Phase Control Elec­
tronics Specific Cost S/kW pCE 
Wave Guide Specific 
Cost S/kW cWG 
DC-RF Converter 
Specific Cost $/kW cDC-RF 
- -
Antenna Structure 
Specific Cost $/kW CST 20 50 70 100 100 
Solar Array Blanket 
Specific Cost 
2 
S/km SAB 20 50 70 100 100 
Solar Array Concen-
trator Specific Cost 
2 
S/km SAC 10 40 80 100 100 
Conducting Structure 
Specific Cost S/kg CSTC 10 50 90 100 100 
Nonconducting Struc­
ture Specific Cost S/kg CSTNC 10 50 90 100 100 
Central Mast 
Specific Cost S/kg cSTCM 10 50 90 100 100 
Miscellaneous Equip­
ment Specific Cost $/kg cMISC 10 40 70 100 100 
Rectenna Specific 
Cost 
2 
S/km RECT -
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Table F.4 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points - Program IV (continued)
 
Improvement in 
Input Element Units Variable 
Name 
State-of-Knowledge, % 
DPA DPB DPC DPD DPE 
Beam Elevation Angle Radians E 
Power Interface 
Specific Cost $/kw cINTERF 
Phase Control 
Specific Cost S/kw CpC 
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Table F.5 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points 
- Program V
 
Input Element Units Variable 
Name 
Improvement in 
State-of-Knowledge, % 
DPA_ DPB DPC DPD DPE 
Power Output at Rec­
tenna Busbar (B.O.L.) kW POUT 
- - - - -
Solar Cell 
Efficiency (B0O.L.) Fraction 'SC 40 70 85 90 100 
Solar Array Power 
Distribution 
Efficiency Fraction nSAPD 40 60 85 90 100 
Antenna Interface 
Efficiency Fraction "ANT INT 20 60 75 90 100 
Antenna Power Dis­
tribution Efficiency Fraction "ANT PD 
-
DC-RF Converter 
Efficiency Fraction nDC-RF 
Phase Control 
Efficiency 
Ionospheric Propaga­
tion Efficiency 
Traction 
Fraction 
"Pc 
1lON PROP 
Atmospheric Propaga­
tion Efficiency Fraction nATM PROP 
Beam Collection 
Efficiency Fraction nBc 
RF-DC Converter 
Efficiency Fraction rRF-DC 
Rectenna Power Dis­
tribution Efficiency Fraction ERECT PD 
Packing Factor of 
Solar Blanket Fraction PF 20 80 90 100 -
Solar Flux Constant kW/km 2 F 
- - - -
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Table F.5 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points 
- Program V (continued)
 
Input Element Units Variable
Name 
Improvement in
State-of-Knowledge, % 
DPA DPB DPC DPO DPE 
Effective Concentra-
Lion Ratios Fraction nEFF 20 70 90 100 
Specific Mass of 
Solar Blanket kg/km2 mSAB 
- - - -
Efficiency of Solar 
Concentrator Fraction nCONC 20 90 100 -
Specific Mass of 
Solar Concentrator kg/km2 mSAC 10 40 90 100 
Ratio: 'Conducting 
Structure Mass to 
Solar Array Area kg/km2 mSTC 20 50 90 100 
-Ratio: Nonconducting 
Structure Mass to 
Solar Array Area 
2 
kg/km mSTNC 20 50 90 100 
Specific Mass of 
Central Mast kg/km mSTCM 20 50 90 100 
Aspect Ratio of 
Solar Array Fraction rA 
-
-
Antenna Clearance Fraction rL 
_ 
Diameter of Trans­
mitting Antenna km DANT - - - -
Specific Mass of 
Antenna Structure kg/kW mANT 30 60 90 100 
Specific Mass of 
DC-RF Converters kg/kW mDC-RF 
- -
Specific Mass of 
Antenna Power Dis­
tribution System kg/kW mANT P-
Specific Mass of 
Waveguides kg/kW mWG 
Table F.5 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points 
- Program V (continued)
 
Input Element Units Variable 
Name 
Improvement in 
State-of-Knowledge, % 
DPA OPB DPC DPO DPE 
Specific Mass of 
Antenna Interface kg/kW mANT INT 
Specific Mass of 
Phase Control 
Electronics kg/kW mPCE 
Miscellaneous 
Satellite Mass kg MMISC 30 50 90 100 -
Basic Unit Mass of 
Construction, Small kg mCB 20 40 80 90 100 
Basic Unit Mass of 
Construction, Large kg mCB 20 40 80 90 100 
Specific Mass of 
EPS Solar Array kg/kW Pl 20 40 80 90 100 
EPS Power Require­
ments, Small Base 
LEO kW EPS REQ 20 40 80 90 100 
EPS. Rower RPquire­
ments, Large Base 
LEO kW EPS REQ 20 40 80 90 100 
EPS Power Require­
ments, Large Base 
GEO kW PEPS REQ 20 40 80 90 100 
EPS Power Require­
ments, Small Base 
GEO kW PEPS REQ 20 40 80 90 100 
Specific Mass of 
EPS Batteries kg/kW P2 30 50 70 100 -
Orbit Keeping Pro­
pellant Mass, Small 
Base LEO kg mop 20 70 100 
-
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Table F.5 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points - Program V (continued)
 
Input'Element Units Variable 
Name 
Improvement in 
State-of-Knowledge, % 
DPA DPB DPC DPO DPE 
Orbit Keeping Pro­
pellant Mass, Large 
Base LEO kg 
m 
OP 20 70 100 -
Orbit Keeping Pro­
pellant Mass, Small 
Base GEO kg mOP 20 60 90 100 
Orbit Keeping Pro­
pellant Mass, Large 
Base GEO kg mOp 20 60 90 100 
Attitude Control 
Propellant Mass, 
Small Base LEO kg mAP 20 70 90 100 
Attitude Control 
Propellant Mass, 
Large Base LEO kg mAP 20 70 90 100 
Attitude Control 
Propellant Mass, 
Small Base GEO kg mAP 20 40 70 90 100 
Attitude Control 
Propellant Mass, 
Large Base GEO kg mAP 20 40 70 90 100 
Total Satellite 
Fleet Size Number NSAT - - - - -
Total Crew Size, 
Small Base Number Ncrew 20 s0 80 90 100 
Total Crew Size, 
Large Base Number Ncrew 20 50 80 90 100 
Number of Personnel 
Carried per POTV 
Flight #/Flight 
f 
POTV 30 50 90 100 -
Number of Crew 
Rotations Per Year #/Year fCROT 30 70 90 100 -
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Table F.5 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points - Program V (continued)
 
Input Element Units Variable 
Name 
Improvement in 
State-of-Knowledge, % 
DPA DPB DPC DPD DPE 
Rate of Satellite 
Construction #/Year Rconst 20 50 90 100 -
Propellant Consump­
tion per POTV Flight
(RT) kg fPOTV PRP 20 70 90 100 -
Capacity of Propel­
lant Storage Tank kg fT - - - - -
Unit Mass of Propel­
lant Storage Tank kg MT - -
Payload of COTV kg fCOTV - -
Unit Mass of COTV 
(Dry) kg mCOTV - -
Design Life of 
POTV # Flights fPOTV Life - -
Unit Mass of POTV 
(Dry) kg mCOT - - -
Propellant Consump­
tion per COTV Flight kg fCOTV PRP 
-
HLLV Payload to LEO kg Mp/L-_ 
AIS Propellant Mass-
Fraction Fraction XAIS 
-
AIS Total LEO-GEO 
Mission AV 
AIS Exhaust Jet 
Velocity 
m/sec 
m/sec 
AV 
AIS 
V 
JAIS 
-
-
-
Ion Propellant 
Storage Tank 
Capacity kg IT 
- -
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Table F.5 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points - Program V (continued) 
Input Element Units Variable 
Name 
Improvement in 
State-of-Knowledge, % 
DPA DPB DPC DPD DPE 
Ion Propellant 
Storage Tank Unit 
Mass (Dry) kg mIT - - - - -
HLLV Average Load 
Factor Fraction 
f 
LOAD 20 50 70 100 -
Design Life of HLLV 
Upper Stage # Flights fHUS LIFE 30 70 90 100 -
Design Life of HLLV 
Lower Stage Flights fHLS LIFE 30 70 90 100 -
Number of Personnel 
per Shuttle Flight Number 'SHUTTLE - - - - -
Design Life of 
Shuttle # Flights fSLIFE -
HLLV Upper Stage
Unit Cost S CHUS 30 70 90 100 
HLLV Lower Stage 
Unit Cost S 
c 
HLS 30 70 90 100 -
Launch Operations 
Cost per HLLV Flight S HLLV 30 70 90 100 -
Launch Operations 
Cost per Shuttle 
Flight $ CSHUTTLE 100 -- -
Shuttle Unit Cost S CSUNIT 100 - - - -
Basic Unit Cost of 
Construction Base 
(Small) $ cCB 20 50 70 90 100 
Basic Unit Cost of 
Construction Base 
(Large) S CCB 20 50 70 90 100 
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Table F.5 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points 
- Program V (continued)
 
Input Element Units Variable 
Name 
Improvement in 
State-of-Knowledge, % 
DPA DPB DPC DPD DPE 
Specific Cost of 
EPS Solar Array $/kV cPl 20 50 70 90 100 
Specific Cost of 
EPS Batteries S/kV CP2 20 50 90 100 -
Cost of Radiation 
Shielding, Small 
Base LEO $ cRDS 20 50 70 90 100 
Cost of Radiation 
Shielding, Large
Base LEO S CRDS 20 50 70 90 100 
Cost of Radiation 
Shielding, Small 
Base GEO S RDS 20 50 70 90 100 
Cost of Radiation 
Shielding, Large
Base GEO $ RDS 20 50 70 90 100 
Specific Cost of 
Altitude Control 
Propellant $/kg cAP 
Specific Cost of 
Orbit-Keeping Pro­
pellant S/kg OP 
COTV Unit Cost S CCOTV 20 50 90 100 -
PCTV Unit Cost S CPOTV 20 50 90 100 -
Specific Cost of 
OTV Propellant S/kg CPRP 
AIS Unit Cost $ CAIS 20 50 90 100 
Specific Cost of 
Ion Propellant $/kg CAIS PROP 
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Table F.5 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points 
- Program V (continued)
 
Input Element Units VariableName 
Improvement in 
State-of-Knowledge, % 
DPA DPB DPC DPD OPE 
CTV Propellant 
Storage Tank 
Unit Cost $ CT 20 70 90 100 -
Ion Propellant 
Storage Tank 
Unit Cost S CIT 20 50 90. 100 -
Antenna Power Distri­
bution Specific Cost $/kW CpD 
- - - -
Phase Control Elec­
tronics Specific Cost S/kW CPCE . . . . . 
Wave Guide Specific
Cost S/kW cG 
- - -
-
DC-RF Converter 
Specific Cost $/kW cDC-RF 
-
-
Antenna Structure 
Specific Cost S/kW cST 20 70 90 1O0 -
Solar Array Blanket 
Specific Cost 
2 
S/km 
c 
SAB 20 so 70 100 -
Solar Array Concen­
trator Specific Cost S/km2 CSAC 10 60 90 100 -
Conducting Structure 
Specific Cost S/kg CSTC 10 60 90 100 -
Nonconducting Struc­
ture Specific Cost S/kg CSTNC 10 50 90 100 -
Central Mast 
Specific Cost S/kg CSTCM 10 50 90 100 -
Miscellaneous Equip­
ment Specific Cost S/kg cMISC 10 50 80 100 -
Rectenna Specific 
Cost 
2 
S/km 
C 
RECT ... 
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Table F.5 State-of-Knowledge at Decision Points - Program V (continued)
 
Improvement in 
Input Element Units Variable 
Name 
State-of-Knowledge, % 
DPA DPB DPC DPD DPE 
Beam Elevation Angle Radians E . . . . 
Power Interface 
Specific Cost S/kw CINTERF . . - -
Phase Control 
Specific Cost $/kw Cc-
- -
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APPENDIX G 
COMPUTATION OF CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
 
This appendix details the computational procedure for deter­
mining 	the probabilities necessary for analyzing the decision trees
 
presented in Section 7. It is to be noted that the probabilities are
 
conditioned upon getting to the decision node in question. 
Figure G.1
 
shows the effects of the decision rules acting on the probability den­
sity function of the current state-of-knowledge for Program I. The pop­
ulation or density function after Decision Point A is obtained by taking

the product of the initial probability density function with one minus
 
the cumulative distribution representing decision rule A. Thus:
 
fA (cost) = fo 
 (cost) tl-C(MA, GA) ] 
where C(MA, oA) is the cumulative distribution function for a Gaussian 
distribution of mean MA 
and standard deviation CA. Likewise:
 
fB (cost) = 
fA (cost) [l-C(B, cB)
 
and
 
fc (cost) = f8 (cost) [I-C(Mc a
0 

Then, noting that the area under curve f is unity, PA is the
 
area under curve fA' and:
 
PB= 	Area under curve f = Area under curve fB
 
Area under curve fA PA
 
and
 
Area under curve fc Area under curve f
 
C Area under curve fB 	 PA PB
 
0. 11 
o 0.10 
c 0.09C 
0.08 
0.07 ­ State-of-Knowledge Today

oC 
 (Current Population), f
 
0.06 
Uc ,Population arter Decision 
0 .05 Po in t A , f A 
0.05
 
o .3 
0)0 Population After Decision o
0.04 
0.00
 
12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 
 38 P
 
Present Value of Total Unit Cost Referenced to Lhe Initial
 
Operation Date, $billions (1974)
 
Figure G. Analysis of Conditional Branching Probabilities
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